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with such innovations,however,havebeennotoriouslydifficult to realize in the resource
sparse settingsof lessdevelopedeconomies.Scholarsand industry specialistshave found
the implementation of a large portion ofmobile phoneͲbased innovations unsustainable
beyondshortͲtermpilotprojects.
This dissertation is positionedwithin the information systems (IS) research tradition and
develops anuancedunderstandingof so calledmHealth sustainability challenges through
twoqualitativeandexploratory interpretivecase studies,one in Indiaandone inMalawi.
Both mobile phoneͲbased implementations under study were commissioned by health








before it can grow. Themerge between congenial plant parts can be assisted, but not
asserted,byagardener’scarefulapplicationofappropriategraftingtechniques.Thegrafting
metaphor foregrounds the need for care and tenderness in information infrastructure














This dissertation is submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of
Philosophical Doctorate (PhD) at the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences,
UniversityofOslo,Norway.The researchhasbeencompleted throughmyparticipation in
theGlobalInfrastructures(GI)researchgroupattheDepartmentofInformatics.
Thedissertation consistsof fivepeer reviewedandpublishedarticlesandan introductory
segmentthatelaboratesonandsynthesizestheresearchcontributionsofthearticles.The
introductorysegmentpresentstheempiricalandtheoreticalframingoftheresearchagenda,
positions the research in relation to relevant related research, reflects on strengths and
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reporting of routine health data1.Our destination is a small government owned hospital
calledKabudula.Thehospital sometimes serves as ameeting ground for staffworking at
neighboringhealthfacilities.ItislocatedintheruraloutskirtsofLilongwedistrictinMalawi.
Rainy season isabout tokick in.The rain turnsdirt roads intomud.Thismaybeour last
chancetoreachKabudulawithouttoomuchinconvenience.
Placedneatlyalongthedustyroadsaretallwoodenpoles.Theyusedtobeutilitypoles,but
they have been relieved of the wires that united them. They used to be telecom
infrastructure. Iaskmy friendandcolleaguesittingnext tome in thecarabout thepoles.
Tiwonge,aMalawian,explains that thewireshavebeen lootedand sold for their copper
value.“Thecopperhasprobably found itswayto foreign factoriesbynow”,headds.Only
smallstumpsofwire,oneandahalfmeterslongatthemoststillprotrudefromthetopof
thepoles.TheMalawigovernmenthasgivenuponthesepoles.
The expansion of mobile phone networks and the proliferation of inexpensive mobile
handsets have put digital information and communication technology capabilities in the
handsofpeoplewholackaccesstoproperroads,cleandrinkingwater,basichealthservices,
electricityandmajorsourcesofpubliclyrelevantmediasuchastelevisionandnewspapers.
By 2011 the swiftly advancing Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) was
estimatedtocovermorethan93percentofthepopulationofMalawi,whileonly11percent





hasbeenunabletoservicethegeneratorsduetopersistent fuelshortages.There isa fuel
crisis inMalawi2.Lastnightweboughtdieselonthe ‘blackmarket’sothatwecouldmake
our field trip in themorning.We have brought a projector in order to start the training














from subͲdistrict health facilities to higher organizational levels is characterized by
improvisation.Forinstance,reportsmaybecarriedbybicycleortheycanbehandedoverto
ambulance drivers who happen to pass by (Sanner, Manda, & Nielsen, 2014). Urgent
messagesandalertscanbedeliveredvia radio (ifavailable)or throughmobilephonesby
sendingtextmessages(SMS)orby‘beeping’3colleaguesandsupervisors.Inarecentstudy,
Asiimweetal. (2011,p.32)recount infrastructuralchallengeswhen implementinganSMS
basedtoolformonitoringstockͲoutsofmalariamedicinesinUgandaaccordingly,“although
the use of mobile phones for data reporting via SMS overcomes many of the issues




LowͲendmobile phoneͲbased solutions show particular promise in their ability tomeet
information and communication needs even at the periphery of national health systems
(Blacketal.,2009;Braa&Sanner,2011;Haberer,Kiwanuka,Nansera,Wilson,&Bangsberg,






For thepast fouryears Ihavebeen involvedwithmobilephoneͲbasedhealth information
system implementations in India and Malawi. Both implementations have focused on
routinereporting (e.g.,weekly,monthlyorquarterly)ofnumericalpublichealthdata from
subͲdistricthealthfacilities.Throughmy involvementwiththetwo implementations Ihave
observed how outreach health workers such as health surveillance assistants (HSAs) in













Iparticularly recall accompanying anHSAone afternoon asheperformedhis chores in a
Malawian village. Soon after our arrival in the village, the village headman, a traditional










to themand tomyself, that this ‘whitewanderer’ (Mzungu inChichewaandotherBantu
languages)hadonlycometoinvestigatehowroutinereportingonsuchincidencescouldbe
improved–preferablyby leveragingmobilephones. Iwasnot there to remove theactual
culprit,which the village residents, in this case, had presumably identified. Iwould have
lovedtoassistthevillagersintheirvitalquestforcleandrinkingwater,butIdidnotknowof
anyonewhocouldinfluencethecommissioningofboreholesinMalawi.Myareaofexpertise
was withmobile technologies andmy contacts inMalawi weremainly researchers and
governmentofficialsinvolvedwithroutinehealthinformationsystems.
In accordancewith the primary health care4mantra of ‘health for all’, the collection of
routinehealthdata isakeypriority inasmuchas it informs“thepursuitandmonitoringof
theextentofcoveragewithessentialhealthservicestotheentirepopulationwithemphasis
onreachingthecurrentlyunderservedpopulationgroups”(HealthMetricsNetwork,2009,p.
93,my emphasis). Timely, complete and accurate datamay be used to calculate health









service provision. By examining indicators, public healthmanagers at health districts6can
identifyhazardssuchaspoordrinkingwater,allocateresources,andtakeappropriateand
effectiveactions.However,healthserviceindicatorsneedtobeanalyzedandinterpretedby
managers who are in fact dedicated to evidenceͲbased public health decision making
(Rodrigues,2000;Stansfield,Walsh,Prata,&Evans,2006).
Evenwhenrelevantinformationisavailable,decisionmakersmaynotunderstanditinsuch
a way that it can inform action and policy (Walsh & Simonet, 1995). Hence, health
informationsystemsareonlyaseffectiveasthehealthsystemactivitiestheyfacilitateand
support(Sandiford,Annett,&Cibulskis,1992).Also,forappropriateactionstobetaken,data
frequently needs to be shared across fragmented and poorly coordinated ministries,
departments,programsandprojects.TheMinistryofHealth inMalawi, for instance,does
notcommissionboreholes–theMinistryofIrrigationandWaterDevelopmentdoes.Finally,
accuratehealth information isof limitedvalue iftheresourcesnecessarytoactsimplyare
not available. For a financially poor country like Malawi, the funding7 and technical
assistancerequiredto implementsolutionsoftenstem frompowerful internationaldonors
whomayormaynothavevillageboreholesontheircurrentlistofpriorities.Forinstance,in
Malawi’sneighboringcountries,MozambiqueandTanzania,Kimaro&Nhampossa(2005,p.
291) found that health information system implementations are typically driven by “the
donors’perspective,whilethe[MinistryofHealth]playsessentiallyapoliticalandsymbolic
role”.
The past few years have seen international donors running in packs to fund so called









Withaplethoraof socalledmHealthprojectsemerging to supportworkat the fringesof
public health organizations, it is becoming increasingly difficult for governments in less
developedeconomies toconsolidatedisparateefforts intooverarchinghealth information









challenges are exacerbated by a lack ofwellͲdefined national health information system
strategies,whichinturnmaybeattributedtolackofcoordinatedfunding,weakorpossibly
corruptmanagementand lackoftechnicalexpertise.Unfortunately,ministriesofhealth in
developing economies often lack skilled personnel with the competence to develop
appropriatepoliciesand routines tooverseeandmaintaindonors’numerous ICTprojects
(Kimaro&Nhampossa,2005;Lucas,2008;Mechaeletal.,2010).For instance, in2012,the

















scale into health systems” (Labrique et al., 2013, p. 2). The failure to sustain technology
innovations,althoughsymptomatictoICTfordevelopment(ICT4D)(Ali&Bailur,2007;Best








warranted widespread adoption and longͲterm commitment by national governments.
Rather than focusingon shortͲtermprojects goals, interventionistsmayneed tobemore





overall functioningofhealthsystemsandhealth informationsystems. Insummary, lackof
collaboration across numerous initiativeswith a pilot orientation, lack of alignmentwith
extant health information systems and limited local capacity to absorb, manage and





&Dorsch,2011; Istepanian, Jovanov,&Zhang,2004;Mirza,Norris,&Stockdale,2008) to
frugalmobile phoneͲbased tools for outreach healthworkers in resource sparse settings
(DeRenzietal.,2011).Beyondaddressingpracticalchallengessuchascommunicationand
informationsharing,mHealthprojects in lessdevelopedeconomiesoftenboasttechnology
deterministic9ambitionsofbringingabout socialandpoliticalchange suchas to ‘mobilize’
and ‘empower’outreachhealthworkersand their ‘localcommunities’ (Akter&Ray,2010;
DeRenzietal.,2011;Gerber,Olazabal,Brown,&PablosͲMendez,2010).
In remote and developing regions of theworldmobile phoneͲbased solutions have been
employed foravarietyofpublichealth relatedpurposes includingpopulation surveillance
(Rajputetal.,2012),monitoringofcommunicablediseases(Asiimweetal.,2011;Kamanga,
Moono, Stresman,Mharakurwa,& Shiff, 2010), supply chainmanagement and stockͲout
monitoring (Barringtonetal.,2010),decisionsupport forhealthworkers (Afridi&Farooq,
2011),healtheducationalmessagesandvideos(Gurmanetal.,2012;Ramachandran,Canny,
Das,&Cutrell,2010;Thirumurthy& Lester,2012),electronichealth recordsmanagement
(Ganesan et al., 2011; Haberer et al., 2010;Meankaew et al., 2010), and routine data
collection and reporting (Andreatta,Debpuur,Danquah,& Perosky, 2011;DeRenzi et al.,
2011; Lemay,Sullivan, Jumbe,&Perry,2012;Mukherjee,Purkayastha,&Sahay,2010). In
addition,healthworkersstationedatremotehealthpostscansimplypickupamobilephone




yet to be established. Studies that have attempted to define mHealth have arrived at
relativelybroaddefinitions. Istepanian et al. (2004,p. 405)provide an earlydefinitionof
mHealth as “mobile computing, medical sensor, and communications technologies for
healthcare”. Similarly, in the context of a global eHealth survey, the World Health
Organization, by the Global Observatory for eHealth, defined mHealth as “medical and







p.6). Furthermore,mHealth canbe consideredboth anextension to and integralpartof
eHealth(Mechael,2009)andtelemedicine(Istepanianetal.,2004).Inthecontextof‘northͲ
south’ development collaborations, mHealth may also be considered integral to ICT4D
(Sanner&Sæbø,2014).
Similarly to ‘eHealth’ and ‘ICT4D’, ‘mHealth’ is a beast of a term that conflates different
mobile technologies,health relatedagendasand stakeholder’s ideals,visions,policiesand
programs. ‘mHealth’ is predominantly an industry term that resonates well with
international donors and development projectmanagerswho wish to convey that their
activities are at the frontline of ‘themobile revolution’.However,mHealth is not a very
tenable object of study for academic research. As a conglomerate of different mobile
technologies, activities and agendas that change over time and vary across contexts and
purposes,mHealthdoesnotoffermuchintermsofcharacteristictraitsorprocessestostudy.
Nonetheless, studies to date have tended to treatmHealth as ameaningful category for
which‘successcriteria’canbeidentifiedandleveragedforcrossͲcomparisonandevaluation
acrossinitiatives.Somescholarsassumereplicabilityoffindingsacrossmobiletechnologies,
projects and settings and call for expanding the ‘mHealth evidenceͲbase’ through
randomized controlled trials (Germann et al., 2011; Labrique et al., 2013; Tomlinson,
RotheramͲBorus,Swartz,&Tsai,2013).Anexperimentalresearchdesign, Iwouldargue, is
particularly illͲsuited for studying mHealth implementations typically characterized by
complex, dynamic and highly politicizedmultiͲstakeholder collaborationswith ambiguous
goalsand timeͲframes (Asangansi,2012).Efforts todifferentiatebetweenvarious typesof
mobiletechnologysolutionsandapplicationdomainsmaybemorefruitful.
The ‘mHealth cake’, however, can be sliced inmanyways. Norris, Stockdale,& Sharma
(2009), for instance,make a clear distinction betweenmHealth solutions that primarily
supportclinicalpracticesandnonͲclinicalsolutionssuchastoolsforroutinedatacollection
andreporting.Fromaprivacyanddatasecuritypointofviewitisimportanttodifferentiate
solutions that store and transmit data about individual patients such as electronic health
records from solutions that are used primarily to share nonͲsensitive deͲindividualized
aggregatenumbersandstatistics(Kotz,Avancha,&Baxi,2009;Mancini,Mughal,Gejibo,&
Klungsoyr,2011;Olla&Tan,2008).Furthermore,inthecontextofgovernmentadministered









information systems researchers Wanda Orlikowski & Suzanne Iacono (2001), “to take
technology seriously”, Sanner et al. (2012) develop an mHealth typology and discuss
strengthsandweaknesseswithdifferentmobilephoneͲbased solution types suchasSMS,
Javaapplications(J2ME),mobilewebͲbrowsersandinteractivevoiceandresponse(IVR)for
largeͲscalehealthinformationsystemimplementations.
Challenges to the sustainability of so called mHealth implementations may vary across
mobiledevices, communication infrastructures, applicationpurposes, applicationdomains
and socioͲpolitical contexts. In light of the stratifications outlined above, the twomobile
phoneͲbased implementationsstudied in thisdissertation leverage lowͲendmobilephones




routinely from subͲdistrict health facilities. Rather than striving for generalizations and
comparison across differentmobile technologies, projects and settings, this dissertation
employqualitativeresearchtoexplorehowtwomobilephoneͲbasedimplementations,one




Previous studies of mobile technology implementations in health in less developed
economies have pointed out the need for a holistic approach based on an ecological
understanding. In an early, yet comprehensive, literature review,Mechael et al. (2010)
examined172academicarticles,whitepapersandprojectreportsconcernedwithmHealth





national policies, and they propose that “[w]e need to start by thinking of health as an
overall project or ‘enterprise’ or ‘ecoͲsystem’ with many stakeholders” (ibid, p 54, my
emphasis).
Similarly,considering the rapidadvancesofmobile technology indeveloping regions,Etzo
andCollender(2010)andKleineandUnwin(2009)arguethatclosercollaborationbetween
diverse stakeholders such as governments, mobile companies, banks, and donors is
necessarytorealizecurrentpotentials.Mobiletechnology implementations inhealthgrow
out of novel collaborations, innovative technical configurations, communication




that conflate advances in both global health andmobile communication technology are
particularlychallenging tomanageandmaintaindue torelianceondiverseandpreviously
uncoordinated stakeholders with different aspirations and modes of operation (Kaplan,
2006).
TobetterunderstandhowmobilephoneͲbasedimplementationsinpublichealthcanevolve
beyond projectͲbased technical support and funding,we need to study how inputs from
various stakeholders with diverse interests such as ministries of health, NGOs, foreign
consultants, international donors and available local technical human capacity may be
summoned to nurture innovations into viable extensions to extant health information
systems.Apartfromafewstudies,e.g.,AsangansiandBraa(2010),BraaandNielsen(2013),
andBraaandPurkayastha (2010) littleattentionhasbeenpaid tohowmobile technology
implementations in less developed economies may extend, and coevolve with national
healthinformationsystems.Implementationsofmobiletechnologyinnovationsneednotto
be studied independently; rather they need to be seen as parts of an ecology bound
together through complex socioͲtechnical and multiͲstakeholder arrangements.





should extend and enrich health information systems in less developed economies,
particularly in areas with weak or unreliable physical infrastructure. In tune with
international practiceͲorientedmHealth discourses andmuch of the extant literature on
mobile technology implementations inpublichealth, Isetoutwithanurge tounderstand
howsustainabilityofsuch implementationscould indeedbe facilitated.However, frommy
empiricalexperience,sustainability turnedout tobeanelusiveandslipperyambition that
was difficult to operationalize. Sustainability certainlymeant different things to different
people indifferent roles; suchas shortͲterm contracted technologyexperts,grant funded
researchers, representatives of international donors, health managers, and communityͲ





moreexploratoryendeavor. Throughobservation,participation andpersonal involvement
my attention turned towards the meticulous efforts that went into mobilizing limited
resources and capacities to foster health information system changewithmobile phoneͲ
based solutions. This change, as I saw it, grew out of an increasing number of multiͲ




the challenges of organizing, mobilizing and coordinating multiple independent
stakeholders”.
Thiswork isbasedonmyengagementwith the twoempirical settingsandmy familiarity
withliteraturethatdescribesandtheorizestheevolutionarydevelopmentoflarge,dynamic
andinterconnectedinformationsystems,calledinformationinfrastructure.Inparticularthis
research builds on and contributes to previous academic work that employ biological






i) The point of union has longͲterm Implications. Early ICT project arrangements,
bothsocialandtechnical,areshapedbythe initialframingoftheproblemtobe




ii) Congeniality, a term commonly employed in plant grafting, characterizes the
merge and coͲevolution between situated socioͲtechnical arrangements and
innovative ICTcapabilities.Congeniality isabiͲdirectional relationalattribute. It
differs from unidirectional relational notions such as ‘technology fit’ or
‘organizational readiness to change’. Congeniality highlights that both the ICT





of novel ICT capabilities inherently fragile on the ‘supply side’ of information
infrastructure(Jansen&Nielsen,2005;Nielsen,2006).AsthenovelICTcapability
takes hold initial projectͲoriented control is distributed through situated
articulationworkandfurtherinnovation.
iv) NovelICTcapabilitiesthatleverageandextendinformationinfrastructureinone





understudied aspects and addresses identified gapswith extant theorizingof information
infrastructure innovation reviewed in chapter three. The disposition of the remaining
chaptersofthedissertationisasfollows:
ChapterTworeviewsrelatedresearchconcernedwithsustainabilitychallengesendemicto
health informationsystem implementations,particularly in lessdevelopedeconomies.The
chapter considers the lack of claritywith the term ‘sustainability’ andmotivates critical
reflectionconcerningtheroleofsustainabilityastheHolyGrailofICT4D.Morespecifically,
thechapterconsidershowandwhycomprehensivescalemaysometimesbeaprerequisite,




dissertation draws on and extends, by proposing and developing a graftingmetaphor, to
highlightfragilitywithinformationinfrastructureinnovationprocesses.
Chapter Four presents the interpretive philosophical underpinnings ofmy research, the
qualitativeresearchapproach,thesettingforthetwocasestudiesandmyroleinthemobile
phoneͲbased implementations, thedatacollectionanddataanalysis techniquesemployed
andethicalreflectionsconcerningtheconductofmyresearch.
ChapterFivepresentstwostoriesofmobilephoneͲbased implementations inPunjab India
and Lilongwe Malawi. The two empirical narratives highlight different technical,
organizational, infrastructuralandpoliticalchallengestothe longͲtermsustainabilityofthe




dissertation. Each article contributes to the development of a nuanced description of so
calledmHealthsustainabilitychallenges.Thefurtherelaborationonthegraftingperspective




recommendations for futuremHealth and ICT4D implementations in public health in less








tomeet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 43). Since then, sustainability has become a
hallmark of success in development projects. The idea of ‘sustainability’ is influential in
internationaldevelopmentagendas,fundingmechanismsand implementationsstrategies–
sometimes with perverse and contradictory implications for development practice (e.g.,




been criticized for being WesternͲcentric, paternalistic, imperialistic and indifferent to
context (e.g.,Easterly,2006;Escobar,1995;Ferguson,1990;Stiglitz,2003).Thesebroader
criticalexaminationsofsustainability inthecontextofdevelopmenthave inturn informed
critical reflections concerning development interventions in primary health care (Pfeiffer,
2003; Pfeiffer et al., 2008; Ridde, 2008) and ICT4D (Ali & Bailur, 2007; Avgerou, 2010;
Prakash&De’,2007).Unfortunately, asdiscussed in section1.3, a similar levelof critical
reflections concerning sustainability have been nearly absent inmHealth literature. This
dissertationengagesconstructivelywiththecurrentlackofcriticalreflectionconcerningthe
dominant discourse on sustainable development inmHealth research and practice. This





WalshamandSahay (2006)assert thatsustainability,despite its longͲstanding influence in
development rhetoric and practice, has been an understudied and neglected topic by
informationsystemresearchers.Sustainabilitymaysimplyrefer to thepersistentadoption








centered activities after the end of external involvement and funding. Sustainability
stretches beyond having program costs and maintenance activities incorporated into
ministerialbudgets,which at any ratemaybeheavily subsidizedby internationaldonors.
Sustainability is also about institutionalization of routines and practices and the
developmentoflocalcapacitytoinnovateontopofacquiredICTcapabilities.
Previous researchers have highlighted the importance of institutionalization to the
sustainabilityofnationalhealthinformationsystemimplementations(Currie&Guah,2007;
Kimaro&Nhampossa,2007;Sahay,Sæbø,Mekonnen,&Gizaw,2010).Institutionalizationis




stability andmeaning to social life” (Scott, 2008, p. 56). Institutionalization, then, is “the
process through which a social order or pattern becomes accepted as a social ‘fact’”
(Avgerou,2000,p.236).
In the contextofhealth information system implementations, institutionalization involves
the creationof “roles, responsibilities, structures, andbudgets toensure that the [health
information system] becomes part of the existing organizational routines” (Kimaro &
Nhampossa,2005,p.278).Once ICTsbecomeacceptedasorganizationaland social facts,
they may be maintained and catered for because of their legitimacy regardless of the
evidenceof their technicalvalueorefficiency (Noir&Walsham,2007;Silva&Backhouse,
1997).However,manyICTͲorientedhealthinformationsystemimplementationsinresource
sparse settings have been found unsustainable due to factors such as shortͲterm donor
funding, lackofdevelopmentof localcapacity,andtoomuchfocusontechnologicalrather
than social issues (Avgerou,2008;Heeks,Mundy,& Salazar,1999;Kimaro&Nhampossa,
2007;Lucas,2008).Giventheshortageonfinancialresourcesandtechnicalexpertiseinless
developed economies, implementations often succumbwhen projectmoney runs out or
foreign experts and contracted NGOs resign from projects (Baark& Heeks, 1999; Lewis,
2006).
Toaddresssomeofthechallengesoutlinedabove,researchershavecalledforandproposed
newmodes of stakeholder collaboration (Pfeiffer, 2003), businessmodels (Kaplan, 2006;
Kleine & Unwin, 2009), project governance principles (Jensen &Winthereik, 2013) and
project evaluation criteria (Greenhalgh & Russell, 2010) that can help ensure more
sustainable implementations in tunewithnationaleHealthandhealth information system
strategies. The ongoing search for ‘critical factors’ that can facilitate the sustainability of
ICT4D andmHealth canbe seenas a continuationof the information technology transfer
discourse of the 1990ies (e.g., Baark & Heeks, 1999; Braa,Monteiro, & Reinert, 1995;
Büscher & Mogensen, 1997; Foltz, 1993). The progression from a focus on technology
transfer to a preoccupationwith sustainabilitymay signify a growing awareness that the
same ICTs do not fit all socioͲeconomic and political contexts and that a fair amount of
sensitivityisrequiredtoidentify,implementandmaintainappropriatesolutions.Yet,exactly




Ciborra’s (2002; 1992) notion ofbricolage.Ali andBailur suggest that ICT4Dneeds tobe
moreopentolocalimprovisationand“acceptthechangingnatureoftheICTartifactandthe
unintended consequences of technology” (Ali & Bailur, 2007, p. 1). An implementation
strategy based on bricolage highlights the importance of locally apposite improvisation
throughtheexpedientcombinationofresourcesathand. InCiborra’sownwords:“”[w]ith
bricolage, the practices and the situations disclose new uses and applications of the
technology” (Ciborra, 2002, p. 49). Furthermore, Ciborra posits thatwith bricolage “[n]o
general scheme ormodel is available: only local cues from a situation are trusted and
exploitedinasomewhatblindandunreflectiveway”(ibid,p.45).
However, as Ali and Bailur (2007, p. 1) themselves note: “since themajority of ICT for
development projects still continue to be funded by donor agencies andmultinationals,
improvisation faces many practical challenges”. Furthermore, Ali and Bailur’s optimistic
assessmentof theunintendedconsequencesof technology isbasedonempiricalcasesof











myemphasis).Withregardto ICT innovations inthecontextofroutinehealth information
systems,scalabilityacrosssettingsmaybe“aprerequisite–nota luxury– forsustainable
local action” (Braa,Monteiro, & Sahay, 2004, p. 341). This is so, because sustainability
emergesfromcollaborationsthatreproduce“learningprocessesalongsidethespreadingof
artifacts,fundingandpeople”(ibid,p.338).BothBraaetal.(2004)andSahayandWalsham
(2006) highlight the ‘all or nothing’ dilemma of routine health information systems. This
dilemma isrooted inthepremisesofprimaryhealthcare itself,whereaccesstoaffordable
essentialhealthservices isconsideredan individualright.Hence,toavoidmismanagement






Paradoxically, as donorͲfunded health information system interventions are typically
evaluated intermsoftheir impactona fewperformance indicators (read:costͲefficiency),
theproblemsof theworstͲoffandhardest to reachpopulations,areoftendealtwith last
(Kleine&Unwin,2009;Lucas,2008;Pfeifferetal.,2008;Ridde,2008;Walsham,2001),ifat
all.With so calledmHealth implementations this issue is exacerbateddue to reliance on
mobilecommunicationnetworks.AsMechaeletal. (2010,p.58,myemphasis)pointout,
“thecontinuing lackofuniversal[mobile]coverage insomeruralareasweakenstheability





alternative to instantaneous scaling to all regions. Based on case studies concerning the
computerization of health information systems inNigeria and Ethiopia they propose that
resourceful health districtswith available technology, infrastructure and human capacity
should be given priority. The authors predict that successful implementations in more
developedregionsmayspreadandserveotherregionsovertime.Similarly,Braaetal.(2007)
argue that traditional paper based routines and novel computerized information systems
needs tobeable to interoperate smoothly,whilecomputerized systemsgradually replace
paperbasedones. Infavoroftheirargumenttheyemphasizethe importanceofscalingͲup
the availability of health data (content) rather than technology (container). Furthermore,





particular ICT innovation or a specific health problem, implementations also need to
leverageandextendhealthinformationsystemsholistically.Extantliteratureoninformation







other. As pointed out by for instance Kaplan (2004) andWalsham (1995), information
systemresearchhasemployedtheoreticalinsightsandapproachesfromvariousfieldssuch
as computer science, organization studies, sociology, political science, anthropology and
ethnography. More recently, however, information systems researchers have become
attentive to the need for new insights that can help explain what is happening in the
information society – constitutive of large and interconnected digital ecologies of
information systems (Monteiro, Pollock,&Williams, 2014; Yoo, Henfridsson,& Lyytinen,
2010).
Seminal knowledge contributions centered on the design, implementation and use of
software and ICT capabilitieswithin single organizations (Barley, 1986;Markus& Robey,
1988;Orlikowski&Robey,1991;Zuboff,1988)are insufficienttoaccountforthedynamics
of complexcorporateͲwide (Bygstad,2003;Ciborraetal.,2000;Pollock&Williams,2008;
Rolland&Monteiro,2002), interͲorganizational (Karastietal.,2010;Reimers, Johnston,&
Klein,2004;Ribes& Finholt,2009),oreven global information infrastructure such as the
Internet (Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010; Hanseth &Monteiro, 1997; Hanseth,Monteiro, &
Hatling,1996).Theproliferationofdistributed largeͲscale informationsystemshascreated








mHealth and ICT4D innovations are conceived of by academics at western universities,
designed by contracted developers and programmers, become implemented in
governmental organizations in less developed economies through partnershipswith local
technicalassistantsandNGOs,are fundedby internationaldonorssuchastheWorldBank
and the InternationalMonetary Fund, and rely extensively onmobile network providers’
physical infrastructure. The remainder of this chapter considers the relative merits of





Information infrastructure studies are concerned with interconnected ensembles of




They are embedded in larger, contextual puzzles and collages. Interdependence,
intricacy,andinterweavingofpeople,systems,andprocessesaretheculturebedof
infrastructure.










political stakeholder analyses (Sahay, Monteiro, & Aanestad, 2009). Some of these
theoretical lenses foregroundengineering anddesignbyhighlighting the growthenabling
potential of different infrastructural configurations (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013), the
contestedplacementofcontrolpointswithindigitalinfrastructure(ElalufͲCalderwood,Eaton,
Herzhoff, & Sørensen, 2011; Tilson, Lyytinen, & Sørensen, 2010), and interoperability




Most information infrastructure studies to date have employed a combination of the
theoretical approachesoutlined above, albeitwithoneperspective chosen to foreground
the analysis. Hanseth and Lyytinen, for instance, define information infrastructure as “a
shared, evolving, heterogeneous installed base of IT capabilities among a set of user
communitiesbasedonopenand/orstandardizedinterfaces”(HansethandLyytinen,2010,p.
9,my emphasis).While the authorsmaintain a view of information infrastructure as an
evolvingwhole,they,atthesametime,postulatefive‘designprinciples’andderiveatotalof
19‘designrules’toassistinformationinfrastructure‘builders’.
In contrast to such prescriptive recommendations, Edwards,Bowker, Jackson,&Williams
(2009,p.369) suggest that information infrastructurechangeagents“rarely ifever ‘build’
infrastructure;theymustnurtureitand,iftheyarelucky,helpittogrow”.Similarly,Edwards,
Jackson,Bowker,&Knobel (2007)argue thatdescriptionsofefforts to ‘design’and ‘build’
information infrastructure elevates the roles of designers or central system builders and
downplays the importanceof social, institutional,organizational, legal, cultural andother
nonͲtechnicalinfluences.Intheirview,itismoreappropriatetodrawonorganicmetaphors
tocharacterize theunfoldingchangeof information infrastructure. In theirwords;“[s]ince






within the same studies,hint at thedifficultieswith arriving at generalizations about the




all future possibilities.On the other hand, scholars havewarned against the illusion that
information infrastructure can be designed, implemented and managed in the same
controlledmanner as traditional intraͲorganizational information systems (Ciborra et al.,
2000).
EncounteringInformationInfrastructure
Efforts to theorize information infrastructurebasedon studiesof the Internet (Hanseth&
Lyytinen,2010;Zittrain,2006),anopenended informationhighway in thepublicdomain,
havehighlighted characteristics such as generativity, complexity, lackof coordination and
lack of centralized control. Such accounts differ markedly from studies that have their
empiricalbasis inmoreboundedpartsorcompartmentsof information infrastructurethat
serverspecificpurposessuchascollaborativeresearchnetworks(Karastietal.,2010;Ribes
& Finholt, 2009; Zimmerman & Finholt, 2007) or national health information systems
(Aanestad&Jensen,2011;Jensen&Winthereik,2013;Sahayetal.,2009).Inthetwolatter










Not only are different compartments of information infrastructure organized and
maintaineddifferently,informationinfrastructureisalsoexperienceddifferentlybydifferent
groupsandactors (Star,2002;Star,1999).AsStar (2002,p.116) remarks,“[o]neperson’s
infrastructure is another’s brick wall”. How individuals and organizations perceive and
experienceinformationinfrastructurevariesaccordingtotheirroles,agendasandframesof
reference,whichinturnareshapedbytheinstitutionalenvironmentinwhichtheyoperate.
Organizations operating within the same domains or industries tend to have similar
information and communication needs, challenges, aspirations, and values. For instance,
differentorganizations involvedwith internationalpublichealthmayhavedifferent shortͲ
term information and communication needs, while they collectively aspire to develop
informationinfrastructurethatenablethelongͲtermmonitoringofprogresstowardsshared
targets such as the Millennium Development Goals11and Universal Health Coverage12.
Consequently, these organizations may encounter, understand, and utilize the ICT
capabilities afforded by a shared and evolving information infrastructure in somewhat
similarways.
As the next section highlights, the perceived potential for intentional design visͲàͲvis
informationinfrastructurevariesnotonlyacrossempiricalobjectsofstudy,butalsowiththe
different strategies and aspirations of the heterogeneous stakeholders under study
(Aanestad& Jensen,2011;Sahayetal.,2009), the temporalorientationof theiractivities








and storage capabilities of lower layers (Tilson et al., 2010) while lower layersmay be
reconfiguredtoreflectemergentneedsandpatternsofuseathigher layers.Thenotionof
infrastructural ‘layering’highlights these interdependencies.Actorswhoacquireorcontrol





11TheMillenniumDevelopmentGoalsconstituteaneightͲgoalactionͲplan to improve lifeconditionsaround
theglobe.Thesegoalsincludedthereductionofextremepoverty,combatingAIDS,improvingmotherandchild
healthandensuringenvironmentalsustainability.






and institutional (e.g., organizational structures and overarching architectures) in nature.
Thepotentialfordevelopingnew ICTcapabilitiesandservicesontopofexisting layersand
modules canbe restricted through regulatory arrangements such as resource reservation
controlmechanisms imposed bymobile telecom operators or the design of application
programming interfaces (APIs) by the developers of digital platforms. In essence,
“[i]nfrastructural incumbentsmayexploit theirhistoricallyͲaccrued strengths toeffectively
holdinfrastructureinplace,stackingthedeckagainstnew, lessorganized,orlessfavorably
placed actors, thereby limiting the scope and vision of new infrastructural
possibilities”(Edwardsetal.,2007,p.26).
BootstrappingandcouplingInformationInfrastructure
Extant literature is divided on how it approaches the limitations of control in relation to
information infrastructure innovation. Depending on the empirical case and the chosen
analytical perspective, scholars have proposed different strategies and tactics such as
bootstrapping i.e., ‘jumpͲstarting’ auserbase in relation to an information infrastructure
innovation (Hanseth & Aanestad, 2003; Skorve & Aanestad, 2010), or serendipitous
patchwork and bricolage (Ciborra, 2002; Ciborra, 1992). Others have focused on the




strategy for turning innovative ICT capabilities into viable extensions of information
infrastructure. The strategy focuses on how growth in user uptake and demandmay be
encouragedatanearlystagewhereselfͲreinforcingnetworkeffectshavenotyetcomeinto
play.Followingtheprescriptionsofabootstrappingstrategy,thechangeagentordesigneris
advised tomitigate implementation risks and complexity by focusing on the provision of
simple and immediately useful ICT capabilities to an initial group of probable solution
adopters.Asthenumberofusersgrows,moreuserswilladopttheinnovativeserviceorICT
capabilitybecauseofthevaluegeneratedinthenetworkbyperviousadopters.
Bootstrapping, as a strategy, assumes a certain levelof autonomy and foresight, residing
with the change agent, to determine which tasks and routines to support. In contrast,
Information infrastructure development, according to Edwards et al. (2007, p. 39) “will
depend less on the Herculean figure of themaster engineer, andmore on a series of
pragmatic,modest, and strategicallyͲinformed interventions undertaken on the basis of
imperfect knowledge and limited control”. The decisionmaking power implicitwith the
bootstrappingstrategymaybeparticularlymisguided in thecontextofhealth information
system implementations in lessdevelopedeconomieswherecontrol isvolatileand tied to
shortͲterm projectͲbased multiͲstakeholder arrangements (Manda & Sanner, 2012).
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Furthermore, network economic rationalization of technology appropriationmay be less
relevant to the adoption and use of ICT capabilities in hierarchical public health
organizations–oftenwithahighlycentralizedandbureaucraticadministration.
Beyond the initial ‘jumpͲstart’ of novel ICT capabilities, information infrastructure





across different parts of information infrastructure (Edwards et al., 2007; Egyedi, 2001;
Hanseth, 2001).According to Edwards et al. (2007, p. 16) “[g]ateways are oftenwrongly
understood as “technologies,” i.e. hardware or software alone”. To them it is more
appropriate to understand gateways as a combination of technical solutions and social
choices. However, in my view the metaphorical notion of a ‘gateway’ foregrounds
mechanical constructionanddoesnotbring into view themultitudeof stakeholderswith
different ideas and aspirations aboutwhat they try to create. Even the development of




of gateways, such asHealth LevelͲ7(HL7)13, a standard for exchange of electronic health




leverage,createhistoricalpathdependencies that limitwhat innovationscanbe imagined
and developed in the future (Klein, Schellhammer, Reimers, & Riemer, 2008).  Path
dependencyreferstohowavailableoptionsatanygiventimeareconstrainedbydecisions












encourages an emphasis on the ‘nurturing’, or provision of adequate support and





doesnotgivevoice to thenumerous tensions, inequalitiesand information infrastructure
development efforts that succumb and fail. Instead ofmaking themeticulous efforts of
developinginformation infrastructurevisible,thenotionof‘cultivation’lendsitselfmoreto
the metanarrative of successful information infrastructure development. Installed base
cultivation is sometimes explained inmore concrete andmechanical terms as “extending
and improving the installed base” (Hanseth&Monteiro, 1998, p. 1), or “modifying and
extendingwhatalreadyexists”(Monteiro,Pollock,Hanseth,&Williams,2012,p.24).Whatis
missing from extant conceptualizations of information infrastructure development is a




In thisdissertation I address this conceptual gapby accounting forhow ICTprojects that
extend extant socioͲtechnical arrangements, at a particular place and point in time, if
successful, inevitably transforms into distributed nurturance performed by a growing
networkofstakeholders.ThisprocessiswhatIrefertoasinformationinfrastructuregrafting.
The next and final section of this chapter reviews recent contributions to information
infrastructurestudiesthataresimilarlyconcernedwithhowshortͲtermfundedICTprojects,





studies of collaborative research networks, called cyberinfrastructure, highlight how
sustainability challenges with innovative ICT capabilities are exacerbated by the
unpredictability of projectͲbased funding arrangements and a preoccupationwith shortͲ
term project deliverables in order to secure renewed grants. The tensions they identify
betweenshortͲterm fundingand the longͲtermdevelopmentof information infrastructure
aresimilarly relevant tomHealthand ICT4D inpublichealth in lessdevelopedeconomies,
whereapilotprojectorientationisthenorm(Sanneretal.,2012;Sanner&Sæbø,2014).
Apart from longͲterm planning and funding, Aanestad and Jensen (2011) argue that
conceptualizations of information infrastructure development need to account for
challenges with themobilization and coordination of inputs from multiple independent
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stakeholders. However, the social arrangements required to develop information
infrastructureareoftentimeconsumingandcostlytodevelopandmaintain(Karastietal.,
2010;Suchman,2002).Takingthesechallengesseriously,AanestadandJensen(2011)warn
against coordination overhead in the initial stages of information infrastructure
development efforts. As an alternative, they propose that stakeholder collaborations,
similarlytotechnicalconfigurations,canbemanagedinamodularfashion.Hence,ifpossible,
stakeholders who are able to identify common interests should move forward and
demonstrate how value and benefitsmay be generated from information infrastructure
development,withoutrelianceoninputfrompotentialpartnerswhositonthefenceordrag
their heels.Managing the involvement and interests of infrastructural stakeholder in a
gradualandmodular fashion,however, isadaunting task.AsEdwardsetal. (2007,p.28)
recognize,the“carefulnurturanceof infrastructuralchange,andattendingtothe tensions
thatemergefromit,isamanagerialandpoliticalskillofthehighestorder”.
Basedon theempirical studyof innovation in the contextof content serviceplatform for
mobile phones in Norway, Nielsen & Aanestad (2006, p. 186) argue that “relinquishing
control can be a prerequisite, as opposed to an impediment, for successful design and
operationofinformationinfrastructures”.Theirideaofrelinquishingcontroltospurfurther
innovation contrasts the traditional managerial urge to hold on to centralized control.
However,previousstudieshaveshownthatinnovationinbothscientificcyberinfrastructure
and national health information systems needs to be balanced against some element of
central coordination to allow for the longͲterm pursuit of collective goals (Aanestad &
Jensen, 2011; Karasti et al., 2010; Ribes & Finholt, 2009).What these studies have in
common is the recognition that the development of corporate or industryͲwide
compartmentsofinformationinfrastructuremaynotbecompletelycontrollable,but,unlike
partsoftheInternet,itcanalsonotbeallowedtodrift.
In summary, development of information infrastructure is shaped both by the inertia of
relatively stable socioͲtechnical arrangements and the preemptive and opportunistic
summoningofavailableresourcestoaccommodatenewpatternsofuseas ICTcapabilities







sense of the adoption of new ICT capabilities in an emergent network. However, such
notionsconveyaneat imageofrationaldesignthatunderrepresentspoliticaltensionsand
the continuous contestationofagendasandmeaningson the ‘supply side’of information
infrastructuredevelopment (Jansen&Nielsen,2005).Similarly, ‘cultivation’ recognizes the
limits of human preemptive actions and control pertaining to information infrastructure
development,butdoesnot give voice to themany ICT innovations that falter and fail to
becomepartofinformationinfrastructure.InchaptersevenIaddressthesegapswithextant
conceptualizationsof information infrastructuredevelopmentthroughthepropositionofa
grafting perspective. Grafting highlights the fragile transition from ICTͲprojects to viable
extensions of information infrastructure. This involves a movement from design to
collaborative nurturing, whereby ownership, maintenance responsibilities and further
innovation become distributed and aligned with different stakeholder’s activities and
interests.Such transitions require tendernessandcareas“infrastructurescanbeasiteof
intense conflict, throughwhich relevant socialactors […], thedistributionofbenefitsand
losses,andeventhegeneral“rulesofthegame”areworkedoutsimultaneously”(Edwards
et al.,2007,p.24). Thenext chapterdescribesmy approach to the studyof information
infrastructuredevelopmentthroughtheconductoftwoqualitativeinterpretivecasestudies






In thischapter Idiscusspracticalandmethodologicalconsiderationswithmy research.As
thechapterelaborates,myresearchaimhasbeencontinuouslyrevisedbasedonempirical
experiences andmy exposure to relevant literature. Similarly,mydata collection andmy
review of relevant literature have also been ‘moving targets’ throughout the study.Data
collectionhasbeenguidedbymyemergentand increasinglyreflexiveresearchagendaand
prior sensitization to literature,while the continuous process of reviewing literature has
beensharpenedbyempiricalfindings.
In section 4.1, I reflect on my role in an international network of collaborative health
informationsystem implementationresearchandmyengagementwithtwomobilephoneͲ
based routine health information system implementations. Section 4.2 describes the




This researchhascomeabout throughmyaffiliationwith theHealth InformationSystems
Program (HISP), a loosely coupled network of multidisciplinary research and health
information system strengtheningactivities indeveloping countries (seeBraaetal.,2007,
2004).MyengagementwithHISPhasbroughtmeincontactwithresearchers,publichealth










research group at theDepartment of Informatics at theUniversity ofOslo, has played a
central role in staking out the HISP action research agenda and catering for the core
developmentofDHIS2.
With the rapiduptakeofmobile technologies in lessdevelopedeconomies,HISPactivists
have embraced the opportunity to bring digital health information system capabilities to








Throughout the past four years I have participated in workshops, technical roadmap
discussions,andfunctionalrequirementmeetingsconcerningtheiterativedevelopmentand
implementationofDHISm.TheseactivitieshavebeenconcernedwiththeuseofDHISmfor
different purposes in different settings such as tomonitor efforts to combatmalaria in
Zambia, to support continuity of care in mother to child HIV transmission prevention
programsinUganda,andtostrengthensurveillanceofcommunicablediseasesinTanzania.
Mymainareaof interestandconcern,however,hasbeenwith theuseofmobilephoneͲ
basedsolutions for reportingof routinehealthdata from subͲdistricthealth facilities.This
focus has informedmy involvementwith twomHealth implementations – one ‘bigͲbang’
rollͲout orchestrated by HISP India in collaboration with the state of Punjab and one
incremental‘babyͲsteps’implementationofDHISminLilongwedistrict,inMalawi.Thelatter
implementationreceiveddirectfinancialandtechnicalsupportfromtheMobiHealthproject.
In both contexts theministries of health acted as the formal owners and hosts of the




Technical support for the implementation of mobile phoneͲbased routine reporting in
PunjabwasprovidedbyHISP India–acontractedNGOwith ties to the internationalHISP
network. Through my involvement with MobiHealth, I was given the opportunity to
participateintheimplementationinPunjabatanearlystageofmyPhD.Ispenttwomonth,
frommidͲSeptember tomidͲNovember 2010, following the implementation in Punjab. I
predominantlyplayedtheroleofanobserveralthoughIassistedshortͲtermcontractedHISP
IndiaemployeesinthetrainingofAuxiliaryNurseMidwives(ANMs)infivedistrictsinPunjab:
Gurdaspur, Jalandhar, Kapurthala, Patiala andMohali. Figure 4Ͳ1 below depicts amobile








statisticians, monitoring and evaluation officers, civil surgeons, and other government
employeesastheyattendedandoversawtrainingsessionsintheirrespectivedistricts.Iwas
able toengage in informaland impromptuconversationswithdistrictmanagersand their
colleaguesduringthemorningchai14breaksbeforethecommencementofthetrainings. In






ANMs to visit their designated subͲdistrict health facilities and the villages they served.
DuringthesefulldayvisitsIobservedhowANMsemployedtacitknowledgeandpaperbased
toolstocollectroutinehealthdatafromruralvillages.Furthermore,aswespentwholedays
together I had the opportunity to learn more about their thoughts concerning the
introductionofmobilephoneͲbasedreporting.






both facilitate and restrict the level of access that visiting researchers have to empirical
settings and informants. Ambiguitieswithmy role as a researcher started to emerge as
ANMsbegantorebelagainstmobilephoneͲbasedreporting.Theirgrievancesweredirected
towardswhat theyperceivedasa job surveillance toolbuilt into themobilephoneͲbased
solution intheformofadailyreportingrequirement(seesection5.1).Myassociationwith
HISPIndia,oneofthestakeholdersintheemergentconflictbetweenthestateofPunjaband




ofmymind,while technicalconfigurationsand their longͲtermconsequencesbecame the
focusoftheearlystagesofmyresearch.
MyrolewiththeImplementationinMalawi
Theemergenttensions inPunjabandtheirunclear implicationsformy longͲtermaccessto
the empirical setting ledme to get involvedwith the startͲupDHISm implementation in
Malawi.Whereasmy role in relation to implementationactivities inPunjabhadprimarily
beenthatofanobserver,myinvolvementinMalawiwasmoreengagedandresembledwhat
has been characterized as an action case study – a small scale interventionwith a deep
contextualunderstanding (Braa&Vidgen,1999;Vidgen&Braa,1997).Hence,actionand
intervention,althoughpresent,havenotbeenkeycomponentsinmyresearchdesign.Ihave







preliminary baseline study was conducted whereby Allan and Enoch visited 15 health
facilities and collecteddata using a structured interview guide,which Tiwonge and I had
preparedbeforehand.Thisbaseline survey,whichwaspredominantly concernedwith the
paperͲbased routine health information system, was later supplemented by repeated
observation visitsmade by Saptarshi, Tiwogne andmyself to nine health facilities. These









As part of the DHISm implementation team I made decisions about what handsets to
purchaseanddistributetosubͲdistricthealth facilitystaff. Itookpart inthe installationof
DHISm Java applications and configuredwebͲbrowsers andmenu systems on themobile





second fieldtriptoMalawi, frommidͲApriltomidͲMay2012, Iparticipated inDHISmpilot





my research design.When I startedmy fieldwork in India, I had no idea that I would
eventuallymoveontoMalawi.However,myengagementwithbothsettingshasallowedme
to contrast the particularities of each case and arrive at a nuanced understanding of
challengeswithmobile phoneͲbased routine health information system implementations.
MyearlyexperiencesfromPunjaballowedmetoplanandsharpenthefocusofmyresearch
before Igot involvedwiththestartup implementation inMalawi,whilemy involvement in
MalawihelpedmereflectsoberlyonmyexperienceswithpoliticaltensionsinPunjab.
Myempiricaldatacollectionhasinvolvedthreemajortripsoffieldwork,onetoPunjaband
two toLilongwe. Inbothsettings Ihave interactedwithoutreachhealthworkers,medical
officers,statisticalassistants,monitoringandevaluationofficers,localHISPrepresentatives,
fellow researchers,mobile trainers, DHIS2 andmobile application customizers, technical
supportstaff,projectcoordinators,andstateanddistricthealthinformationsystemmangers.



























































With particular reference to information system research, Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991),
followingChua (1986),distinguishbetweenpositivist, interpretive and critical approaches.
While these three epistemological positionsmay appear philosophically distinct as ideal
types,inempirical(social)researchthedistinctionsarenotsoclearͲcut(Lee,1989).Thereis
considerabledisagreementastowhethertheseresearch‘paradigms’necessarilycontradict
each other or if each perspective can add ameaningful layer to a single studywithout
necessarilybeingcontradictory(seee.g.,Gable,1994;Lee,1991).
Whereas positivist positions have emphasized the creation of objective and predictive
knowledge,othershavepointedoutthatinterestsandvaluesareintertwinedwiththefacts
andknowledgeclaimsconstructedthroughscience(e.g.,Guba&Lincoln,1994;Kuhn,1970),
just as they are intertwined with any other human endeavor. For instance, mHealth
implementationsarepartofacomplexsocioͲpoliticallandscape,whichpulsateintunewith
the budget cycles of powerful international donors. Hence, the searches for ‘evidence’,
‘benchmarks’ and ‘success criteria’ that can demonstrate the ‘sustainability’ ofmHealth
initiativesarenotdevoidofsocialandpolitical interests,nomatterhowvalueͲneutraland
‘scientific’ the chosen experimental research design may appear to be. Since mHealth
implementations are complex and politicized processes that are framed and understood
differentlybydifferent stakeholders, thephilosophicalunderpinnings for this researchare
foundedinaninterpretiveepistemology,withinclinationstowardscriticalintent.
InterpretiveCaseStudies
The key assumptionwith interpretive research is that the verbalworld, inwhichwe live,
embraceseverything inwhichour insightcanbebroadenedanddeepened. Inhisseminal
work “Truth and method”, HansͲGeorg Gadamer posit that “[a]ll understanding is
interpretation,andall interpretation takesplace in themediumofa language” (Gadamer,
2004,p.390).Fromthisitfollowsthatwedonothaveaccesstoknowledgeofa‘realworld’
that liesbeyond all language, although in anyworld view such a ‘realworld’ is intended.
Whatever notions, expressions and metaphors we draw on to make sense of our
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experiences, we only succeed in gaining a slightly more nuanced view of the world.





experiences in our physical and cultural environment. Hence social processes and
phenomenadonotexistseparatelyfromsocialactors’waysofconstructinganddescribing
them. Our cultural values, norms and assumptions cannot be ‘switched off’ or filtered
according toourwhims.Rather, theyareeverpresent inourexperienceof the ‘world’so
thatour cultures and institutions are ingrained in theexperiences themselves.Whenour
conceptualunderstandingofaphenomenachanges,soalsochangeswhatisrealtous,how
weperceivetheworld,andultimatelyhowweactinit.
With reference to qualitative interpretive case studies, (Miles&Huberman, 1994, p. 10)
suggestthatemphasis isplacedona“focusedandboundedphenomenonembedded in its
context. The influences of the local context are not stripped away, but are taken into
account”.Hence,theuseofInterpretivemethodsininformationsystemsresearchis“aimed
atproducinganunderstandingof the contextof the information system,and theprocess
wherebytheinformationsysteminfluencesandisinfluencedbyitscontext”(Walsham,1993,
p.5,originalemphasis).Consequently,ashasbeenthecasewiththisstudy,theresearchaim




social theory to the studyof information systems, such as studies inspiredby the critical
workofJürgenHabermasandMichelFoucault(seee.g.,Alvesson&Willmott,1992;Forester,




status quo, overcome injustice and alienation, and promote emancipation”. Whereas
positivist and interpretive research canbepurelydescriptive, critical research isexplicitly
normativeinitsaspirationtorevealconditionsofdominationandchangesocialrealities,and
canthusbeperceivedasdistinctfromotherresearchtraditions(Orlikowski&Baroudi,1991).
Methodologically, however, critical research does not distinguish itself clearly from other
approaches(McGrath,2005;Walsham,2005).




choices (Walton & DeRenzi, 2009). Being explicit about the ethical assumptions and
justifications behind efforts aimed at introducing change – for instance throughmobile
phoneͲbasedinterventionsinpublichealth–isimportantnotjusttoallowforpublicscrutiny
andcriticismofthoseassumptions,butalsoasawayofguardingoneselffromselfͲdelusion
in the urgency of solving practical challenges such asmanaging technical configurations,
negotiatingtermswithotherstakeholdersandsecuringfunding.
In thecontextof thisparticularstudy,critical intent follows from thepremisesofprimary
health care itself, where access to equitable essential health services is considered an
individual right. Activities in public health, at least in less developed economies, have
historicallybeenguidedbytheprimaryhealthcareethosof‘healthforall’stakedoutbythe
AlmaAtadeclaration in1978and laterrevitalizethrough internationalagendassuchasthe
MillenniumDevelopmentGoalsandUniversalHealthCoverage.Thesenormativeaspirations
with public health have implications formobile phoneͲbased routine health information
system implementations.Mobile technologies should help us reach and account for the
mostvulnerableand leastaccessiblepopulationgroups.Furthermore,mobilephoneͲbased
innovations have the potential to enrich thework lives of outreach healthworkers and
empower them with relevant information. However, mobile technologies can also be
configured to facilitate work force surveillance and centralized control. The twomobile
phoneͲbasedimplementationsinIndiaandMalawi,describedinchapterfive,areindicative
of the paradoxical possibilities of empowerment and repression inherent with mobile
technologiesatthelowerlevelsofhealthsystemsinlessdevelopedeconomies.
Given the interpretiveand inherently criticalnatureof this research, thepropositionofa












they posit “is to provide a partial understanding of one kind of experience in terms of
another kind of experience”(ibid, p. 154). Theymake a distinction between conventional
metaphorsandnewmetaphors.Conventionalmetaphorssuchas ‘theserver isdown’, ‘this
Internet connection isweak’,or ‘thisargumenthasa strong foundation’,arepervasive in
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everyday language, structure the conceptual system of our cultures and institutions, and
playacentralroleindeterminingwhatweexperienceasrealandtrue.
Metaphors are not just matters of interpretation. Whose metaphors prevail and are




of cultural imperialism. New metaphors have the power to create new realities. This
happenswhenwe start tounderstandand structureourpastandpresentexperiences in
termsofthemetaphorandmorefundamentallywhenwebegintodrawonthemetaphorto




Metaphorsmakeus creative. They are awayofdrawingonourexperiences from




everyday lives, and so also does strategies and tactics for dealing with user adoption,
innovation and scaling of information infrastructure, such as installed base cultivation,
bricolageandbootstrapping.Metaphorsallowsomeaspectsofourexperienceswithcertain
phenomenatocomeintoviewasacoherentwhole,whileotheraspectsthatdonotfitthis
coherence remain hidden. Metaphors do not simply bring our attention to similarities
between ranges of experiences; they also reveal and hide certain aspects with those
experiences. As Lakoff and Johnson (1980, p. 154, italics in original) highlight, “the only
similaritiesrelevanttometaphoraresimilaritiesasexperiencedbypeople[…]notobjective,
similarities”. Hence, when new metaphors are employed to characterize information
systemsor information infrastructure,whatmatters is that theyallowus to structureour
experienceinwaysthathelpsusbroadenourunderstandingofthesephenomena.
Mypersonalexperiencewith grafting apple trees atmy family farm at thewest coastof
Norwaymayverywellbethereasonwhyametaphoricaloverlayofexperienceswithmobile
phoneͲbased routine health information system implementationswas imaginable tome.
However, I would probably not have considered such a structuring of my empirical
experienceappropriate,andcertainlynot thecorecontributionofmy research,had Inot
beenfamiliarwiththeuseofbiologicalmetaphorssuchas‘cultivation’,‘growth’,‘nurturing’
and ‘fostering’ in extant theorizing of information infrastructure. ParaphrasingWalsham
(1993,p.70),mypriorsensitizingtoaparticularbodyof literaturehasbeenbothawayof
seeingandawayofnotͲseeing,sincetheuseofparticularmetaphorsexcludeotherwaysof




Field notes based on observations and brief verbatim excerpts from naturally occurring
conversationswith informantshavebeenmyprimarysourceoftextualdata.Observational
visits at subͲdistrict health facilities have been supplemented with adͲhoc interviews of
medical officers, statistical clerks, monitoring and evaluation officers and public health
managers atdistricts andhigher levelsof the twoministriesofhealth. Fieldwork inboth
settings has involved extensive interaction withmobile workshop trainers, international
DHIS2andDHISmsoftwaredevelopersandcustomizers,representativesofmobilenetwork
operators,technicalsupportstaff,andlocalNGOrepresentatives.
To supplement thesemajor sources of empirical data I have picked up documents and
reports,both indigitalandpaperformat,when informantshavebroughttheirexistenceto
my attention. Consequently, this research has emerged from the continuous analysis of
qualitative textual data including observation field notes, interview transcripts and
documents. In this section I account for the data collection techniques employed inmy





activities. I also had the opportunity to tag alongwith outreach healthworkers both in
PunjabandLilongwe.Thesevisitshelpedmegetasenseofhowhealthserviceprovisionand
routinedatacollectionwascarriedoutontheground.
Throughout thedurationof the study, fieldnoteswere jotteddown ina totalof six field
diaries (A5Ͳpages). Taking notes on paper caused little distraction and could easily be
supplementedbysimpledrawings,mindͲmapsandtablesthatIsharedwithinformantsand
fellowresearchersforimmediatecomments.Afterafulldayoffieldwork,Iwouldsometimes





managed to do this on the same day as they had been recorded andwith events and
conversationsstillfreshinmind,butoftenittookmeasmuchasaweektofindtimeforit.






For audio recording of interviews and focus group discussion I have used a digital voice
recorder,wheneverthiswasfeasibleand inagreementwiththe informantspresent.Some
recorded sessions were transcribed in full while other sessions were only partially
transcribed.Whenever informantsmentioned something particularly interesting during a
recordedsession Inotedthetimedisplayedontherecorder inmyfielddiary.Thisallowed




district health facility staff and outreach health workers. The key distinction between
conversationsand interviewshasperhapsbeen thepresenceofmy recorderduringwhat
could be described as interviews. Some informants for this study have remained in
correspondenceoveraprolonged timebothduring fieldworkand subsequentlyviaemail




During the initial stages of fieldwork, both in Punjab and Malawi, I conducted semiͲ
structured interviewswith informants intheirownworkenvironmentsorduringmeetings,
training sessions andworkshops. For instance, during the first twoweeks of fieldwork in
Malawiatotalof17semiͲstructured interviewswereconductedandrecordedatninesubͲ
district health facilitieswith staffmembers responsible for the collation and reporting of
routinehealthdata. Interviewshavehelpedmegetaquickoverviewoftheroleofroutine
health informationsystems inthetwocontexts,existingcommunication infrastructureand
information flows, and peoples’ initial expectations towardsmobile phoneͲbased routine
data reporting. As noted byWalsham (1995a, p. 78), even for the engaged (participant)
observer, interviewsarestillan importantsourceofdata“sincetheyenableresearchersto
stepbackandexaminetheinterpretationsoftheirfellowparticipantsinsomedetail”,and–
Iwouldadd– the researchersownassumptionsand interpretationsaswell. Inparticular,
interviews were useful for getting access to the birdsͲeyeͲview held by higher level
government officials, such as the deputy director of CMED inMalawi, the district health







Whereas interviewswith individualswere conducted as part of both case studies, focus
group discussions and interviews in small groupswere only conducted inMalawi. Focus
group discussions were employed due to the fact that several PhD candidates were
conductingresearchinMalawitogether,butondifferenttopics.Wearrangedtomeetwith
informants such as outreach health workers, subͲdistrict facility managers, health
information system focal persons, and district statistical clerks so that several PhD
candidateswereabletocollecttheirempiricaldata.Thiscoordinationallowedustocauseas
littledisturbanceaspossibletoalreadyoverburdenedcivilservants.Figure4Ͳ2belowdepicts
the conduct of a small group interview at a subͲdistrict health facility in Lilongwe. The
sessionwasattendedbyoneheadnurse (seated),one routinehealth information system
focalperson (standing) andone integrateddisease surveillance and response (IDSR) focal




As the implementation progressed, focus group discussions also served as venueswhere
participantswereabletoraisetheirownconcernsandvoicetheiropinionsaboutthemobile
phoneͲbasedroutinehealthinformationsystemimplementations.Forinstance,someofthe









health information system reviews and situation analyses, intraͲministerial health
informationsystemfeedbackandperformancereports,andassessmentsofnationalhealth
information system performance by external reviewers such as the Health Metrics
Network15.Ihavealsoobtainedstatus,progressandevaluationreportsconcerningthetwo
mobile phoneͲbased implementations from mobile trainers, project coordinators,
district/state/nationalleveldataanalysts,andmonitoringandevaluationofficers.
Inaddition,all training sessionsconductedaspartof the implementationsboth inPunjab
andLilongwewerefollowedimmediatelybyparticipantsfillingoutananonymousfeedback
formwhere respondentswere asked to share their immediate reflections and concerns.
WiththeimplementationinPunjab,HISPIndiahaddesignedthefeedbacksurveyform.For
thetrainings inLilongwe Idesignedasimilarone. Itookphotosofthefilledformsfromall
the trainingsessions that Iparticipated inboth inPunjabandLilongwe tosupplementmy
qualitativeassessmentofendͲusersperceptionsofthe implementations. InPunjab Iasked
oneoftheHISPIndiaemployeestohelpmetranslatecommentswherebyANMsexpressed






of the actual use of such resources at the subͲdistrict health facilities and higher
organizational levels. Among other things this led me to notice that the practice of







systems research literature, Imaintainedadynamic listofnotionswhich Iusedas tags in
Nvivo, aqualitativedata analysis softwarepackage, and Zotero, abibliographic reference
managementtool.The listcouldbeconsidereda listofcodes(MilesandHuberman,1999)

15WHO’s nowͲdisbanded Health Metric Network (HMN), aimed at mobilizing development partners to
strengthenhealthinformationsystemsindevelopingcountries(HealthMetricsNetwork,2008).
based on thematic categories (Bogdan and Biklen, 1998). It consisted of concepts from
literatureandempiricallyinformednotions.Thesenotionswereappliedtochunksoftextual





segmentof rawdata.Digitaldatastored in theNvivodatabase includedphotos, typedup
fieldnotes,transcribedinterviewsandfocusgroupdiscussionsanddigitalcopiesofobtained
documents. IusedbuiltͲinNvivo features for the transcriptionofmyaudio recordings. In
particular, theNvivo transcription tool allowed for notes and tags to be associatedwith






my data such as categories, tags and timelines, I did not useNvivo extensively for data
analysis.MoreelaboratedatadisplayshavebeencoͲcreated,overtime,withmycoͲauthors,
by taking turnswithdifferentcoloredmarkersonwhiteboards. In thiswaycollectivedata
analysishas involveddiscussionsaboutwhatconceptstodrawon,whatrowsandcolumns
toincludeintablesandwhatdimensiontoincludeinmodelsanddrawings.Typically,atthe
end of numerous such sessions I have taken a picture of thewhiteboard so that I could
returntothedatadisplaysandargumentslateron.
Similarlytohow IemployedNvivotoorganizemyempiricaldata, IusedZotero,afreeand
open source referencemanagement tool formanagingmy literature reviews.Throughout
thestudy IhavemaintainedaZotero librarywithtaggedarticlesusingtheaforementioned
dynamic listofcodes.Finally, Ihaveusedsoftware likeMicrosoftVisio™,MicrosoftPower
Point™ and SmartDraw™ to create digital versions of hand drawn data displays such as




detailofadvicethatdirectlyaddressesthe [ethical] issuesarising in interventionist ICTD is
limited”. Similarly, Walsham and Sahay (2006) argue that researchers involved with
informationsystemimplementationsindevelopingcountriestendtoomitexplicitreference





MycloseengagementwiththemobilephoneͲbased implementationshas ledmeto juggle
the rolesof researcher, technicaladvisor, trainer, implementer, tourist, friend,andguest.
Different roles have been associated with different commitments which in turn have
influenced how my empirical data has been coͲconstructed in collaboration with my
informants. In the following I reflect on one particular ethical concern that has surfaced
during my fieldwork, namely the potential conflation of informed consent and formal
researchclearance.
TheConflationofResearchClearanceandInformedConsent
Inpreparation formy fieldwork Iwasonlyableto findvery fragmentedpiecesofrelevant
ethicalguidelinesfromeitherMalawiorIndiathatconcernedsocialstudiesinpublichealth
careorganizations.However,the lackofclearguidelines incountrieswhere interventionist
researchisconducteddoesnotexcuserelaxedattitudestowardsethicalconsiderations.Itis
ratherastrongargumentfortheopposite,aslocalinstitutionsarenotinplacetoprotectthe
interestsofpotentiallyvulnerableprojectparticipantsand informants.This intensifies the
needforinterveningresearchers,likeme,toengageinethicalselfͲmonitoring.
As my engagement with the two mobile phoneͲbased health information system
implementationsprogressed, soalsodidmyemergent researchagenda.This leftmewith
the followingdilemma: if theaimofmyexploratory researchwas continuously revised in
responsetonewleadsandchangingcircumstances,thenhowcouldImaintainarelationship
of‘informedconsent’withmyinformants?Furthermore,asmyresearchinvolvedinteraction
with largehierarchical governmentalorganizations in lessdevelopedeconomies, research
clearancehadbeenformallyobtainedfrommanagersatstateornationallevels.Clearances
at higher levels were coupled with formal letters that introducedmy research, in very
superficialterms,topeopleemployedatlowerorganizationallevels.Hence,formalapproval
athigherlevelstranslatedintocoercedcoͲoperationandparticipationatlowerlevels.
Undersuchcircumstances Ibelieve it isuptotheresearchertomakesurethat informants
feelcomfortableabout their roles in the study.Frommyexperience, informedconsent in
perhaps not the key challenge in intervention research. As FluehrͲLobban (1994) argues,
valuesof‘informedconsent’havebeennurturedinthe‘developed’contextoftheWestand
are sometimes difficult to translate to the contexts inwhich ‘informed consent’ is being
sought.DuringmyfieldworkIhavetriedtoensurethatrelationsinthefielddonotbecome
onesidedandrewardingonlytome,theinterveningresearcher.However,notallinformants
are inapositionto leveragepotentialbenefits fromcollaboratingwith foreignresearchers
equallywell.Managersinhigherpositionsandwithhighereducationstandagreaterchance











implementations are largely the same. The first narrative reports on a ‘bigͲbang’
implementationwhere a small pilot study is scaledͲup to a stateͲwide ‘rollͲout’ involving
about 5000healthworkers inPunjab.Punjab is apredominantly agricultural statenorthͲ
west in Indiawithmorethan25million inhabitantsandthenativehomeoftheSikhs.The
secondnarrativereportsonanincremental‘babyͲsteps’implementationinLilongwedistrict
inMalawi,initiallyinvolving17subͲdistricthealthfacilitiesandlaterexpandedto44.Malawi,
a landlocked country in subͲSaharan Africawith about 16million inhabitants, is also an
agricultureͲbasedeconomyandoneofthefinanciallypoorestcountriesintheworld.Despite










of the five articles in chapter six. Furthermore, the empiricalmaterial presented in this























of households in the villages. Figure 5Ͳ1 shows an ANM (right) and an Accredited Social
HealthActivist18conductingafamilyplanningconsultationwhilesittingonthebedwiththe
woman of the household (left). The picture conveys the close ties ANMs had to the





the fivevillages inhercatchmentarea,westoppedby the residenceofanoldandnearly




hadbeenasked for.Theold ladywentontomentionthatayoungpregnantwoman from




At the end of each month ANMs’ partly tacit knowledge management systems were
translated into the categoriesofa structurednational routinehealth information system.
Historically, ANMs collected and collated data throughout themonth in field diaries and
registry books and transferred it onto the appropriate paperͲbased summary forms. The
formswerethencarriedtohigherlevels(blockordistrict)wherethedatawasenteredinto





18Accredited SocialHealthActivists (ASHAs) are communityhealthworkers institutedby India'sMinistryof
HealthandFamilyWelfareaspartoftheNationalRuralHealthMission(NRHM).





In 2008 The National Rural HealthMission (NRHM) in India initiated a pilot project to
facilitatemobilephonebasedreportingofroutinehealthdata fromperipheralsubͲdistrict
health facilities. The pilot was conducted in five blocks (subͲdistrict public health
administrative level) in fivedifferentdistricts in fivedifferent states in Indiaand involved
about200ANMs.HISPIndiawascontractedtodevelopthemobileapplication,whichwould





of data into the computerized data warehouse was welcomed by health managers,
especiallyinareasthatwereexperiencingtransportationandcommunicationchallenges.
Basedon the favorablepilot evaluations,during spring 2010, the stateofPunjab,by the
statePrincipalSecretaryandtheMissionDirectoroftheNRHM,decidedtostrengthenthe
communityͲlevelroutinehealthinformationsystembyintroducingmobilephoneͲbasedsubͲ







the state to decide on using SMS for data transport rather than GPRS. The mobile
applicationsweresetuptosendcompressedSMSs(70%compressionrate)toastateserver,
butthiswasnotapparenttousersinteractingwiththeJavaapplication(J2ME)throughthe
graphicaluser interface inPunjabi. The J2ME applicationwas configured to allow for the
reportingof139dataelements–asubͲsetofthenationalreportingrequirements–related






byother researchers as away to “strengthen controlof thehealthworkers’ activities, to
know what they were doing on a daily basis” (Braa & Sahay, 2012, p. 13). Similar
interpretations were offered by district and higher level managers during adͲhoc
conversations. For instance, one female  Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) officer in
Gurdaspur district explained that she was happy about the daily mobile reporting
requirementasitwould“enforcethedayͲtoͲdayrecordingofservicesprovided”,ratherthan
allowingANMsto“produceestimatesattheendofeachmonth”.
Inpreparation for the rollͲoutofmobilephoneͲbased reporting,a teamof tenHISP India
employees tested and installed the J2ME applications on all 5000 Nokia handsets via
Bluetoothduringaperiodofoneandahalfmonths.Oneofthekeyfeatureswiththemobile
reportingsolutionwasintegrationwithDHIS2,theroutinedatawarehouseemployedbythe
stateofPunjab.However, inorder tosafeguard theexisting information flow through the
current paper and computerͲbased setup for reporting and entering data into DHIS2, a
parallelDHIS2serverinstancewassetuptoaccommodatereportingthroughmobilephones.
The intentionwas tophaseoutpaperͲbased reportingoncemobile reportinghadproven
reliableonastateͲwidescale.
A challenge with the mobile reporting solution was the unanticipated frequency of
accidental deletion of the J2ME application by ANMs. As Bluetooth technology and the
competencetouseBluetoothforfiletransferwasgenerallynotavailableatthesubͲdistrict
level,theapplicationhadtobeinstalledbytravellingrepresentativesofHISPIndia’ssupport
staff. This challengewas exacerbated by a combination of socioͲtechnical factors.Many
ANMswereunaware that themobileapplication couldbedeleted. Inaddition, themenu
options on the chosen Nokia handset made the deletion of nonͲnative application
particularly easy to perform by mistake. The issue could have been mitigated if the
applicationhadbeenfactoryinstalledonthephones.However,HISPIndia’srequesttohave




Thiswas evenmade apparent on the feedback and evaluation forms filled out byANMs
directly after they had received training onmobile reporting. Translated from Punjabi to
English the vastmajorityofANMshandwritten remarkspointedout that “daily reporting
shouldnotbethere”or“dailyreportingshouldbeweekly”.Infact,therequirementfordaily
reportinghadbeenadvisedagainstindialoguewiththestate,byHISPIndia’stechnicaland
public health consultants.However, the stateMissionDirector at the time had not been
willingtonegotiatethisrequirement.
TheANMs’grievanceswith thedaily reportingweremultifaceted.First, they felt that the
dailyreportswouldbeusedasacrudemechanismtomonitortheiractivities.Second,the
majorityof the tendataelements in thedaily reportswere related tochild immunization
activitieswhichwereconductedinthevillagesonlyonWednesdays.Thisimpliedthatonall
other days of the week they would report zero values, which could be interpreted by
detachedmanagersas theANMsnotperforming theirchores.Finally,oneof the tendata
elements formobile reporting concerned thenumberofdeliveriesassistedat subͲdistrict
health facilities. However, since no deliveries are supposed to be conducted at the vast
majority of subͲdistrict health facilities in Punjab, this data element would mostly be
reported as zero aswell. Both ANMs and seniormedical officers (block levelmanagers)
expressedtheirconcernwiththelimitedrecognitionandunderstandingofANMs’workthat
wasexhibitedbytherequestfordailymobilereportsonthesespecificdataelements.
Consequently, the ANM’s labor union staged an organized protest against the mobile
reportingandaskedallANMs todiscontinuemobile reporting, includingmonthly reports,
untilthedailyreportingrequirementwasremoved.The laborunionalsocirculateda letter




onmobiles”. Furthermore a team of clerkswere put in place tomake phone calls to all
ANMswhowerenotreportingtoinstructthemtoproceedwiththedailyreportsorriskthat
their salarieswould be stopped.Only a fewweeks later the escalating tension between
ANMsand the statecame toa suddenhaltwhenanewMissionDirectorwasassigned in
Punjab.ThenewMissionDirectordecidedthatdailyreportingshouldbediscontinuedand
thatthetendataelementsinthedailymobilereportshouldbesubmittedonaweeklybasis







human resourcedatabasewith thenamesandphonenumbersofallANMs inPunjabhad
been created as a sideͲeffect of the implementation. This resource was considered a
substantialassetbyhigher levelhealthmanagerswhoenvisionedthattheycouldnowcall
anyANMdirectlyinsteadofhavingpaperbasedmessagesandqueriestransmittedthrough
theorganizationalhierarchy. In addition,mobile reportingwas instantaneous.As soon as




In thewake of the implementation, the data elements reported throughmobile phones
wereonlyaportionof the totalnumberof routinehealthdatastillcapturedbyANMson
paperͲbased forms. However, the aforementioned decision to use only SMS for data
transport hampered the inclusion of more reporting formats. Interviews with ANMs,
monitoring and evaluation officers and senior medical officers in districts in Punjab
suggested that the existing paper based reporting to block and district levels had been
workingquitewellevenbeforethemobile implementation,sincePunjabhadanelaborate
road network and a wellͲfunctioning transportation infrastructure. One senior medical
officer pointed out that other states in India with more hilly areas and more severe








the ‘rollͲout’,ANMswere still submitting the traditional paperͲbased forms in parallel to
mobilereportswiththesamedataelements.Thiswaspartlyduetodelays intheplanned
migration froma technical setupwith twoDHIS2 server instances running inparallel (one
cateringformobilereportingandoneforallotherHMISreports)toasetupwithonlyone
integrateddatawarehouse.Thetechnicaltransitionhadprovendifficultduetodifferences
in configuration between the two server instances. Despite these challenges, the state
requestedtheircontractor,HISPIndia,todevelopseveralnewmobilefeaturessuchas:more
mobile phone based routine data reports, birth and death registration, tracking of
pregnanciesandchildimmunization,andmassdistributionofSMSͲbasedqueriestoANMs.
Due to the initialchoiceofusingonlySMS transmissionoverGSM fordata transport,any
newsoftware feature like the inclusionofmore forms formobile reportingwould require
anotherroundofBluetoothinstallationonall5000handsets.Thiswasproblematicasallthe








Thiswould allow subsequent form revisions and new features to be coordinated from a
central server.However,asof lateͲ2012,no suchcostly revision in termsofmoney, time,
retrainingandstakeholdercoordinationhadbeenimplemented.
5.2 Incremental‘BabyǦsteps’inLilongwe,Malawi




chosenas thepilotdistrictbecause itwas the firstdistrict toembarkon thenationͲwide
implementation of DHIS2, a webͲbased data warehouse with support for data capture
throughmobile phones. Themobile solution to be piloted inMalawi, calledDHISm,was
looselybasedonthefunctionalityoftheapplicationthathadbeenimplementedinPunjab.
The source code, however, had been radically reworked based on subsequent
implementationsinTanzania,Nigeria,theGambiaandZambia.Thetechnicalsolutioncould







showshow a suspected caseofmalariawas investigatedby anHAS (to the right). In the
picturetheHSAcomparesthecolorofthepalmofthefeverishgirlinapinkdresswiththe
palmof thegirl’smother.Due toaperceiveddifference inpalm color, the incidencewas
classifiedasa“suspectedcaseofmalaria”onthetallysheetresidingonthechairinfrontof








The activitiesofHSAs inMalawian villageswere coordinatedby seniorHSAswho in turn
were affiliated with subͲdistrict health facilities. Divergent interpretations existed
throughoutthehealthservicesastowhatshouldbedonewiththedatacapturedbyHSAs.
According to a recentMinistry of Health situation analysis (Bhana, 2013), some health
workersand theirmanagersheld theview that since community leveldatawas captured
withinthedesignatedcatchmentareasofsubͲdistricthealthfacilities,itshouldbecompiled
togetherwith inͲfacility data to produce an integrated report.Others held the view that
publichealthdatacollectedthroughoutreachedservicesshouldberecordedseparatelyand





electronic databases by statistical assistants. The divergent interpretations regarding
reportingrequirementsfromcatchmentareasmay inpartexplainwhyasizableportionof






processed and acted upon by health authorities (Kanjo, 2011). This contributed to a




was,amongother factors, causedbyovershotdistrictbudgets forprintingand inefficient
supply chains. At some subͲdistrict facilities staff tried to address the issue by drawing
columns and rows on blank pieces of paper to produce forms. This, however, led to
inconsistencies across facilities and haphazard omissions of data elements. In order to
submit filledreports,subͲdistricthealth facilitystaffwouldemployavarietyof improvised
meanssuchashandingthereportsovertoambulancedriversorawaitingpersonaltripsto
the district center. During rainy season the physical transportation of paper forms from
somesubͲdistricthealthfacilitieswassimplynotfeasibleduetofloodedroads.
DespitenumeroussocioͲpolitical, infrastructuralandtechnologicalchallengesthataffected
the reliability of routine health data, the timeliness of data reporting was perhaps the
greatestconcerntopublichealthmanagersinMalawi.Reportsthatfailedtoreachdecision
makers on time were of no use in informing the distribution of limited resources and
prioritizationofhealthcareinterventions.Inaddition,aspointedoutbytheDeputyDirector
ofCMED, “often the district statistical assistants – theywait for all the reports from the
facilitiestoreach[thedistricthealthoffice]beforetheyenterthedata”.Thissituationwas
exacerbated by the relatively low rank of the statistical assistants at the district health
offices (Hamre & Kaasbøll, 2008). Due to their low rank in the overall health system
statistical assistants felt uncomfortable about requestingmissing reports from facility in





reporting. One solution type allowed subͲdistrict health facility staff to open mobile
browserͲbasedwebͲforms,fillindata,andsubmittheformstotheDHIS2server.Theother




featurephones,andwere trainedonmobile reporting.Themobile reporting initiallyonly
covered two forms.One formwas forweekly reportingof integrateddisease surveillance
andresponse (IDSR)andwasconcernedwithcommunicablediseases.Theother formwas
calledHMISͲ15 and consistedof amonthly summaryofessentialdataelements formost
49
 
publichealthprograms inMalawi.Before trainingofendͲusers could commence, the two
formshadtobeconfiguredformobilereportingonthenationalDHIS2server.Consequently,
theDHISm implementersestablishedcontactwith localDHIS2coordinators locatedat the
MalawiCollegeofMedicine inBlantyre, about300 kilometres away from theMinistryof
Health’sheadquartersinLilongwe.However,itwasproblematicfortheDHIS2coordinators
inBlantyre toallocate time formobile formcustomizationon thenational server,as they
werealreadybehindschedulewithrollingoutDHIS2todistrictsinMalawi.
As theMinistry ofHealth inMalawi does not have sufficient IT expertise tomanage the
nationalDHIS2serverandothermundaneITͲtasks,theDHIS2coordinatorsinBlantyrewere
responsible for all DHIS2 implementation and maintenance activities, including system
customizationandendͲusertraining.ItwasalsointheDHIS2coordinatorsinteresttoretain
theirexclusive rolesasDHIS2 servercustomizersas thiswasperceivedasakeyaspectof






At the startof thepilot, the Lilongwedistricthealthoffice and thehealth areaoffices at
KabudulaandArea25didnothavereliableInternetaccess.Forthisreasontheywereunable
toaccesstheonlineDHIS2demonstrationserverand inspectthedatabeingreportedfrom
the17 subͲdistricthealth facilities throughmobilephones.MobilephoneͲbased reporting
thusbypassedthetraditionalcustodiansofroutinehealthdata.Afternotingthisproblem,




Focusgroupdiscussions,project reviewmeetings,and interviewswith staffat subͲdistrict
health facilitieswereconductedoveraperiodofoneandahalfyears.These interactions
revealed that staff at subͲdistrict health facilities would prefer all paperͲbased reports,
inducingprogramͲspecificreports forHIV/AIDSTuberculosis,malariaandmotherandchild





mobile phoneͲbased reporting as the official approach to routine reporting from all 44
governmentadministeredsubͲdistricthealthfacilitiesinLilongwe.Fouradditionalreporting




As of March 2014 CMED had expressed ambitions to scale DHISm geographically. In
particular,CMEDwaseagertoputDHISm inplaceatsubͲdistricthealthfacilities inremote
areasof the countrywhere lackofelectricity, Internetconnectivity,and roadaccessibility
posed severe communication challenges. These facilities were struggling to meet the
requirementsofpaperͲbasedreportingontime,oratall.ThescaleͲupwasdeemedplausible
duetohighestimatedmobilenetworkcoverageratesinMalawi,althoughthesewouldneed
to be verified in practice. Steps towards longͲterm technical support and further local
developmentofDHISminMalawiweretakenthroughtheemploymentofaprojectͲfunded
technical assistant working out of CMED’s offices. The arrangement was seen as an
intermediate circumvention of the slow and bureaucratic process of creating a new IT








have received certain types of health services actually received them. In Malawi, a
combination of unreliable data collection techniques, the political controversy associated
with some data elements, and haphazard routines for data reportingmade it difficult to
determine ifpublichealthdatawassimplyerroneous,missing,or ifvulnerablepopulations
were being deprived of essential services such as assisted child birth by trained health
personnel. More specifically, with unreliable communication channels from subͲdistrict
healthfacilities itwasdifficultformiddleandhigher levelmanagerstodeterminewhether
whole reportsweremissing because of lack of stationery at subͲdistrict health facilities,
unreliable transportation channels, or simply neglect. Hence, health status and health
service coverage rates calculated for districts and regions inMalawi conflated potential
discrepancies introduced atmultiple layers of coverage. These layers included the actual
reachofhealth serviceprovision, the coverageofdata capture concerninghealth service
provision, and the coverage of reporting for those data. Discrepancies introduced at
differentlayerscouldnoteasilybedifferentiatedpostͲhocbypublichealthdecisionmakers.
MobilephoneͲbasedroutinehealthdatareporting,althoughenvisionedtocircumventsome






is also dependent on the availability of electricity for regular charging. Furthermore,
different mobile network operators cover different geographical regions and employ
differentbusinessmodelsthatfurthercomplicatetheuseofmobilephoneͲbasedsolutions
for routine data reporting. Asmentioned in the literature review in chapter two, a key
principlewith ICTͲbasedroutinehealth informationsystem implementations isto focuson
the timely availability of the actual health data (content) rather than the technology
(container).HowmobilephoneͲbasedreportingcancoexistandcoevolvewithextantpaper
basedhealth informationsystemroutinesandworkpracticesonanationalscale inMalawi
remains an unanswered empirical question. The next chapter reviews and provides a
synthesis of finding from the five peerͲreviewed articles that lay the foundation for this
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Purpose – Mobile phoneͲbased health information system implementations are often
seededasbriefdonorfundedpilotprojects.Theimpactsofimplementations,suchastimely
use of relevant routine health information, often deteriorate as soon as funding is
discontinued. To approach this challenge the article takes early steps towards the
development of an ecological view on mobile phoneͲbased routine health information
systemimplementationsinresourcesparsesettings.
Research approach – Interviews, observations and document studies were conducted
through the twoauthors’engagementwithmobilephoneͲbased implementations in India
andNigeria.The targetedhealth facilitieswerenotable toutilizecomputersand Internet
connectivityduetolackofphysicalinfrastructuresuchasroadsandpowersupply,financial
constraints and/or limited human resources. Analytically, the study considers ICT
implementationsasinstalledbasecultivationandforegroundsthemutualshapingofmobile
phoneͲbasedsolutionsandexistingsocioͲtechnicalarrangements.
Findings–MobilephoneͲbasedenhancements tohealth information systemsneeds tobe
consideredinconjunctionwithabroadrangeofexistingsocioͲtechnicalarrangementssuch
as situatedwork practices and human competencies, local ICT resources such as health
workers’ownmobilephonesandmobilenetworkproviders’physicalinfrastructure,business
modelsandtariffs.
Research implications–The study suggests that thenotionof ‘ installedbase cultivation’
(seee.g.,Aanestad,2002),althoughusefulformakingsenseoftheoveralldevelopmentofa
national health information infrastructure, is too elusive to portray the nittyͲgritty
patchwork,quickͲfixesandproblemsolvingactivitiesthatcharacterizemobilephoneͲbased
health information system implementation. To complement an evolutionary view, the
authorsdrawonthenotionofbricolage(e.g.,Ciborra,2002)todescribethedistributedand
locally apposite articulationwork that in sum constitute the cultivation of digital health
informationinfrastructure.
Practical implications – The article considers the practical challenge of sustainingmobile
technology innovations in low resource contexts. In particular, the article focuses on the
utilization of lowͲend mobile phones to report routine health data and the challenges
associatedwithdifferentmobiletechnologysolutiontypesintermsofhumanresourcesfor
developmentandimplementation,networkconnectivity,usabilityandfinancialcosts.




with the conceptualization of health information system strengthening as a process of
installedbasecultivationthroughdistributedpatchworkandbricolageareconsidered.
͸ǤͳǤʹ ǣǮǯ
Purpose – The article builds further on the practice oriented contribution of Article I.
Throughthedevelopmentofareferencetypology,thearticleexplicatestradeoffsbetween;
(i)usability, (ii) flexibility, (iii)solutionrobustnessand (iv) financialcostspertainingto four
different types of mHealth solutions. The four solution types are interactive voice and
response(IVR),plainͲtextSMS,locallyinstalledmobileapplications(e.g.,J2ME,Android,SIM
Toolkit), and mobile web browser. The resulting typology is intended as a tool and a
framework formHealthprojectmanagersandpolicymakers in lessdevelopedeconomies




routinereportingofcommunityhealthservicedata in India,MalawiandZambia, including
therollͲoutof5000JavaenabledmobilephonestofieldnursesinPunjab(India).
Findings–AsdifferenttypesofmobilephoneͲbasedsolutionsscalebothinnumberofusers
and functional scope they shape and limit the space of future solution enhancements in
waysthatareoftenunanticipated.However,withaclearunderstandingofthestrengthsand
limitationswithdifferent typesofmobile technology solutions, somepreͲemptive choices
canbemadetoconsciouslyavoidcertainpitfalls.
Research implications – The analytical focus is on the role of technical configurations in
shaping the longͲterm viabilityofmobilephoneͲbased implementations. Inparticular, the
studyhighlightshow technology choicesmadeduringearlypilot stagesmay lead topath






according to the four dimensions robustness (R), flexibility (F), usability (U), and cost (C).
Initial socioͲtechnical configurations thatmaymarkedlynarrowdown the future spaceof















































































































Purpose–The article considers information infrastructurebootstrapping as a strategy for
mitigating risks and tensions with a mobile phoneͲbased health information system
implementationinMalawi.Theimplementationunderstudyisfundedbyaresearchproject
at theUniversity ofOslo and hosted by theMinistry of health inMalawi. Bootstrapping
entailstheinitiationandmanagementofanICTinnovationuntilselfͲreinforcingmechanisms
emerge through extended adoption and use. In brief, bootstrapping, as proposed by
Hanseth & Aanestad (2003), advocates focus on immediate use, initial support for less
critical and less complexwork tasks, and leveraging the installed base of socioͲtechnical
arrangements.
Researchapproach–Thestudy isbasedonqualitativedatagatheredthroughobservation,
semiͲstructured interviews and focus group discussions. The first author, a Malawian





Findings – The study contemplates implementation challenges that fall outside the
prescriptionsof abootstrapping strategy.These challengesemerge, at least inpart, from
distributed controlover available infrastructural resources and complexmultiͲstakeholder
interdependences.
Research implications –Whereas the bootstrapping algorithm offers advice on how to
manageanearlyuserbaseandmitigate complexity, it lacks recommendationsonhow to
manage stakeholder politics on the ‘supplyͲside’ of information infrastructure innovation
acrossorganizationalandgeographicalboundariesanddivergenttimeframesandinterests.
Practical implications – The Ministry of Health in Malawi’s inability to support ICT
innovations both financially and technically suggests that external dependencies and
allianceswithmultipleimplementationpartners,bothdomesticandinternational,cannotbe
easily done away with. Comprehensive health information infrastructure development
efforts in less developed economies need to take the longͲterm implications of complex
stakeholderinterdependenciesandirregularfundingintoconsideration.
Contributiontooverarchingresearchaim–Limitationswithbootstrappingasastrategyfor
information infrastructuredevelopment isdiscussed in lightof thepoliticizeddynamicson
the ‘supply side’ of information infrastructure innovation. Article IV, presented next,






Purpose – The paper introduces the metaphorical notion of grafting to help explore
information Infrastructure innovation processes in settings where control over existing
socioͲtechnicalarrangements isdistributedandepisodic.Thearticle isconcernedwithhow
novel ICT capabilities harness inputs and commitment from previously uncoordinated
stakeholders to become viable extensions of information infrastructure such as national
healthinformationsystems.
Research approach – The study follows the implementation of mobile phoneͲbased
reporting of routine data from subͲdistrict health facilities inMalawi. The venture was
embarkeduponby theMinistryofHealth toovercome challengesassociatedwithpaperͲ




parts of extant infrastructural resources in the process of innovating on top of existing
‘layers’. Control on the supplyͲside of information infrastructure innovation gradually
becomesmorevolatileandembeddedasnovel ICT capabilitiesmergeand coͲevolvewith
existingsocioͲtechnicalarrangements.
Research implications–Existingconceptualizationsof information infrastructure innovation
havenotfocusedspecificallyonthesummoningofdifferentactorswhoownandmaintain
differentpartsofinfrastructureatcertainpointsintime.Thegraftingperspectivehighlights
fragility with information infrastructure innovation processes and explores how
heterogeneous ICT innovations developed at different times and in different places are
combinedandnurturedintohybridcapabilities.
Practical implications – The grafting perspective considers the process of merging an
informationsysteminnovationwithdifferentiatedlocalconstituencies.Asignificantamount
ofdomain and contextͲspecific knowledgeandmuch sensitiveandwellͲtargetedpractical
work is needed for the innovation to take hold and coͲevolve with extant (health)
informationinfrastructure.
Contribution to overarching research aim – The article develops the key theoretical
contributionofthisdissertation–agraftingperspectiveoninnovationinthecontextoflarge
anddynamic information infrastructure.Through thisperspective thearticleconsiders the
challenge of translating projectͲoriented quickͲfixes and external dependencies into
sustainable extensions of national health information infrastructure in resource sparse
settingsinlessdevelopedeconomies. 
͸ǤͳǤͷ 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Purpose – The article explores the contradictory role per diem payments play in swiftly
attractinglocalparticipationinICTforDevelopment(ICT4D)projects,suchasmHealth,while
undermininglongͲtermsustainabilitywithsuchefforts.
Research approach – Sustainability challenges endemic to ICT4D are examined through a
casestudyofamobilephone–basedhealth informationsystem implementation inMalawi.
The article explores challenges at multiple levels of analysis through the notion of
‘institutional logics’. Institutional logicsrelate individualagency,cognition,andbehaviorto
sociallyconstructedpracticesandstructures(Friedland&Alford,1991).Thearticledrawson
an institutional logicsperspectiveto identifyanddiscusstheconsequencesofthe interplay




impacts, while civil servants hunt for and monopolize access to ICT4D project roles to
supplementmeager salaries.The involvedparties’pursuitof shortͲterm interests through













































Søreide, Tostensen, & Skage, 2012) in that it highlights how ICT4D practices, centered
around per diem payments and simplistic project impact evaluations, reproduce and are
reproduced by the mutually legitimizing development project impact logic and aid
entitlementlogic.
Practical implications – Sustainability of ICT innovations cannot be ensured by the shortͲ
term attention amassed by donorͲdriven projects. Rather, it needs to emanate from a
strengthened capacitywithin government structures to absorb innovations.A strategy to
alleviateendemicsustainabilitychallengesassociatedwiththeuseofperdiemswillhaveto
resonateatmultiple levels (i.e.,projects,organizations,and internationalcommunity)and
needs to address both the practices and material subsistence (e.g., evaluation criteria,
incentives)ofbothcivilservantsinlessdevelopedeconomiesandtheirdevelopmentproject
partners.Oneway to strengthen the capacity of local structureswould be to establish a
sharedpoolnotonlyofdonor fundingbutalso technicalassistance thatstretchesbeyond
the lifespan of individual projects. Such arrangements, however,would require different
project evaluation criteria that emphasize harmonization over shortͲterm quantifiable
impacts.
Contributiontooverarchingresearchaim–Thesustainabilityofanovel ICTcapabilitymay
not be facilitated simply through technology configurations, themanipulation ofwithinͲ
project ‘variables’, ormeeting certain project ‘success criteria’. The study highlights the
reinforcingdynamicsbetween ICT4Dpracticesand the institutionalorders thatpermeates
them. The longͲterm sustainability of ICT innovations in government organizations in
resource sparse settings are shaped by the institutional landscape inwhich development
activities take place. The widespread use of perverse monetary incentives, dubbed






forwhom? Is itamobiletechnology,apieceofsoftware,theactivitiesofan implementing
NGO,theNGOitself,anewworkpractice,ormaybeaspectsofaWesternvaluesystem?In
this dissertation sustainability is assumed to pertain primarily to an ICT capability,which
cannot easily be differentiated from the hardware, software, activities and values it is
infused and intertwined with. The five articles that together constitute this dissertation
employdifferentanalyticalapproaches toconsideremergent socioͲpolitical, technological,
infrastructural and institutional challenges with twomobile phoneͲbased routine health
information system implementations in India andMalawi. Article I and II focus on the
dynamicsbetweensocialand technologicalconfigurationsand longͲterm implicationswith
earlytechnologychoices.ArticleIIpaysparticularattentiontotheroleoftheITͲartifact–the
mobile phone – and the strengths and limitations with its different affordances for
supportingroutinehealthdatareportingthroughdifferentmobilecommunicationstandards.
ArticleIIIandIVhighlightthefragilitywithinformationinfrastructureinnovationprocessesin
settings where control over existing socioͲtechnical arrangements is shortͲterm and
distributedacrossmultiplepreviouslyuncoordinatedstakeholdersorchangeagents.Finally,
Article V draws on an institutional perspective to discuss sustainability challenges that
cannotbe resolved fromwithin isolatedmHealthand ICT4Dprojects.Overall, thearticles
become progressivelymore attentive to the idea that ‘mHealth sustainability’ to a large
extent liesbeyondproject control.Thediscouraging fact that systemic challenges suchas
perdiemitisandpilotitis liebeyond themanipulative reachof individual interventions and
requirecollectiveactionandsystemicchangemaybeoneofthereasonswhytheyarerarely
considered and discussed in mHealth and ICT4D research and practice. Sustainability
challengesendemictomHealthandICT4DarereminiscentofexperienceswithICTprojects
involvedwithcyberinfrastructuredevelopmentintheUS(Karastietal.,2010;Ribes&Finholt,
2009),wheremeeting immediate needs and the production of shortͲterm demonstrable
impacts within the timeframes of grant funding receive priority over collaboration and
coordination between projects. The lack of incentive structures that reward interͲproject
coordinationisparticularlyproblematicinthecontextofhealthinformationsystemsinless
developedeconomies,whereministriesofhealthdonothave the capacity to coordinate
donors’numerousICTinnovations,muchlesstomaintainthem.
ThisresearchhighlighttheimportanceofbeingspecificaboutwhatICTcapabilitiesareputin
place on top of what type of digital communication infrastructure and for what health







assets topublichealthdecisionmakers (Sahay&Walsham,2006).Both solutionsmaybe
consideredexamplesofmHealth,butonlyverygeneralprojectmanagementstrategies,and
technicalrecommendationsareapplicableinbothscenarios.
By ascribing sustainability challenges to broad categories of technology such as eHealth,
mHealthor ICT4D,we implicitlyemphasizetechnologyͲorientedconsiderationssuchasthe
availability of stable wireless communication infrastructure, access to battery charging
facilities,usability,andtechnicalmaintenanceandsupport.Suchafocus isproblematic if it
drawsourattentionawayfromotherimportantfactorssuchasthesocioͲpoliticalcontextof
implementation, the cultural and institutional environment, and the actualhealth related
challengestheICTinnovationissupposedtoengagewithandaddress.Eveninthecontextof
primaryhealth care,mobile ICTs canbe leveraged across a rangeofdifferent tasks,with
different information and communication needs, such as treatment compliance, routine
data collectionanddisease surveillance,pointof caredecision support,healthpromotion
anddiseaseprevention,andemergencymedicalresponse(Mechaeletal.,2010).Amobile








to coexistwith computersandpaperͲbased tools,whiledigital solutionsgradually replace
paperͲbased routines (Braa et al., 2007).Hence, the ‘real’ sustainabilityof innovative ICT
capabilities lies in their ability to get alongwith socioͲtechnical arrangements already in
placeandbecomepartofadynamicandevolvinginformationinfrastructure.Thechallenge
withan incrementalandevolutionaryapproach to thedevelopmentofhealth information
infrastructure is the ensuring coexistence ofmultiple reporting structures and technical
configurations that require continuous patchwork and articulation work simply to keep
things going (Matavire&Manda,2014).Overall, this researchhighlights theneed for ICT
implementations to employ a combination of longͲterm goalͲoriented directional change
strategies with the opportunistic summoning of available situated resources and
competenciesonthe‘supplyside’ofinformationinfrastructure.Thebalancebetweenthese





In this chapter I introduceandposition information infrastructuregraftingvisͲàͲvisextant






theother.More specifically,graftingextendspreviouswork concernedwith the temporal
transition from intentional ‘design’, inthe formofshortͲterm ICTprojects,toevolutionary
emergenceofinformationinfrastructure(Karastietal.,2010;Ribes&Finholt,2009).
Information infrastructuregrafting refersanalogously tohorticulture,orgardening,where
graftingentailsplacingashootorcultivarfromoneplant,intooronastem,root,orbranch
of another plant, called the rootstock, in such away that a union forms and both parts
continuetogrow.Etymologically,graftingoriginatesfromancientGreek‘towrite’,viaLatin
graphium, which means ‘stylus’. The use of the notion in horticulture stems from the
resemblance of a shoot to a pointed pencil. Horticultural grafting allows for the swift
propagation of commercially grown plants. Grafting is frequently employed to combine





grafting tape or rubber budding strips, or through provisioning a provisory source of
nourishment.Figure7Ͳ1 isadapted fromTroussetEncyclopedia (1886Ͳ1891)anddepictsa
horticulturalgraftingtechnique(left)andanapproachtografting(right).
To information infrastructure research grafting offers a different perspective on how ICT
projects are transformed into nurturing activities performed by an increasing number of
stakeholders with varying interests and modes of involvement. In particular, grafting
capturesthegradualdistributionofhumanagencyandcontrolinevolutionaryprocessesof
information infrastructuredevelopment. If thegraftholds,agency is inevitablydistributed
andembeddedinthesocioͲtechnicalfabricof‘layered’infrastructuraldependenciessuchas









of information infrastructure innovation inmoredetail,whilesection7.2providespracticeͲ




four grafting themes. The themes are substantiated by findings from the five articles
reviewedinchaptersixandexamplesfromthetwoempiricalnarrativesinchapterfive.The
fourgraftingthemesareorganizedasfollows:
i) The initialconceptualizationofan information infrastructure innovationandthe
pointofunionbetweenthe innovationandextantsocioͲtechnicalarrangements
mayhavelongͲtermandpracticallyirreversibleImplications.
ii) CoͲevolution throughsocioͲtechnicalcongenialityrather than ‘technology fit’or
‘organizationalreadiness’characterizesthesustainabilityofnovelICTcapabilities
inthecontextofinformationinfrastructuredevelopment.
iii) Information infrastructure innovations are fragile and require nurturing inputs
fromagrowingnetworkof,oftenpreviouslyuncoordinated,stakeholders.
iv) Once ICT capabilities take hold in one setting theymay propagate as hybrids
acrossapplicationdomainsandgeographicallocations. 
͹ǤͳǤͳ Ǧ
Graftingstartswiththe identificationofaproblemwithexisting information infrastructure
andthepropositionofanovelICTcapabilityasasolutiontotheperceivedproblem.Hence,
the initialworkofthe infrastructuralchangeagent isto“createneedsbypointingoutthe
existenceofadesirable innovation” (Zimmerman&Finholt,2007,p.246)and toconvince
infrastructuralstakeholdersofthedesirabilityoftheenvisionedchange(Tilsonetal.,2010).
In the twoempirical cases fromPunjabandMalawi, the initial framingofan information
infrastructuralproblemconcerned the timelinessandcompletenessof routinehealthdata
reportingfromsubͲdistricthealthfacilities.




infrastructure such as networks, communication standards and databases that the
innovativeICTcapabilityneedtoleverage,interactwithandextendfromtheverybeginning.
In turn, the identification of a point of union implicates the need to secure buyͲin from
actorsincontrolofrelevantpartssuchasministriesofhealthandmobilenetworkoperators
inthetwoempiricalcases.
In the contextof so calledmHealth and ICT4Dprojects in lessdevelopedeconomies, the
point of union between the innovative ICT capability and extant arrangements are often
negotiated through stakeholders’ involvement inpilots.Pilots, in turn,areoftenof shortͲ
termand focusedon tryingout technicalconfigurations toaddressaparticular ‘usecase’,




collaborate with to gain access to and leverage existing information infrastructural
components.AsManda and Sanner (2012) argue, thismay render the perceived level of
autonomyresidingwiththechangeagentor ‘infrastructuredesigner’,as implicatedbythe
prescriptive elements of a bootstrapping strategy (Hanseth& Aanestad, 2003; Skorve&
Aanestad, 2010), somewhat unrealistic and inappropriate. An additional challenge with







to achievemassive geographical scale and the enrolment of all 5000 ANMs in Punjab.
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However, this choicealsohad restrictive longͲterm implications for themaintenance,and
modificationoftheimplementedsolution.WhenanewMissionDirectorwasappointedand
gave order to have the dailymobile phoneͲbased reports replaced byweekly ones, the
restrictiveimplicationsfromearlierdecisionsbecameapparent.Thereportingformatscould
notbeupdatedorrevisedremotelyonthe5000distributedhandsets.Eventhelabel“Daily
data set” remainedunchangedon theANMsmobile screensasa reminderof the socially
insensitive introduction of mobile phoneͲbased routine data reporting. Another
unanticipated challenge with the implementation in Punjab was the widespread
unintentionaldeletionof the J2MEapplicationbyANMs.Coincidentally, themenuoptions





longͲterm implicationsofearly socioͲtechnicalconfigurations suchaswhat typeofmobile
devices,mobilecommunicationstandards,databases,andmobilenetworkoperatorservices
toleverageinthestrengtheningofnationalhealthinformationsystems(Sanneretal.,2012).
Early choices that configure the point of union between an innovative ICT capability and
extant socioͲtechnical arrangementsmay turn out to be practically irreversible once the
innovation isscaledup.‘Pointofunion’,asconstitutiveofagraftingperspective,highlights
howarangeofearlyprojectͲorienteddecision,someofwhichmaybemadeunreflectively,
become interdependentand intertwinedright from thestart.The longͲtermsocioͲpolitical
and information infrastructural implicationsof these interdependencies and the potential







and accommodate immediate stakeholder needs, it also needs to coͲevolvewith existing
arrangementsandadapttoemergentrequirementsovertime(Jansen&Nielsen,2005).An
importantaspectwiththenotion‘congeniality’isthatitdescribesarelationaltiewhereboth
the innovative ICT capability and the installed base of ICT portfolios, software platforms,
work practices and physical infrastructure need to accommodate each other for the
innovation to takehold. ‘Congeniality’differs fromunidirectional relational terms suchas
‘technology fit’, ‘organizational hostility’ or ‘hospitality’. By drawing on unidirectional
relationaltermswe increasetheriskofsimplifyingcomplex interdependenciestooneͲway
causal influences. More specifically, in the context of information infrastructure
developmentliterature,thereisatendencytohighlightthepowerfulunidirectionalforceof




and the capacity with existing socioͲtechnical arrangements, including people and their
aspirations, to manage, configure and adjust to the innovation over time. Hence,
congenialityhighlightsthatinformationinfrastructureinnovationprocessesalterandchange
theinstalledbaseitselfandnotmerelyextendit.
By the timeDHISmwas to be implemented inMalawi the solutionwas able to facilitate
submissionofroutinehealthdatausingmobilehealthdatathroughaJavaapplication(J2ME)
or amobilewebͲbrowser.Overall, the solution had a range of generic and configurable
qualitieswhichimplicatedtheinvolvementofdifferentsolutiondevelopersandcustomizers
toadaptittothelocalsetting(Sanneretal.,2014).Themalleabilitywiththetechnologywas
howeverbalancedwitha ‘babyͲsteps’ implementationstrategythat limitedthecomplexity
oftheoverallsolutionat its initialstages(Manda&Sanner,2012).This includedchoicesto
adapt only two reporting formats, called IDSR and HMISͲ15, at first, and to initially
implementmobilephoneͲbasedreportingatonly17subͲdistricthealthfacilities.Inaddition,
mobile reports were initially only submitted to a DHIS2 demonstration server instance
originallysetupforteachingpurposes.Thiswasdonetoavoidthereluctantinvolvementof
overburdened DHIS2 coordinators in the configuration of mobile reporting forms and
relianceon thenationalproductionserverwhichwasalreadyundergoingcustomization in
response to theongoingnationalDHIS2rollͲout.ThesedecisionsmitigatedwhatAanestad
and Jensen (2011) has referred to as coordination overhead at the early stages of
information infrastructuredevelopment. Inparticularthesechoicesdeliberatelypostponed
the involvement of more powerful ‘infrastructural incumbents’ with specific data
managementinterestssuchasTuberculosis,HIV/AIDSandmotherandchildhealthprograms
inMalawi. Hence,mobile phoneͲbased routine health data reportingwas envisioned to
causeminimaldisruptionandsimply‘getalong’withextantsocioͲtechnicalarrangements.
AssubͲdistricthealthworkersanddistricthealthstaffstartedtoexpress intereststowards
replacing all other paperͲbased reports, the potential value of integratedmobile phoneͲ
basedreportingintoasharednationaldatawarehousewasportrayedforsemiͲautonomous
public health programs inMalawi. The improved timeliness and completeness associated
withmobilephoneͲbasedreportingwasfurtherusedasleverageinsubsequentnegotiations
untilagreementswerereachedonthe inclusionoffourmorereportscateringforprogram
specific information needs. At the same time, the national rollout ofDHIS2was nearing
completion.Thisallowed for themobilephoneͲbased reporting tobe integratedwith the
nowmorereliablenationalDHIS2server instance,whilecustomizationofmobilereporting
forms received higher priority with the DHIS2 coordinators. Hence, intermediate
arrangements thathad allowed for the innovative ICT capability to coͲevolvewithextant
socioͲtechnical arrangements and receive temporary nourishmentwere gradually phased
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geographical boundaries. Although the two empirical casesmay be extreme in terms of
boundaryspanning–evenoversea– interdependencies,theyalsorepresentaglobaltrend




technical arrangements summoned to legitimize and nurture fragile ICT capabilities into
viableextensionsof information infrastructure?Graftingemphasizesfragility intheprocess
ofmerging an innovative ICT capabilitywith differentiated socioͲtechnical contingencies,
especiallyon the ‘supply side’of information infrastructure innovation (Jansen&Nielsen,
2005;Nielsen, 2006). By doing so it contrastsmoremechanical conceptualization of the
‘design’ and ‘construction’ of information infrastructure as leveraging semiͲautonomous
networkeconomicmechanismsandintegrationbetweenpartsofinformationinfrastructure
throughgateways(Egyedi,2001;Hanseth,2001).
Graftinghighlights themeticulouseffort involved in facilitatinga transition from targeted
and goalͲoriented intervention to collaborative nurturing. This involves the transfer of
ownershipandmaintenanceresponsibilities,andthedistributionof initialprojectͲoriented
control.Over time,controlbecomes furtherdistributed throughsituatedarticulationwork
performed by different information infrastructure change agentswith different agendas.
Detailed attention to theseoftenpoliticizeddynamicson the ‘supply side’of information
infrastructure innovation, including tensions, inequalities and failures, tend to get lost in
metanarratives of the steady cultivation of an installed base through distributed,
incrementalandmodularchanges(Aanestad,2002;Aanestad&Jensen,2011).
AsBraaandSanner(2011)pointout,Ciborra’snotionofbricolagecomesclosetofillingthis
conceptual gap by paying attention to the constant need for expedientmanipulation of
resources at hand in response to unfolding contingencies (Ciborra, 2002; Ciborra, 1992).
However, ‘bricolage’addresses themore chaoticaspectswith infrastructuredevelopment
and reduces theactivitiesof changeagents to solving immediate crises inanunreflective
manner while the installed base inertia of extant socioͲtechnical arrangements are
untamableandinconstantdrift(Ciborraetal.,2000).
In contrast,graftinghighlights thepossibilityof injectinganelementofgoalͲorientedand




purpose across multiple stakeholders. As a perspective on information infrastructure
innovation,graftingemphasizesafocusonhowtheinstalledbaseofrelativelystablesocioͲ
technical arrangements is mobilized and drawn on. This involves summoning nurturing





to support novel ICT acquisitions. The historical dependence on funding and technical
expertise from uncoordinated donors had allowed for a plethora of competing and
technicallyincompatiblemHealthsolutionstocreateasituationwhereitwasdifficultforthe
ministrytomaintainlongͲtermgoalsandcarefullyprioritizeprojects(Sanner&Sæbø,2014).
With the implementation ofDHISm thiswas compensated for by the hiring of a project
funded technicalassistantworkingoutofCMED’soffices,whileawaiting thebureaucratic
processofcreatinganewandmuchneeded ITͲposition.Similarly,termsofreferencewere
negotiatedwith theMinistry ofHealth for use in the future employment of fullͲtime inͲ
house ITpositions. Thesenegotiationswere considered imperative to the transition from
projectͲoriented tasks and responsibilities to durable organizational roles and routines,
which would help institutionalize mobile phoneͲbased routine health data reporting in
Malawi.
Collectively tending to the graft across multiple stakeholders involves continuous
contestation, aversion and embracing of emergent socioͲtechnical dependencies and
infrastructuralagendas.However,theabilityforanystakeholdertochoosehowandwhento
retain and relinquish control pertaining to the innovative ICT capability is inevitably
narroweddown through thehistoricalaccumulationof interdependenciessuchasreliance







provided along with training on how to access the national DHIS2 server instance and
inspect the electronic reports submitted from mobile phones. As the next subͲsection







Abranch fromanorange treedoesnot takeholdonan apple tree,whilebranches from








ICTcapabilities,suchasmobilephoneͲbased routinedata reportingsolutions,can takeon
newmeaningsastheypropagateandaccommodatenewpatternsofuseacrossapplication
domains and settings. The DHISm solution implemented in Malawi was not developed
specifically for thatpurpose.DHISmemerged fromvarious implementationprocesses that
couldattheveryleastbetracedbacktothestatewiderolloutinPunjab.BeforetheDHISm
suiteofsolutions reachedMalawi ithadgone throughseveral iterations that involved the
transferenceof technologies,knowledge,openͲsourcecode,andpeopleacross settings in
Tanzania,Nigeria, theGambiaandZambia.These iterations led to thedevelopmentofan
increasinglymoregenericsolutionandimplementationstrategy.
However, as the generic qualities of ICTs and software packages increase, so does the
domain and contextͲspecific knowledge and wellͲtargeted practical work required to
facilitatetheirappropriationtoparticularcontextsofimplementation.AsSuchman(2002,p.
139) posits, in the context of spreading infrastructural ICT capabilities, “[t]he greater the
distance – geographical, economic, cultural, experiential – the greater the need for
reworking is likely tobe”.Unfortunately, in the contextof lessdevelopedeconomies, the
need for local adaptation often puts an unrealistic burden on local (government)
organizations to obtain technical capacity and knowͲhow to customize, integrate and
innovatefurtherontopofinterventionists’manyuncoordinatedandconstantlypropagating
ICT innovations.Thesechallengesareaddressed inmoredetail inthe followsectionwhich
detailsimplicationsforpolicyandpracticefromthisstudy.
7.2 ImplicationsforPolicyandPractice
The current wave of so called mHealth innovations in less developed economies puts
pressure on health information systemmanagers and policymakers to develop sensitive
eHealth strategies that emphasize coordination and harmonization over shortͲterm
quantifiable impacts.Ministries of health need to strike a balance between destructive
‘anythinggoes’approachesthatleadstofragmentationandhealthinformationsystem‘silos’
andequallycrude ‘moratoriumͲapproaches’exemplifiedby themHealth ‘stopworkorder’
issued by theMinistry of Health in Uganda in 2012. The latter approach does not only
alleviate coordination challenges, but puts an undesirable lid on innovation as well. In
particular,sophisticatedstrategiesneedtoidentifywaystocombinethecreativeuseofICT
innovations at the fringes of national health information systems with centralized
coordinationandcontrolovercore ICTcapabilitiesandservicessuchasanational routine
health datawarehouse. This balance is necessary to facilitate the longͲterm and steady
pursuitofcollectiveinformationinfrastructuralgoals(Aanestad&Jensen,2011;Karastietal.,
2010; Ribes & Finholt, 2009), without causing unnecessary disruptions to existing work
practices,careertrajectoriesandinformationflows.
InternationaldonorsandNGOs canplayan important role inmaintaining thisbalanceby
providingmuchneededlongͲtermfinancialandtechnicalassistance,ratherthanbriefbursts
ofexternal support.Notonly is thereanurgentneed for localownershipandcapacity to
maintainsolutions,butalsolocallongͲtermfundingarrangementsandlocalcompetenciesto
leverage ICT acquisitions and extant networks, platforms and databases for further
innovation. To paraphrase the Brundtland Commission report (WCED, 1987, p. 43),
sustainability emerges from local capacity to meet the needs of the present without
compromisingtheabilityoffuturegenerations,ofhealthinformationsystemusers,tomeet
theirownneeds.
Thismainly exploratory and descriptive research does not have an elaborate prescriptive
agenda. However, some concrete recommendationsmay be derived frommy empirical
experiences with the two mobile phoneͲbased implementations. The following
recommendationstopolicyandpracticeareintendedforanaudienceofeHealthandhealth
informationsystemstrategistsinlessdevelopedeconomies,representativesofinternational
funding agencies andNGOs, andmHealth and ICT4D projectmanagers. The four grafting
themes developed in the previous section are drawn on to structure the practical
recommendations inTable7Ͳ1(below).Hence,therecommendationscanbethoughtofas
pertaining predominantly to different phases of an information infrastructure grafting
process.Unfortunately,condensed listsof recommendations to ICT4DandmHealthpolicy
andpractice,ofwhichmanycanbefound,tendtopointoutwhatshouldbedone,butnot
how todo it.HowͲtoquestions typically requiremuchmoreelaborateanswersanddeep







































In addition to themainly projectͲoriented recommendations provided in Table 7Ͳ1, this
researchwarrants fivemoreoverarching recommendations to longͲtermnationaleHealth
and/or health information system policy development. These recommendations do not
pertainspecificallytodifferentstagesorphasesofinformationinfrastructureinnovationbut
rathertheholisticstewardshipofanationalhealthinformationinfrastructure.
9 Develop state and/or national levelmHealth and ICT4Dminimum requirements to










9 Createmore ITͲpositionswithinministries of health to oversee eHealth strategies
and architectures andmanage ICT innovations at the fringes not national health
informationsystems
Asthisdissertationhasemphasized,farfromallchallengestothesustainabilityofICT4Dand
mHealth implementations can be resolved at the level of individual projects. Some
challenges cannot easily be resolved through government policy revisions and national
stakeholder forums either. Systemic challenges such as pilotitis and perdiemitis require
significant international collaboration where both donors and governments strive to
harmonize ICTͲoriented development activities. This can for instance involve the
developmentofevaluation criteriaand incentives structures thatemphasize collaboration





2014. These implementations have been analyzed as cases of information infrastructure
development.Interdependentsocial,political,technologicalandinfrastructuralchallengesto
the longͲterm sustainability of the implementations have been explored and synthesized
through the proposition of a grafting metaphor. Grafting offers a new perspective on
information infrastructuredevelopmentasa fragileprocesses inneedofnurturing inputs
frommultiple,andoftenpreviouslyuncoordinated,stakeholders.
The case studies were conducted by a researcher novice, with a computer science
background,whowasattheoutsetofthisresearchalientobothpublichealthandthesocioͲ
culturalcontextswhere the implementations tookplace.The researchdesignof thestudy
hasgonethroughseveralrevisions,includingthemajordecisiontoconducttwocasestudies
ratherthanone.Therelevanceoftheproposedgraftingperspectiveinthefurthertheorizing
of information infrastructuredevelopmentshouldbeexploredthroughempiricalstudies in
otherdomainsandothersettings.Thevalueofthegraftingmetaphorrestswithitsabilityto
help other researchers and practitioners structure their experience with information
infrastructureinnovationinwaysthatbroadentheirunderstandingofthephenomena.
The understudied issue of sustainability explored in this dissertationwarrants further inͲ
depthinvestigationsbyinformationsystemresearchersinotherapplicationdomainsandin
relationtoother(mobile)ICTinnovations.Morecriticalstudiesarealsoneededtoconsider
furtherthedominantroleof‘sustainability’ in informingICT4Drhetoricandpractice in less





alongdimensions such as innovation, generativity, costͲefficiency,organizational learning,
and,ofcourse,blownbudgets?
Globally,nationalhealth informationsystemsareslowlytransitioningtowardsdatacapture
of transactional and individual patient based data, from which aggregate public health
statisticscanbegenerated.Forsuchsolutionstobecomprehensive,however,theyrequire
sophisticatedprivacyandsecuritymeasures,soundlegalframeworksthatprotectindividual
citizens’ rights, andwellͲfunctioning national ID and civil registration schemes. As these
criteria are not met in many less developed economies, ICT innovations that can help
alleviatethepracticalburdenofcollecting,collatingandreportingtimelyandreliableroutine
health datawill continue to play an important role in years to come.More research is
needed to identifyways throughwhich traditional routinehealth informationsystemscan
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Abstract: The paper offers a reference typology for large scale mHealth solutions in low-
resource contexts. The proposed typology is produced through action research
engagement with various mHealth initiatives within primary health care; including one 
fully deployed large-scale solution, medium-sized pilot studies and projects currently 
being implemented. Our investigations are informed by theoretical assumptions about 
the cultivation of health information infrastructures, through evolutionary strategies of
installed base cultivation and local patchwork through bricolage. We view the 
extension of national Health Information Systems (HIS) through mobile phones to the 
community level as a socio-technical cultivation process shaped and determined by the 
availability of communication infrastructures, handset dispersion, telecom service 
provider schemes and tariffs, local politics & policies available skilled manpower and
established work practices. Through the proposition of a reference typology for
mHealth implementation strategies we aim to address the need for identification and 
cross-fertilization of appropriate mobile based approaches for extending digitized HISs
to the community health facilities in a continuously changing development context.
Keywords: mHealth, Health Information Systems (HIS), Low-Resource Context
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MAKING MHEALTH HAPPEN FOR HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN 
LOW RESOURCE CONTEXTS
1. INTRODUCTION
“It is not because countries are poor that they cannot afford good health information; it is 
because they are poor that they cannot afford to be without it” (AbouZahr & Boerma 2005).
At present, considerable efforts are made by international aid agencies (notably the World Health 
Organization - WHO) and the United Nations (UN) in addressing primary health care related 
human deprivations such as; poor health, rampant communicable diseases (e.g. HIV/AIDS, 
malaria, cholera), starvation, malnutrition and high rates of maternal & young child mortality.
Wilson and Smith (1991 cited Wilson 2000) suggest that, “the creative use of microcomputer 
technology is one of the most promising means of improving the quality, timeliness, clarity, 
presentation, and use of relevant information for primary health care” (Wilson, 2000, p. 199).
Similarly, Stansfield et al. (2006, p161) details that; “timely and accurate health information is 
required for strategic planning and the setting of priorities; clinical diagnosis and management of
illness or injury; quality assurance and quality improvement for health services; and human 
resource management”. Despite many current difficulties, recent research experience finds that 
ICTs can play an important role in strengthening national Health Information Systems (HIS) in 
developing countries (Braa and Hedberg 2002, Lippeveld et al. 2000, Wilson 2000, AbouZahr & 
Boerma 2005), including important monitoring of Millennium Development Goals related to
mother and child health1
Unfortunately, the enabling infrastructures, skills and human capacity required for adopting and
utilizing computers and landline Internet connectivity for routine HIS has been unavailable or 
unattainable to the majority of health information users in developing countries (Wilson 2000).
Experiments with PDAs and low cost laptops have similarly met obstacles to realization in the 
public health care scenario in India (Ranjini & Sahay, 2005). In order to strengthen medical and 
primary health information systems at the grass-roots (i.e. local community), alternative strategies 
like mHealth are currently being explored (Mukherjee, Purkayastha & Sahay 2010, Braa, 
Purkayastha 2010, Braa, Purkayastha & Grisaw 2010).
.
In accordance with Germanakos, Mourlas, & Samaras (2005), we understand mHealth as the; 
“medical and public health practice supported through mobile devices for collecting community 
and clinical health data, delivery of healthcare information to practitioners, researchers, and 
beneficiaries, real-time monitoring of beneficiary vital signs, and direct provision of care”.
Although mHealth encompasses all kinds of mobile devices from wireless chip-based solutions to 
portable computers, we advocate that low-end mobile phones bear some important characteristics 
that make them suited to large-scale deployment in low-resource primary health care scenarios; the 
extensive and swift rollout of mobile telecom infrastructures; widespread domestication of 
affordable and robust handsets; ease of mastery - leading to high levels of low-end mobile phone 
literacy; local competencies on servicing and repairing low-end handsets and; low consumption of
scarce power.
Within the primary health care domain, mobile phones show promise in filling the digitization gap 
at the grass-root levels and assist in capturing routine health data even during Community Health 
Workers (CHWs) interaction with beneficiaries. Mobile data collection and reporting can help 
reduce errors associated with manual aggregation of routine health data. In addition, it promises to 
address issues of untimely or unreported data due to transportation of paper reports by foot, bike or 
                                                          
1 The official United Nations site for the Millennium Development Goals Indicators including child and maternal 
mortality can be inspected at http://unstats.un.org/unsd/mdg/Default.aspx
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vehicle over long distances on poor or climatically challenged roads. Thirdly, the on-the-spot 
digitalization promises to free up time currently spent on monotonous tasks of manually 
transferring data from paper to paper and into the digitized HIS for aggregation and analysis at 
higher organizational levels. Finally, the early digitalization of data allows for data sharing and 
integration between currently isolated HISs that do not communicate across multiple coexistent 
health programs (WHO 1994). In short, mobiles are believed to assist in improving data quality 
and affect efficiency in reporting and sharing of data. 
Through the proposition of a reference typology for mHealth implementation strategies, this paper 
aims to address the need to identify, cross-fertilize and maneuver in the space of appropriate 
mobile based approaches to extending digitized HISs to the community health facilities in a
dynamic development context.
In the following section we disclose our theoretical assumptions about the cultivation of health 
information infrastructures. In section three we report on our networks of action approach to 
research. Next, we present the case of a large scale mHealth implementation, involving 5000 low-
end handsets, in the Indian state of Punjab. Based on the presented case and our involvement with 
various other mHealth implementations we propose the reference typology for mHealth 
implementation strategies in section five. Finally, in section six we suggest some directions for 
future work on the typology and elaborate on the contribution this paper offers.
2. SUSTAINABLE HEALTH INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURES IN
LOW-RESOURCE CONTEXTS
A World Bank report by McNamara, McNamara & Kerry S. (2003) suggests that many ICT 
development initiatives are seeded as short-term donor funded pilots without regard to scalability 
and sustainability, which implies that the anticipated impact and benefits of the projects deteriorate 
as soon as pilot funding is discontinued or key activists resign from the projects. Similarly,
attempts to computerize HISs have too often produced only pilot systems or systems that fail to 
exist after donor-based funding has ceased (Heeks and Baark 1999). The projects that actually aim 
for large scale intervention may be forced to go for a single “big bang” implementation due to 
short donor driven time schedules and attention spans (Cain, 2001). Kimaro and Nhampossab 
(2005) suggests that scalability is hampered due to the inability to mobilize long term national 
support, the focus on top-down strategies as opposed to a focus on local needs and the lack of 
focus on building local competencies to maintain and integrate the HIS interventions.
The political vision of equity in access to health services further intensify the need for scalable and 
sustainable approaches to the utilization of mHealth for extending digitized HISs to the 
community health facilities in low resource contexts. This has been characterized by Braa, 
Monteiro, Sahay (2004) as the all or nothing problem of HISs intervention within primary health 
care. Here we refer to it as the issue of full scalability, implying that local success is not sufficient 
as the mHealth solution has to scale to whole regions and whole nations in order to be of practical 
value. Existing research into the topic of how sustainable mobile HISs can be effectively deployed 
and scaled is limited (Donner, 2008), and hence this topic lies in the frontiers of health information 
systems research. Similarly, Rashid & Elder (2009) review of IDRC2
With the term low-resource context we refer to the lack or instability of enabling infrastructures 
(e.g. roads, public transport, power-supply, and electronic communication networks), shortages in
human capacity and skill (i.e. primary health and technology competence), as well as an inherent 
-supported mobile phone 
driven development projects conclude that there is a “dearth of research exploring mobile phone’s 
role in health”. To address this gap in research we explore the utilization of low-end mobile 
phones in HISs in low resource contexts through the notion of health information infrastructures.
                                                          
2 IDRC is a Canadian Crown corporation that works in close collaboration with researchers from the developing world 
in their search for the means to support growth and development.
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price sensitivity in addressing these and other shortcomings. By health information infrastructure
we refer to the complex socio-technical and socio-political ensemble of communication networks, 
information systems, and work practices that constitute the primary health information scenario.
Hanseth (2002) emphasize installed base cultivation as the most feasible ICT intervention strategy 
for complex socio-technical information infrastructures. Installed base refers broadly to whatever 
is already in place. In our case, this includes health workers and their paper registers at the 
community health facilities; computers and data analysts at the district levels; the servers and 
monitoring & evaluation officers at the state level; in addition to basic infrastructures required to
support mobile phone use; charging facilities, maintenance support and network coverage. The 
installed base cultivation strategy acknowledges the lack of control any one stakeholder have over 
the full ensemble and sees the opportunities and choices of the present as shaped and determined
by the materiality and institutionalization of previously stabilized alignments. Thus, addressing the 
shortcoming of more traditional top-down enterprise architecture strategies where work practices 
and infrastructures are supposed to be redesigned and implemented in one fell swoop.
Although subscribing to this evolutionary view on ICT intervention, we find that cultivation as an
information infrastructure design strategy fails to guide the fine grained and nitty-gritty patchwork
and problem solving happening on the ground in low-resource contexts. We therefore draw on the 
concept of bricolage to describe the constant trying out and re-ordering of people and resources.
Bricolage (lat. bricola catapult) means “tinkering through the combination of resources at hand” as
“[t]hese resources become the tools and they define in situ the heuristics to solve the problem”
(original emphasis, Ciborra, 2002 p 49). The power of bricolage is that it is highly situated and 
exploits the local context and resources at hand, while often pre-planned ways of intervening 
appear to be less effective because they do not fit with the contingencies of the moment. Bricolage 
“tend to include an added element of ingenuity, experience and skill belonging to the individual 
and their community (of practice)” (ibid, p50).
3. RESEARCH APPROACH
The study presented in this paper is guided by a network of action research approach. The
approach is aimed at to tackling the issue of sustainability in research driven interventions by 
recognizing that local intervention needs to be part of a larger network in order to achieve 
robustness. In short, the approach sees scalability as a prerequisite – not a luxury – for 
sustainability of local action. The network creates opportunities for sharing of experience, 
knowledge, technology, and value through multiple sites of action and use (Braa, Monteiro, Sahay, 
2004). Hence, the emphasis on scale through a focus on networks is not so much about size as 
facilitating the necessary learning processes for sustainability (Elden and Chisholm 1993, p. 293).
The focus on full scale and sustainability challenges the tendency of designing and reporting on
action research as well-defined phases. Susman and Evered’s (1978) classic model outlines five
such phases: diagnosing, action planning, action taking, evaluating, and specifying learning. While 
these cycles are implicit and ongoing in our interventions, we cannot categorize them neatly into
different phases with a clear start and end.
Both authors are involved with the Health Information System Programme (HISP); an 
international research network doing open source development and implementation of District 
Health Information Systems (DHIS2) in more than 15 countries in Africa and Asia. DHIS2 is 
implemented in 20 states in India for intrastate HMIS reporting. The DHIS software is developed, 
customized and used for reporting, analysis and presentation of aggregated health data while
catering for various health programs (HIV, ANC, Malaria, EPI etc).
This study draws its empirical material from mHealth implementations aimed at seamlessly 
integrating and extending DHIS to the community level; where there are no computers, no Internet 
and often unstable power supply. The suite of applications are referred to as DHIS-Mobile and 
address both capturing of aggregated routine data (facility reporting), as well as tracking 
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beneficiaries throughout the duration of the health program they are enrolled in such as ANC, 
child immunization and HIV/AIDS (name-based). One of the authors manages the DHIS-Mobile 
project (Author 1), while the other author is a Ph.D. student (Author 2) enrolled in the project 
since August 2010.
3.1. mHealth implementations
The authors have been involved in the iterative development of various solutions for DHIS-Mobile
(Table 1); ranging from design, implementation, training, project coordination, and evaluation 
activities. In the following, we describe the different projects informing this study and the roles of 
the authors in the various projects.
Project Initiated Current Stage Application Users Trained
Five state pilot (India) May 2009 Pilot Java / SMS 250
Nigeria September 2009 Pilot Java / SMS 60
Punjab June 2010 Full-scale Java / SMS 5000
Name based In startup Pre-pilot SMS/GPRS -
Table 1. DHIS-Mobile Projects
Case study of IDSP pilot in Andhra Pradesh
In order to learn from an ongoing mHealth project in India a short case study of a SMS based 
reporting system for Integrated Disease Surveillance Project (IDSP) was conducted in February 
2009 by Author 1 together with colleagues from HISP. The pilot was initiated in August 2008 and 
was implemented in six out of Andhra Pradesh’s 23 districts. The solution supports weekly 
reporting of data through plain SMS with alpha-numeric codes. Data of the prescribed IDSP formats 
is sent from the reporting units to a server at the state capital. To secure the confidential information 
being transmitted, the system identifies every reporting unit with a unique identification number and 
the SMSs are accepted only from pre-registered mobile numbers. The alpha-numeric codes include;
facility ID, disease code, number of registered cases, deaths, etc. The system sends out automatic 
alerts to concerned officials whenever the frequency of particular events cross pre-set threshold levels.
The short case study served the purpose of learning about routine facility reporting, getting 
feedback on the facility reporting prototype for DHIS-Mobile and discussing possibilities for 
supporting Community Health Workers (CHWs) through mobile applications. A range of 
stakeholders involved in the pilot project were interviewed; including director of epidemics, 
district epidemic officer, district medical officer, data manager and the IDSP team. Three health 
facilities were visited and two monthly meetings were attended in order to discuss the experiences 
of 38 CHWs and 60 voluntary health workers.
Facility reporting Pilot in five Indian states
Simultaneously, facility reporting was initiated in five Indian states; Kerala, Rajasthan, Gujarat,
Himachal Pradesh and Nagaland. CHWs were provided with an application on mobile phones to 
report routine outreach service data (e.g. ANC, immunization) to the district and state level. Over 
250 people including CHWs and state/district/block-level medical officers were trained. The 
detailed findings of this study are reported in (Braa et al 2010, Mukherjee, Purkayastha, & Sahay
2010). The application was based on the national HIS form for CHWs coordinated by the National 
Rural Health Mission.
In February 2009 a pre testing of the prototype was performed among health workers in Andhra
Pradesh (mentioned above) and Kerala. In Kerala Author 1 visited three health facilities and 
interviewed CHWs, block health administrative people and the village head. In July 2009 and 
April 2010 Author 1 was involved in the evaluation of the pilot in the two states Kerala and 
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Rajasthan. Six community health facilities were visited and two focus groups were organized; with 
15 facilities represented in each. A total of 30 CHWs were interviewed.
Pilot in Nigeria
Based on experience from of the IDSP pilot and the facility reporting solution, a pilot was initiated 
in the two Nigerian states Yobe and Katsina in September 2009. Health workers from 26 health 
facilities and 34 local government area Monitoring & Evaluation officers were involved, thus,
covering the whole state of the Katsina and parts of Yobe. The Nigerian solution is very similar to 
the Indian pilots, although in Nigeria, the mobile application was developed based on the existing 
national HIS facility forms and implemented at the facility and district levels (Asangansi & Braa, 
2010). Due to unstable power supply the pilot faced difficulties in maintaining server uptime and a 
power backup system was put into place. In order to receive all SMS’s, the modem had to be 
switched on at least daily as the mobile operator in Nigeria only store SMS for 24 hours. Author 1
was involved in the whole process from negotiating the pilot, designing the application, installing 
the application on handsets, training users and later evaluating the experience. Interviews were 
conducted with stakeholders from both states - including health and government administration.
Full scale roll out in Punjab
Based on the experience from the pilots a full scale mobile facility reporting implementation was 
rolled out in the state of Punjab. From late September 2010, Author 2 spent a total of six weeks 
following the implementation stages; visiting three health facilities to observe local work practice,
attending one regular monthly meeting with about 40 CHWs, and participating in five mobile
training sessions, also involving about 40 CHWs each. The field work involved extensive 
interaction with representatives from the health organization; voluntary health workers, CHWs, 
medical officers, statistical assistants, and data analysts; the project HISP team; mobile trainers, 
application developers, technical support staff, project coordinators; and state officials/mangers.
Secondary sources of data from studying the Punjab roll out include training manuals and official 
reports from mobile trainers, project coordinators, state level data analysts and state officials.
Global Developers Workshop
In November 2010 both authors participated in a two week global workshop for DHIS-Mobile 
developers in Kerala with 12 participants from India, Vietnam, Tanzania and Norway.  The aim of 
the workshop was to design prototypes for DHIS-Mobile based on previous experiences and new 
requirements.  In addition to improving the existing solutions, a prototype for the mobile name-
based module of DHIS was developed. Three CHWs from different facilities tested the prototype 
and gave valuable feedback to the developers and implementers. 
In order to structure the key experience and learning from engagement with previous
implementations and navigate in the space of possible design solutions, different version of the 
reference typology for mHealth implementation strategies was presented by Author 1 and 
negotiated between the researchers and developers throughout the last week of the workshop. The
negotiation during the workshop is just one example of how data collection and analysis has been 
highly interlinked in our study. The typology has been continuously re-negotiated as it has been 
presented by the authors to fellow researchers, students, and practitioners involved with HISP-
Mobile. The typology has thus emerged, not from a well defined process of analysis, but from both 
authors’ engagement and interaction with the HISP-Mobile project. Both our own and others
shared experiences have been conceptualized and synthesized through our theoretical assumptions 
about installed base cultivation of health information infrastructures while allowing room for 
improvisation and local patchwork through bricolage.
Although our proposed typology draws insights from engagement with all the mentioned 
implementations, we will, in the following data chapter describe in further detail the full scale 
mHealth implementation in the Indian state Punjab.
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4. MOBILE REPORTING OF DAILY AND MONTHLY ROUTINE DATA 
IN PUNJAB
The bricks and mortar of the Punjabi public health system are the CHWs stationed at the 
community health facilities. There are 2948 such facilities in Punjab employing about 5000
CHWs, of which a large portion is middle aged women. The primary health organization of Punjab 
is divided into districts, blocks, primary health centers (PHCs), and community health facilities.
Table 2 illustrates the availability of computers and Internet connectivity at the different 




State - Yes Yes
District 20 Yes Yes
Block 118 Yes Yes
Primary Health Centers 396 Rare Rare
Community Health Facility 2948 No No
Table 2. Punjab Health Organization Units
During spring 2010, the state of Punjab decided to implement mobile phone based facility 
reporting from all community health facilities. An evaluation of the network signal strength in 
districts of Punjab led to the choice of basing the mobile data reporting on SMS rather than GPRS. 
All of the CHWs were provided with a SIM card and a Nokia 2330 Classic with a Java application 
for routine data reporting installed. The application allows CHWs to fill forms and send one daily 
(10 data elements) and two monthly (53 & 86 data elements) reports of routine health data (see
Figure 1). A team of ten people manually installed the native Java mobile applications (*.jar files) 
to all 5000 handsets over a period of one month. The application utilizes only basic J2ME 
functionality which allows it to be installed and run on most Java enabled low-end handsets.
Figure 1 Screen Shot of Mobile Application Form
Training on mobile reporting and the data elements in the forms was given to all CHWs. 
Completed reports can be stored and retrieved locally on the mobile phone and forwarded when 
reception of the mobile network is sufficient. The report is sent as a compressed (70% 
compression rate) SMS to two GSM Modems integrated with the DHIS2 data warehouse. Block 
and higher facility personnel can access the reported data through the online DHIS2 software on 
computers (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Mobile supported Health Information System in Punjab
Although Internet connections and computers are available at block level, Bluetooth is generally 
not. This has forced support staff to travel long distances in order to reinstall the Java applications 
to handsets in cases where CHWs have accidently deleted them. CHWs will continue paper 
reporting until the mobile based reporting stabilizes and consistency with paper reports can be 
confirmed.
4.1. Mobile Networks, handset and service provider schemes
The state of Punjab decided to purchase the 5000 handsets in one go, in order to get the best 
possible discount price of 1900Rs ($40), as opposed to the retail price of about 2700Rs ($60). A
tender document was published in national newspapers and included the required cost and 
technical phone specifications for mobile phone companies and lowest rental plan with Closed 
User Group (CUG) for service providers. The Nokia 2330 Classic was chosen for the project 
implementation as it supported all the technical specifications within budgetary limitations. 
According to the requirements of a tariff plan, customer service and network coverage in rural 
areas of Punjab, a service provider was chosen, however a few CHWs have complained that the 
service provider does not have sufficient network coverage in their catchment area. The Indian 
pilot studies show that having unconstrained access to managers, medical officers and colleagues
through the CUG are some of the most cherished and obvious benefits recognized by CHWs (Braa 
et al. 2010). Thus, the CUG was part of the implementation concept in the Punjab roll out and was 
negotiated to include free calls within the network for health workers and 100 free SMS every 
month.
5. MHEALTH IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES FOR LOW RESOURCE 
CONTEXTS
In this section we will present the reference typology for mHealth implementation strategies, with 
the aim of identification, cross-fertilization and maneuvering in the space of appropriate mobile 
based approaches to extending digitized HISs to the grass-root levels (Table 3). The typology 
address the need to cultivate the existing resources available (the installed base) as well as creating 
room for improvisation and bricolage in a dynamic development context. Our intention is to 
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unravel a solution space that can also cater for changes in implementation strategies according to 
infrastructure resources. 
Although mobile network coverage can be found in low resource contexts where there is not even 
stable power supply and roads are underdeveloped, these networks are oftentimes unstable or have 
weak signal strength. Within primary health care, mHealth solutions need the robustness to cope
with situations where no wireless communication is available (e.g. by storing data on the handset 
until connectivity is available). Thus, the mobile application was designed so that the facility 
reports can be saved on the phone until a place with better reception is reached. SMS data can be 
sent even where network coverage is marginal, as illustrated by a Nigerian health worker climbing
a three in order to send the SMS report. Cost of data transfer can also be a factor influencing the 
mHealth solution and where sending SMS is costly; GPRS can be utilized for report sending
whenever the network signal is strong enough.
In Punjab the applications on 5000 phones were installed manually and took a team of ten people
almost a month.  With a hybrid solution where the application can be downloaded via GPRS (i.e. 
during user training) while reports are still sent as compressed SMSs would reduce the manual 
workload. Similarly, a hybrid solution would allow for a link to be sent as an SMS while GPRS 
would be utilized to download a new version or reinstall a deleted application. Reinstallation or 
updating could then be performed during monthly CHWs meetings at block or PHC if GPRS is 
available there. 
In contexts where GPRS network is good and cover the whole area a full GPRS solution where 
both downloading the application and sending the data through the GPRS network may be
preferable. A new implementation to be tried out in Himachal Pradesh will most likely be a mix 
between GPRS hybrid and full GPRS solution due to fluctuating network quality. 
However, more skill and experience is required in order to design and develop a hybrid solution.
Thus, we see a trade-off between human resources for application development and solution 
deployment. The SMS based client solution with the Java manually installed on the phone was
relatively easy and fast to develop but have required more human resources to maintain. To some 
extent, the lack of a robust application design can be compensated for by use of manual 
deployment labor.
In situations where handsets cannot run Java clients, have no browsers and GPRS network is 
unavailable, plain SMS based solutions like the IDSP pilot may be an option - although usability is 
a challenge. In the pilot, CHWs found it hard and cumbersome to enter all the required digits
without making errors. Thus, they relied on super users to enter the data whenever coming to a 
meeting. Failures in data capturing were still reported as a problem.
All the DHIS-Mobile solutions reported in this paper are based on initial purchase, application 
installation and subsequent distribution of phones to the health workers. This strategy was chosen 
because the phones people already had were frequently not Java enabled. To provide phones will 
not always be possible due to lack of finances and different solutions need to be explored. We 
have seen that pure SMS based solutions may be chosen on the expense of usability, but if the 
handset has a browser web based solutions can be a viable option.
In our reference typology (Table 3) the various mHealth implementation strategies are mapped 
according to the contextual parameters including network signal strength, handset availability and 
existing tariff plans, human capacity and user experience on low-end handsets. The reference 
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typology aims to support the navigation in the space of possible design solutions in low resource 
contexts and facilitate the cross-fertilization of synthesized experiences between different full 
scale and sustainable mHealth projects. The contextual parameters of the installed base are not 
stable, but will be subject to changes in resources availability such as network upgrades, better 
handsets and service provider competition.
Technical 
Solution
Contextual Resources Human Capacity Application Use
Network Handset Tariff Development Deployment Ease of Mastery

























Easy to install & 
























tariff, CUG Unknown Unknown Unknown
Table 3 Reference typology for mHealth implementation strategies in low resource contexts
Cultivating Health Information Infrastructure 
We find that the strengthening of existing HIS through mHealth solution is made feasibly by 
leveraging on the backbone system (i.e. the DHIS2) that is already shared in the current HIS setup 
and work practices. In order to extend the reach of digitized HIS we see that we need to cultivate
the installed base of recourses as technologies mature and contexts change. Cultivation occurs 
through the constant inclusion of local innovation based on currently available resources, while 
bricolage is the maneuvering on the ground in this landscape of making mHealth happen.
We see bricolage as a strategy for navigating within the typology as it addresses the fine-grained 
situated local problem solving of “gluing” the bricks together. From the trying out in different 
local contexts the network of action accumulates knowledge within the community and learns to 
avoid the pitfalls. Learning is produced through the sharing of experience from resource trade-offs, 
breakdowns and successful patchwork in the network. This needs to be an ongoing process due to 
continuous changes in infrastructures such as network and handset availability and resource 
availability, thus the experience and skill required to do bricolage is accumulated in the network.
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6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented a reference typology for mHealth implementation strategies for 
matching mobile solutions to low resource contexts. We find that the theoretical lens of installed 
base cultivation through bricolage is useful in understanding, describing and synthesizing the 
learning that emerges from our networks of action oriented involvement with various mHealth 
implementations.
The proposed reference typology is based on a limited set of implementations conducted within 
the same network of action over a three year period. Our findings suggest that extending national 
HIS with mHealth solutions, need to match with existing work practices, local contextual 
resources, service provider tariffs, existing communication infrastructures and integration with the 
backbone HIS. Thus, solutions need to be continuously cultivated with respect to the context they 
are embedded in. The typology is not cut in stone and will need to be expanded and improved in 
the future e.g. web-based solutions will be a viable option in some low resource contexts. In this 
study the main focus has been on utilizing the mobile phone in the primary health scenario for 
scalable and sustainable data reporting, with improved data quality and timeliness as key motives,
yet the pilots revealed the use of the handsets for coordination tasks and social networking within 
a Closed User Group (CUG) was a much appreciated benefit to health workers. Further utilization 
of this effect as an engine for sustainable intervention needs to be explored. Finally, we suggest 
that low-end mobile phones offer opportunities for giving contextualized and localized feedback to 
CHWs directly on the handsets, the solution space offered from the typology needs to be explored 
further with feedback in mind.
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Abstract. This paper informs the theoretical concept of bootstrapping, by highlighting intra 
and cross-organisational socio-technical factors that interplay with the implementation of 
information technology innovations. We draw on bootstrapping as an analytical tool to 
highlight risks inherent in multi-stakeholder relations and how they hamper or facilitate 
innovation. Thus far, scholarly contributions shaping the bootstrapping concept, as well as 
empirical investigations employing it as an analytical lens have focused on efficient utilization 
of resources to maximise growth in user adoption of novel solutions; the significance of 
mutual learning, throughout the evolution of novel solutions; and complexity mitigation in 
contexts where heterogeneous user groups, work practices and information technology 
solutions need to be supported.  
Keywords: Bootstrapping, socio-technical, tensions, cross-organisational. 
1 Introduction 
In relation to the implementation of information systems, organisations need to negotiate a 
multiplicity of socio-technical factors that are both within and outside their immediate control. 
This is particularly evident within the context of health information systems implementation 
in less developed economies, which involves multiple stakeholders, across organisational and 
even national boundaries. Some risk factors common to information technology 
implementations include: diverging logics and interest between a multiplicity of stakeholders 
and user communities; management and alignment of stakeholder relationships; speed of 
change in information technology infrastructure evolution; lack of locally trained skilled 
personnel, who could act as boundary spanners, which results in over reliance on external 
consultants; and failures in external dependencies (Schmidt et al., 2001). Organisational 
culture has also been suggested as a significant factor affecting the implementation of 
information systems and organisational change (Scott and Vessey, 2002). Mitigation of these 
challenges to successful implementation of novel solutions requires effective management of 
technology, human arrangements, and institutional resources (Ribes and Finholt, 2009). It is 
also important, among other things, to understand how risk factors relate and the trade-offs or 




 Various studies have proposed systems implementation strategies to try and manage 
risks related to information systems implementations (Schmidt et al., 2001; Scott and Vessey, 
2002; Hanseth and Aanestad, 2003; Ribes and Finholt, 2009). Ribes and Finholt (2009) argue 
that development of information technology solutions must focus on both immediate and 
long-term goals, align stakeholder interests, and stimulate continued user contribution. 
Hanseth and Aanestad (2001; 2003) propose bootstrapping as an implementation strategy and 
analytical lens to guide negotiation of take-off challenges in the development of large-scale 
information systems or information infrastructures. The strategy addresses challenges of 
reaching a momentum of user adoptions of novel information technology solutions. 
Momentum is considered a stage of implementation where the initiative is self sustaining, 
with little or no assistance (i.e. technical expertise, funding) from external stakeholders. 
Identification of the right point of entry to maximize resource utilization, promote innovation 
through mutual learning, and initially mitigate complexity is essential to the bootstrapping 
process. This is so because solution implementations involve a multiplicity of stakeholders, 
work processes, and technological solutions that interplay with solutions being implemented. 
It is critical that novel solutions should minimize contradictions with the existing socio-
technical setup (Hanseth and Aanestad, 2001; Hanseth and Aanestad, 2003; Skorve and 
Aanestad, 2010). Use and application of bootstrapping as an analytical lens has evolved over 
the last decade. Hanseth and Aanestad (2001) use bootstrapping with a focus on resource 
maximisation to raise the growth momentum of novel solutions. Hanseth and Lyytinen (2004) 
emphasise learning, from an ongoing implementation, to evolve and build up the solution 
under implementation. Skorve and Aanestad (2010) use the concept to analyse the need for 
complexity mitigation in the introduction of a technological solution aimed at supporting 
multiple groups of medical personnel, as well as medical practices with varying levels of 
complexity and criticality.  
 This paper contributes to the concept of bootstrapping, by highlighting risks inherent to 
implementations characterised by cross-organisational reliance between stakeholders, and 
other factors that interplay with the implementation of technology innovations in the public 
health domain in a developing economy. Empirical evidence for this paper has been obtained 
through ongoing mobile information technology for health (mHealth) pilot implementations, 
for monthly routine data reporting (i.e. health management information systems) in Lilongwe, 
Malawi. The pilot is funded by the MobiHealth project at the University of Oslo, has the 
Ministry of Health in Malawi, as its host organisation. Ongoing implementation efforts have 
also been shaped and affected by characteristics of mobile services delivered by major 
telecom operators  in Malawi. Furthermore, lack of relevant technical competence within the 
Ministry of Health’s and reliance on players external to the ministry, for information 
technology related support is another factor that stresses the relevance of cross-organisational 
relations. The majority of studies applying bootstrapping as an analytical lens have studied 
implementations in developed economies and in organizations where the uptake of 
information technology innovations has not perceived as mandatory or centrally legislated 
(Skorve and Aanestad, 2010).  
2 Literature Review 
mHealth, as a field, grows out of the convergence of mobile and desktop health information 
systems, as well as people and healthcare processes, facilitated by both wired and wireless 
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connectivity (Yu et al., 2006). As such, multiple system development and implementation 
issues need to be understood and continuously investigated to enhance the continued adoption 
and use of mHealth solutions. Among others, such issues include healthcare workers’ 
information needs, workflow and usability requirements, available technology options, and 
how best technology can be adapted to suit these needs and requirements (ibid). This 
multiplicity of interacting factors is not unique to mHealth, but affects various technological 
innovation implementations. There have been a number of studies outlining and attempting to 
rank risk factors affecting information system implementations (Schmidt et al., 2001; Heeks, 
2002; Scott and Vessey, 2002). Despite sharing risks considered generic to all technological 
innovations, mobile technology-related innovations, such as mHealth, require additional 
attention due to their current novelty and rapidity of change. 
There are many examples of failures in implementing ICTs in developing economies, 
and challenges remain on how to address such difficulties (Walsham and Sahay, 2006). Many 
of the barriers to and gaps in mHealth scale and sustainability result from limited knowledge 
of what works, how it works, and how much it will cost (Mechael et al., 2010). Although it is 
hard to confidently claim that implementation of technological innovations in developing 
countries results in more success or failure rates, some studies point out factors that might 
result in more failure rates in developing countries. Heeks (2002) points at lack of technical 
and human infrastructure as key contributing factors. There is also evidence on technological 
innovations in developing economies being overly reliant on external financial and technical 
support (Lucas, 2008), and thus prone to collapse as soon as external interests are withdrawn.  
2.1 Bootstrapping Technological Innovations  
Bootstrapping (Hanseth and Aanestad, 2001; Hanseth and Aanestad, 2003) has been proposed 
as a strategy to address the problem of initiating and institutionalising technological 
innovations. Here institutionalisation refers to having a particular information technology 
solution achieve stability, becoming transparent and embedded in users’ work routines, within 
an organisation (Silva and Backhouse, 1997). Building stables information technology 
solutions that ably support productivity of user communities involves continuous practical 
work, as solutions evolve. Dimensions of practical work at play during inception and 
evolution of large-scale information systems or information infrastructures include 
organisation of development and implementation work, solution institutionalisation, and 
technology enactment (Ribes and Finholt, 2009). Though critical to uptake and 
institutionalisation of new solutions, these dimensions of practical work are not all there is to 
the development of sustainable information technology solutions. There are concerns that 
must be pursued to enhance chances of sustainability. Ribes and Finholt (2009) argue that 
information technology solution developers must provide solutions that are of immediate 
relevance to the user population, align divergent and competing goals between stakeholder, 
and motivate continued user contribution. The intersection of practical dimensions of 
information technology solution development work and concerns for long-term sustainability 
give rise to a multiplicity of tensions that must be mitigated to have in place stable solutions 
(ibid). This involves experimentation to enable learning. Multiple competing path-ways to 
resolving emerging tensions also need to be employed.  Navigation of such can benefit from 




Bootstrapping is about initiating and managing technological innovations until self-
reinforcing mechanisms have emerged through extended adoption and use. It is a strategy for 
identifying and managing trade-offs between competing options for managing implementation 
challenges. The strategy advocates an incremental approach to implementing technological 
innovations. Hanseth and Aanestad (2001) argue that implementation of novel solutions 
should aim for immediate usefulness to an initial small base of early adopters, promote 
learning from ongoing implementation efforts, start with supporting less critical and less 
complex routines, and then actively expand the user base and the scope of the solution to 
handle more complex and critical tasks (Hanseth and Aanestad, 2001). This is bound to lessen 
contradictions with existing organisational socio-technical arrangements, which can adversely 
affect ongoing solution implementation efforts (Hanseth and Aanestad, 2003; Aanestad and 
Jensen, 2011). Furthermore, adoption must initially be promoted amongst what can be 
identified as the most motivated of potential users. The strategy advocates designing for 
immediate use, promoting usage through persuasive tactics, and building new innovations on 
a growing installed base, rather than contradicting it, as key to manage challenges related to 
initiation and institutionalisation of information technology innovations in organizations. 
Below is a presentation of the strategy, as an algorithm, by Hanseth and Aanestad (2001): 
 
1. Start by designing the first, simplest, cheapest solution we can “imagine and which 
satisfy the needs of the most motivated users in their least critical and simplest 
practices and which may be beneficial by supporting communication and collaboration 
between just a few users. 
2. use the technology and repeat as long as possible: enrol more users 
3. if possible: explore, identify and adopt more innovative (and beneficial) ways f using 
the solution, go to 2 
4. use the solution in more critical tasks, go to 2 
5. use the solution in more complex tasks, go to 2 
6. improve the solution so new tasks can be supported, go to 2” 
 
It is important to note, as a limitation to the current theoretical development of the 
bootstrapping concept, that it has been drawn on to theorise user adoption in organizational 
contexts where adoption and use of new information technologies are at least partly optional 
or resistible by the end users. Furthermore, scholarly analysis of bootstrapping technological 
innovations in health care have mostly emphasised the influence of internal organisational 
arrangements on implementation efforts. Where interplay between cross-organisational 
entities has been reflected upon (Hanseth and Aanestad, 2003; Aanestad and Jensen, 2011), it 
has been in a context where stakeholders have more or less similar goals, albeit with different 
tactics for managing implementation complexities (Skorve and Aanestad, 2010). This leaves a 
gap in existing literature when it comes to exploring the potential of applying bootstrapping as 
an analytical lens to study information and communication technology implementations that 
rely on commitment from multiple stakeholders, across economic sectors (e.g. public, private, 
non-governmental organizations), geographical boundaries, and with different financial 





3  Methodology 
Data for this paper has been drawn from an ongoing action research (Avison et al., 2001) 
study in Malawi, aimed at implementing  mobile phone-based solutions for monthly routine 
health data reporting, from health facilities to a district health office in Lilongwe. The action 
research approach is aimed at pairing interventions to solve existing organisational problems 
with careful reflections on the interventions to contribute to knowledge (Davison et al., 2004). 
Such an involved and inherently critical approach to research also allows in-depth access to 
people, issues, and data (Walsham, 2006). 
Principal data collection methods include semi-structured interviews, focus group 
discussions, and three training sessions on the mobile phone solutions being piloted. Key 
informants for the study include medical officers, health surveillance assistants (salaried 
community health workers), and statistical clerks, from health facilities taking part in our 
pilots. Statisticians, for the national health management information system, at district health 
office and ministry of health levels, have also provided valuable information through 
participation in our pilots. In particular, the researchers have conducted meetings with 
ministry of health representatives at the national and district organizational level, in order to 
facilitate ministerial ownership and involvement of the implementation. Interactions with the 
MobiHealth research team in Oslo, as well as software developers in Norway and Vietnam 
have also provided valuable insights. These interactions have been facilitated by face-to-face 
meeting, exchange of emails, and conference calls. The mobile service operator providing the 
telecom services required for the two pilot implementations we are running, have also played 
a central role in the implementation and several meetings between both the researcher and 
various representatives of the operator have taken place on an ad-hoc basis. Naturally 
occurring data like national health management information system (HMIS) policy 
documents, status reports, yearly HMIS feedback reports from districts to facilities, registers 
and hand drawn graphs and tables of analyzed data at the facilities, and photographs of 
existing technologies physically present at the health facilities (e.g. radio communication 
equipment, solar panels, personal mobile phones, ground phones etc.) have served as a 
secondary source of information to the study. Finally, personal reflections on the role of the 
researchers, one being a Malawian national and the other a Norwegian, in the ongoing pilots 
and empirical data generation inform this paper. The Malawian researcher is the lead 
investigator in the ongoing pilots and finds himself very much at the center of coordinating 
the pilots and interacting with key stakeholders.  
Interviews were mostly conducted during visits our team made to several health 
facilities, under Kabudula and Area 25 health areas in Lilongwe district. There are a total of 
nine health facilities in Kabudula health area and eight health facilities in Area 25, of which 
all are enrolled in the pilot studies. The main purpose of the initial visits at health facilities 
were to gather baseline data on existing paper-centric data gathering and reporting practices, 
existing feedback mechanisms, and data utilization to guide decision making at health facility 
level. This was mainly done between September 2011 and December 2011.  
Training sessions  for would-be users on the solutions under pilot were mainly conducted 
in December 2011, February 2012, and March 2012. The trainings had three stages. Firstly, 
we conducted focus group discussions, with participants, covering topics such as existing 
paper-centric routine health data collection and reporting practices, data use at health facility 
level. We also discussed what sort of feedback health facilities get from the district health 
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office, if any, on monthly reports they submit.  Secondly, we had hand-on training on the 
DHIS Mobile solutions under pilot. The third part of the training was a feedback session on all 
matters covered during the training. This was done through another round of discussions and 
completion of pre-designed feedback forms. The feedback form asked the respondents to 
evaluate the training, reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of mobile reporting vis-a-vis 
paper based reporting, and to suggest possible functional enhancements to the mobile based 
solution. All interviews and focus group sessions were audio recorded. Selected parts of the 
extensive audio material was transcribed and coded by each of the researchers separately to 
allow for subsequent negotiation of shared interpretations. For the most part, our analysis of 
empirical material has been guided by the concept of bootstrapping. We have analysed case 
material to highlight conformance to, and deviance from, the bootstrapping strategy, as 
presented by Hanseth and Aanestad (2001). 
4 Empirical Case 
As mentioned earlier, this paper draws on experiences from pilot implementations of District 
Health Management Information System 2 (DHIS2) Mobile solutions for routine health data 
reporting, in Lilongwe, Malawi. DHIS2 is a generic server-based solution for collection, 
validation, analysis, and presentation of aggregate statistical data, tailored (but not limited) to 
integrated health information management activities. The software is developed by the Health 
Information Systems Programme (HISP), a global South-South-North network active in 
various countries in Africa and Asia. Core developers for the software are globally distributed 
and come from India, Ireland, Norway, Vietnam, and Tanzania. DHIS Mobile is an extension 
to the DHIS server solution, permitting data reporting and access from mobile devices.  
In Malawi we are piloting two DHIS Mobile reporting solutions for monthly aggregate 
data reporting, across 17 health facilities. One solution is web browser-based and the other is a 
Java DHIS2 reporting client, installed on mobile devices. For the pilots we have chosen two 
monthly reports, the Health Management Information System-15 (HMIS-15) and Integrated 
Disease Surveillance and response (IDSR) summary reports. The HMIS-15 is a summary 
report for all health programmes in Malawi. The goal of the project is to investigate issues 
surrounding the use of mobile phone-based data reporting in a low resource context, and the 
feasibility of replacing paper-based reporting by health facilities. The existing paper based 
reporting flow is compromised by seasonal challenges of transportation on muddy roads, 
shortages of fuel, and occasional inadequate supplies of data forms at the health facilities. The 
district where we are doing our pilots is subdivided into five health areas. Our pilots are 
currently running in two. 
The HMIS setup in Malawi is paper-dominated. Computer-based tools like DHIS are 
predominantly implemented at District Health Office and Ministry of Health levels, and not 
health facilities. Health facilities, therefore submit paper-based forms to a district health 
office, where the data is entered into computer systems. Health facilities report on in-facility 
and community outreach service data, to the Ministry of Health, through district health 
offices. In-facility service data is collected and compiled by medical practitioners. Health 
facilities also have salaried community health workers (Health Surveillance Assistants) 
responsible for primary health outreach activities, within designated communities. In some 
cases the Health Surveillance Assistants (HSAs) are responsible for community based health 
programmes, such as community-based maternal and child health. At the end of each month, 
HSAs are supposed to compile reports on services they have provided within that month. 
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These reports are then submitted to an HSA supervisor at the health facility. At health facility 
level, different medical officers are generally responsible for aggregating data for particular 
health programmes. This is mostly done at the end of each month or quarterly, depending on 
set requirements for data reporting.  
This setup has existed and matured with the health information system setup in Malawi. 
As such, current practices and roles of various practitioners, with regard to data collection, 
storage, reporting, analysing and sharing, of various officers at each level of the health sector 
are centred on paper-based tools and paper based work flows (e.g. paper register, paper forms, 
hand written signatures on verified reports). Some of the concerned practitioners with direct 
roles in the paper based workflow include HSAs, medical practitioners, health facility officers 
in charge as well as statistical officers and programme managers, at district health offices. In 
relation to HMIS data the established practice has been for health facilities to designate their 
own focal person, preferably an individual with qualifications and interests towards collecting, 
tallying and to some extent analysing data. Recently some facilities have been assigned with 
statistical clerks with the responsibility of filling registers and doing monthly tallying. 
However, since their employment, more than a year ago, they have not received any formal 
training – due to challenges for the ministry to secure funding for conducting training. 
4.1 Multi-stakeholder Involvement 
The pilots involve multiple stakeholders with varying interests and priorities. Key players 
include health personnel at health facility level, officials and managers at district health office 
level, the ministry of health headquarters, the University of Oslo’s MobiHealth project, 
mobile service providers in Malawi, the DHIS implementation team based at the Malawi 
College of Medicine, and a team of postgraduate students who are leading the 
implementation. The DHIS implementation team is responsible for all DHIS2 implementation 
and maintenance related tasks, which among others include system customisation, 
management of the national DHIS2 server, and end-user training. The team is also responsible 
for managing data importation from DHIS 1.3 into DHIS2, to aid migration from DHIS 1.3 to 
DHIS2. The Ministry of Health does not have sufficient IT expertise to manage the national 
DHIS server and other mundane IT tasks. In fact, the ministry of health, like health ministries 
in many other countries, relies on a different government agency for IT support. The ministry 
of health headquarters, the epitome of health data management in Malawi only has one 
resident IT officer, in the professional grade.  The team of postgraduate researchers is 
responsible for managing the DHIS Mobile pilot project in Malawi. Among other things, the 
team is responsible for end-user training, providing technical advice on ongoing DHIS2 
rollout activities in Malawi, and research. 
4.2 Pilot Setup, Solution Heterogeneity and Associated Complications 
At the moment the majority of district health offices in Malawi use DHIS 1.3, a legacy 
desktop software solution. The ministry of health headquarters, though, is pushing for a 
country-wide rollout of DHIS2. However, despite such efforts, the Ministry of Health 
headquarters is yet to start using DHIS2 for data management and analysis. This is despite the 
setup of a national DHIS2 online server, the commissioning of DHIS2 pilots in two districts, 
and active efforts to roll-out DHIS2 in all of Malawi’s 28 districts. It is therefore imperative 
that all district health offices submit reports, to the ministry, in a DHIS 1.3 compliant format. 
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This has resulted in a situation where our pilot district has a challenge on how to move 
forward. For example, the Assistant statistician at district health office level gets data on 
paper-based reports from three health areas and data through DHIS2 (submitted through 
mobile phone reporting), from two health areas. As if this is not enough, the pilot district has 
been trying to migrate to DHIS 2, but the assistant statistician is required to send data to her 
superiors at the Ministry of Health headquarters, in a DHIS 1.3 compliant format. 
An interview with the Deputy Director under the Central Monitoring and Evaluation 
Division and an assistant statistician at the Ministry of Health headquarters revealed multiple 
reasons for the failure, thus far to completely shift to DHIS2. Firstly, the statistician indicated 
that only data up to June 2011 had been imported to the online DHIS2 server. Importing data 
from DHIS 1.3 is not a straight forward task and members of the DHIS team, who are able to 
perform the data importing, are located in Blantyre, about 300 kilometres away from the 
Ministry headquarters. In as much as data can be sent over the Internet, geographical distance 
negatively impacts effective communication and prioritisation of issues. Secondly, the two 
officers indicated that the facility at the ministry of health headquarters has regular problems 
with Internet connectivity, which would make it hard for officers and statisticians to access the 
online DHIS2 server. The assistant statistician indicated that in the recent past their office had 
no Internet connectivity for about six months. On the other hand, when working with DHIS 
1.3, a desktop-based system, the statisticians only require occasional Internet access, to 
retrieve data export files sent in by district health offices. These Internet based data 
transactions are usually done while visiting other people’s offices in the ministry.  
4.3 Pilot Timelines 
Efforts related to the mobile pilot projects started during the second half of 2011, with 
consultations between a team of researchers from the University of Oslo, the Ministry of 
Health and Lilongwe District Health Office. The discussions were meant to establish goals 
and scope of the DHIS2 Mobile pilots. Through the discussions, it was agreed that we run a 
pilot of the mobile phone-based reporting solutions in all health facilities in Lilongwe district.  
This was then followed by visits to some health facilities earmarked for the pilot to document 
existing data collection and reporting practices, as well as data utilisation practices.  
At the beginning of November, our plans for the pilot were revised from a somewhat 
big bang approach (rolling out to all health facilities in Lilongwe at once) to a phased 
approach (rolling out the solution to one health area, at a time). Trainings and solution roll-out 
for the two health areas taking part in the pilot were initially scheduled for the first week of 
December 2011. However, set dates for the training had to be revised several times, before 
being postponed for a couple of months. We were unable to get Internet packet data services 
to work on the first batch of Nokia C2-00 mobile phones we had bought for the pilots. The 
phones could not receive packet data configurations that are automatically sent by local 
mobile service providers. The configuration problem was also compounded as Nokia C2-00 
mobile phones do not support manual Internet data service configurations, something most 
earlier models of low-end Nokia phones had supported. We therefore tried to create Internet 
configuration provisioning files, using various online services, and push them to the phones 
using Bluetooth. This also did not work. The phones were not purchased locally, and they are 
not widely available in the Malawian handset market. We had to send them back to India, 
from where they were brought. We then bought nine Nokia C1-01 phones locally, to allow 
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implementation in one health area to proceed. After this, an additional 16 Nokia C1-01 phones 
were purchased from Norway, for piloting DHIS Mobile in the second Health area. Decisions 
to purchase phones outside Malawi were project cost related. Management of the MobiHealth 
project, in Oslo, supported the idea of purchasing phones in India, because the phones cost 
$50 there, as compared to $80 in Malawi, which makes a difference when the project is 
intended to potentially scale to encompass 500 health facilities in Malawi Although there was 
initial saving in the purchase of phones, the piloting was delayed by a couple of months due to 
the use of phones whose compatibility with the local context, specifically the support for 
configuration of the C2-00 by the leading mobile operator in Malawi, had not been verified. 
4.4 Implementation-related decisions and associated implications 
As has been already indicated, health facilities submit reports to the ministry through district 
health offices. In our pilot district, the assistant statistician dealing with HMIS-15 reporting 
and the district IDSR officer had no dedicated Internet connection, in their office, prior to the 
commencement of our DHIS mobile pilots. With DHIS 1.3 and another desktop IDSR system, 
the two officers could do without having a dedicated Internet connection. They were the sole 
gateways between paper-based monthly reports and the mentioned computer systems. After 
entering data into their systems, the officers would carry USB-sticks and use a different office, 
about 50 meters away, to email export data files from their desktop systems to the ministry of 
health headquarters. With the implementation of the pilots, 17 health facilities now mostly 
send HMIs-15 reports directly into the national DHIS 2 online server. Data reporting into 
DHIS 2 therefore leapfrogs the two officers, as a different path for data digitisation has 
opened. It has therefore become imperative that these officers get Internet connectivity so that 
they are not kept out of the data reporting flow. They are the formal institutional gateways for 
data reporting, from health facilities to the district health office.  
4.5 Issues with mobile service delivery 
To enable health facilities to use packet data for submission of reports, as well as enhance 
voice-based communication, we acquired post-paid mobile phone subscriptions for all health 
facilities taking part in our pilots. It was also our intention to maintain the possibility of 
reviewing statistics of Internet data usage volumes throughout and after the pilot phase. The 
mobile operator will only maintain logs of Internet use if for phone numbers registered with a 
post pair subscription. The agreement with the mobile service provider, as early as November 
2011, was to have voice-based calls capped at MWK 1500 (~$9 at the time of 
implementation) per month per phone number. However, the mobile service provider only got 
to cap the voice calls midway through March 2012, five months down the line, even though 
we had made a number of visits to their offices to have this resolved. The failure to cap the 
numbers resulted in some phones registering high phone bills. We had informed users that 
they would not be able to make any more outgoing voice call within a month, if they had 
reached the MWK 1500 mark.  Interruptions in Internet service coverage, in some areas, have 
at times negatively impacted data reporting and its timeliness. At some point, we even advised 
personnel from one health facility to use a different mobile service provider. 
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4.6 Other Key External dependencies 
Key software development personnel for DHIS Mobile are in Norway and Vietnam, and their 
attention is directed towards a broader range of DHIS Mobile implementations in various 
countries, with a main focus on providing generalised solutions to emerging problems. This 
means that certain challenges that need prioritisation for the Malawi pilots are not treated with 
the urgency implementers on the ground, in Malawi, would like. Sometimes, the global 
development team might not have solutions immediately available, even when they have 
prioritised certain issues. For example, between the first health area rollout and the training 
for the second health area we had upgraded the server in Malawi from DHIS 2.6 to 2.7. It was 
however discovered that a bug in DHIS 2.7 prevented the DHIS2 java client from working. 
Our plan was to use the java client under area 25 health area. We were therefore forced to roll-
back to DHIS 2.6, because by the time of the training the bug had not yet been fixed. DHIS2 
Mobile is fast evolving to accommodate various contexts of implementation, which include 
India, Malawi, and Tanzania, among others. This contradicts the proposition by the 
bootstrapping strategy to not rely on emerging technologies. Rapid development work also 
stretches available human resource between development of new functionality and 
maintaining existing functionality, as well as responding to needs from various 
implementation contexts.  
4.7 Utilisation at Feedback Mechanisms 
Meetings with medical personnel at health facilities and focus group discussions conducted 
during training sessions on mobile phone-based solutions being piloted, reveal the lack of 
extensive utilisation of data at health facility level. Informants indicated that they hardly have 
monthly data meetings to discuss collected data. We were informed that these meetings used 
to take place sometime back, under a World Bank funded project, but died out after the 
project and external funding had folded. According to informants, reasons for lack of data 
review meetings include: lack of adequate data analysis skills; lack of motivation by some 
officers in charge and the discontinuation of allowances associated with health facility 
meetings through the World Bank funded initiative. Beyond data utilisation, our interactions 
with the health information system setup in Malawi have shown that health facilities hardly 
get feedback on data they submit to district health offices. These shortcomings are a threat to 
the sustainability of any efforts to strengthen the national health information system, as very 
little can be achieved if the existing organisational culture does not appreciate the analysis of 
collected data to inform decision making.  
5 Analysis and Discussion 
The empirical case in this paper demonstrates that bootstrapping technological innovations 
requires coordination of efforts across organisational and geographical boundaries. The case, 
presents various organisational factors under the Ministry of Health, the Lilongwe district 
health office, and health facilities that need to be negotiated to enhance uptake of the mHealth 
solutions being piloted. Also highlighted are actions of other key stakeholders such as the 
MobiHealth project and the DHIS implementation team in Malawi, among others. Knowing 
this, we decided early on in our implementation efforts to use bootstrapping as a sensitising 
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lens to minimise implementation related risks. Although this is so, our case demonstrates 
aspects that both comply with, and deviate from, the bootstrapping concept. 
5.1 Following the Bootstrapping Path 
Our DHIS Mobile pilots were preceded by efforts to understand existing data collection and 
communication work practices, as well as gain buy-in from key stakeholders, such as the 
Ministry of Health, Lilongwe District Health Office, and personnel from health facilities. We 
also sought to understand existing communications infrastructure and its influence on paper-
based data reporting, and potential influence on our pilots. This helped us better place our 
solutions for increased relevance and reduced contradiction with the installed base. For 
example, our solutions address important user needs such as the need to circumvent 
transportation challenges and lack of stationery at the facilities, by enabling remote data 
reporting. Our understanding of the implementation context also made it possible for us to 
provide participants in our pilots with mobile phones capable of supporting Internet data. We 
were also able to provide Internet dongles at health area office and district health office levels. 
In doing this we have kept key traditional gatekeepers in the paper-based setup within the 
loop, despite health facilities submitting reports directly to an online server. 
 These steps correspond to the bootstrapping strategy’s recommendation to as much as 
possible build on the installed base, rather than contradict it (Hanseth and Aanestad, 2001; 
Hanseth and Aanestad, 2003; Skorve and Aanestad, 2010). Furthermore, the logic followed 
here corresponds with observations from related research that mHealth involves the 
convergence of heterogeneous components such as desktop health information systems, 
people and healthcare processes, healthcare workers’ information needs, available technology 
options, and how best technology can be adapted to suit these needs and requirements (Yu et 
al., 2006). 
 Our pilot strategy also aligns with the bootstrapping strategy in that we have started by 
supporting a critical, but less complex task of monthly routine health data reporting. Monthly 
reporting of routine health data is vital to health service delivery, which makes our solutions 
immediately relevant to stakeholders at various levels of administration. Introducing the use 
of mobile phones mainly as a data transportation mechanism means does not require radical 
changes in the way people work, to accommodate the solutions under pilot. The current use of 
mobile phones for data reporting mostly compliments, rather than contradict existing socio-
technical arrangements for data communication. 
 The decision not to go ahead with a big bang approach, where we would have rolled out 
to all health facilities in Lilongwe has also proved beneficial. We have faced multiple 
significant challenges, discussed in the next sub-section, which we had not envisaged at the 
beginning of the pilots, and could have been disastrous if not critically reflected upon as part 
of the action research approach to information systems interventions Resolving these 
challenges could have been more challenging had we followed our initial planning to cover 
the whole of Lilongwe district at once. Starting small has better facilitated our learning 
process from implementation decisions taken thus far, and challenges we have faced. Learning 
from ongoing experiences is vital towards the improvement of information technology 
innovations (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004). Other studies on mHealth suggest that barriers to 
and gaps in mHealth scale and sustainability result from limited knowledge of what works, 
how it works, and how much it will cost (Mechael et al., 2010). 
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5.2 Challenges to Walking the Bootstrapping Path 
Not all implementation factors at play can be reconciled nor can all competing stakeholder 
interests be aligned. Hanseth and Aanestad (2001) acknowledge that it is not always possible 
to follow the bootstrapping strategy. 
 
5.2.1 Cost cutting vs. time 
Management decisions like the one to initially purchase phones from India and not Malawi, 
the context of implementation, have had a significant impact on take-off of the pilots. 
Bringing in an untested technology that failed to work inflicted a two month delay to the 
project in Malawi. This decision deviated from recommendations of the bootstrapping 
strategy, to build on an existing installed base, rather than contradict it (Hanseth and 
Aanestad, 2003; Skorve and Aanestad, 2010). Purchasing phones from a local supplier would 
also have given project team members access to additional technical support. It would also 
have been easier to return the phones and get new ones. This is, however, not an easy matter 
to resolve considering that the MobiHealth project does not have limitless resources and has 
to balance needs local to Malawi, with other contexts where the project has a presence. A 
possible way to resolve this is for the Ministry of Health in Malawi, the Lilongwe district 
health office and health facilities taking part in the pilots to find supplementary long-term 
financial and technical arrangements that can also last beyond the lifespan of the current 
funding. This, however, is a tall order to negotiate, in particular due to the historical 
construction of distinct roles in the piloting game (e.g. host organization, funder, implementer, 
researcher, etc). When confronted with questions of long term funding and ownership of the 
solution, the immediate response from the national HMIS office  has been to point out that 
“this is currently a pilot, let’s see how it works first and consider the long term implications 
and funding later”. This is problematic in the sense that the socio-political learning potential 
from pilot implementations is undermined and hidden behind a short term focus around 
technical feasibility. 
5.2.2 Lack of adequate technical expertise 
The case demonstrates lack of sufficient technical expertise for the Ministry of Health in 
Malawi to fully support its existing technological solutions. For example, the Ministry is 
reliant on the DHIS team, based at the Malawi College of Medicine, which is external to the 
ministry, to lead DHIS2 rollout in the country. The ministry also relies on a different 
government agency for in-house information technology-related support. This, coupled with 
dependence on external sources of funding to drive information technology initiatives, 
requires extensive coordination between stakeholders. Such a setup also introduces multiple 
points of possible failure, making it harder to bootstrap novel solutions. This situation 
supports arguments by Lucas (2008) that information technology implementations in 
developing countries are heavily dependent on external support (Lucas, 2008). Failure in such 
external dependencies can be costly for implementations (Schmidt et al., 2001). 
 Furthermore, our drawing upon software development support from the University of 
Oslo, for our pilots, and the ever-evolving nature of DHIS2 Mobile software does have 
significant implications on the pilots in Malawi. This is demonstrated by the case where the 
team in Malawi had to roll-back software versions, from DHIS 2.7 back to version 2.6, when a 
software bug in DHIS 2.7 prevented a Java-based client solution, which was earmarked for 
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piloting, from working. The ever evolving nature of DHIS2 Mobile software development to 
respond to needs from a range of countries does highlight the tension between meeting needs 
of wider user communities, whilst also trying to address need of specific user constituencies.  
5.2.3 Information culture  
In addition to the lack of internal information technology-related expertise, our findings 
suggest the lack of an evidence based information culture as a significant hurdle to our efforts. 
An information technological innovation to enhance data reporting and utilisation can hardly 
succeed if the target user group does not highly value data they collect, in decision making. 
Culture is a very important factor in the implementation of technological innovations (Scott 
and Vessey, 2002). The collapse of monthly data review meetings after the withdrawal of 
external support, through a World Bank funded initiative, demonstrates how difficult it is to 
build momentum required to sustain information technology initiatives. In as much as 
development of an information culture is critical to the success of solutions we are piloting, 
we can hardly correct the prevailing situation without support from other implementation 
partners. It is obvious that such a step would not be unproblematic, as an increased number of 
core stakeholders would necessitate an increased need for coordination between stakeholder 
operations and interest. Furthermore, the DHIS Mobile solution is not implemented in a static 
health information setup. The intervention needs to be aligned with recent systemic reforms of 
the HMIS function and the health system as a whole. In Malawi the HMIS function has been 
dramatically revised by formally creating an additional post with a statistical clerk at every 
community health facility. This signals systemic ambitions to emphasise the role and 
importance of HMIS data in the health system as a whole. Unfortunately, the lack of 
immediate training of the newly employed statistical clerks sends mixed signals down the 
health system about the appreciation of local analysis and use of HMIS data; it also illustrates 
a systemic failure to realize opportunities to create a potentially disruptive change to an 
existing information culture that is now only being reinforced or possibly even weakened. 
5.2.4 Mobile Service Delivery 
The relevance of cross-organisational arrangements in the bootstrapping of technological 
innovations is also highlighted by the quality of mobile service delivery and failure by the 
mobiles service operator to cap voice calls. Failure to cap voice calls for participants in the 
pilots places a strain on already limited financial resources. This is a factor over which the 
research team managing the pilots in Malawi has little control. There are only two major 
mobile service providers in Malawi, which greatly reduces choices available to our team. 
Interactions with the service provider we are using for the pilots have demonstrated that our 
end-goals, guiding decisions and actions, are not easy to reconcile. This in turn stems from 
fundamental differences in logic between profit making mobile operators, public health 
responsibilities, and action research bent on leveraging mobile technologies to empower 
peripheral health workers and strengthen decentralised evidence based decision making. 
Challenges we have encountered with regard to mobile service delivery place the mobile 
service operator more in the foreground of our routine operations, than is necessary. At the 
same time our limited choice of access to mobile service delivery makes it harder for us to 




In this paper we have applied the bootstrapping concept to highlight organisation-centric and 
cross-organisational risk factors that need to be negotiated in the implementation of novel 
information technology solutions. Bootstrapping of innovations not only interplays with 
internal organisational arrangements, or external stakeholders with more or less common 
goals. Socio-technical arrangements between stakeholders working across economic sectors, 
organisational and geographical boundaries are just as relevant. Funding and technical 
arrangements that cut across organisations, as well as reliance on service delivery by 
commercial service providers, are good examples. For example, the pilots in Malawi are 
funded by the MobiHealth project at the University of Oslo, have the Ministry of health in 
Malawi as a host organisation, and rely on mobile service delivery by a commercial provider. 
The Ministry of Health in Malawi also relies on external consultants for technical support. 
 Weaknesses of the Ministry of Health to adequately support new information technology 
solutions, both financially and technically, means that significant alliances with multiple 
implementation partners cannot be done away with easily. It has been demonstrated in this 
paper that such alliances function in ways that enable or constrain bootstrapping of novel 
solutions. For example, stakeholders often have divergent interests. In addition, there is an 
increased need for coordination when there are multiple stakeholders involved. All this 
increases the potential for failure in the event that stakeholder relationships and dependences 
fail. Successful bootstrapping of novel information technology solutions therefore requires 
effective management of stakeholder linkages.  
 At organisational level, bootstrapping of novel solutions can be strengthened through 
building the solutions for immediate relevance, supporting vital, but less complex tasks first, 
and taking small incremental steps to allow experimental learning. It is also important to find 
solutions to weak organisational practices that are critical to the relevance of implemented 
solutions. An example from our case is the need to build an information culture. 
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Paying Per Diems for ICT4D Project Participation SANNER, SÆBØ
Research Article





The article highlights the contradictory role per diem payments play in swiftly attracting local participation in ICT for
Development (ICT4D) projects, while undermining long-term capacity building and sustainability with such efforts.
We discuss sustainability challenges endemic to ICT4D projects in light of our case study ªndings from a mobile
phone–based intervention in a public health management information system (HMIS) in Malawi. We explore these
challenges at multiple levels of analysis by drawing on the neo-institutional notion of “institutional logics.” For practi-
tioners and policy makers, the article offers suggestions on how to counter some of the pitfalls associated with the
use of per diems to incentivize ICT4D project participants. The study contributes to the institutional logics perspective
by exploring empirically the intricate interdependence between two mutually reinforcing, yet seemingly incongruent
institutional logics of development project impact and aid entitlement.
1. Introduction
Long-term sustainability is a challenge with ICT for Development (ICT4D) across focus areas such as tele-
centers, education, agriculture, and health care. Simply put, sustainability refers to an ICT4D intervention’s abil-
ity to work in practice, over time, in a given setting. Many ICT4D interventions in health information systems
have been deemed unsustainable (Braa, Monteiro & Sahay, 2004; Heeks, 2006; Littlejohns, Wyatt & Garvican,
2003) due to underdeveloped infrastructure (Gordon & Hinson, 2007), limited duration of donors’ ªnancial
support, technical bias of projects (Ali & Bailur, 2007), lack of alignment of interests and responsibilities among
stakeholders (Kimaro & Nhampossa, 2005) and a “pilot project” orientation (Lucas, 2008, Sanner, Roland &
Braa, 2012).
The term “capacity building” has long been used to describe efforts to enhance local governments’ uptake
of ICT4D innovations and address the tendency for interventions to generate external dependency and their
inability to sustain the project. But if we hold that capacity building is the crux of sustainability, then why are
sustainability challenges still so prevalent in the ICT4D ªeld? We contend that capacity building and sustain-
ability challenges are not easily resolved within the scope of a single ICT4D project. To understand these chal-
lenges we need to lift our gaze and pay attention to the dynamics of the broader ICT4D institutional landscape
and development interventions.
For more than half a century, interorganizational arrangements have been cultivated to guide development
collaborations among donors, implementation partners, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and devel-
oping world (public sector) recipients. Often such efforts have persisted despite asymmetric power relations,
cultural differences, resource inequalities, political tensions, and underlying conºicts of interests. Although
the experiences and strands of reasoning that various stakeholders draw on to inform and legitimize
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participation in development projects differ (Jensen & Winthereik, 2013), the players have been able to arrive
at organizational forms (e.g., collaborative networks and partnerships) and practices (e.g., workshops) that
mutually satisfy short-term expectations (Jordan Smith, 2003).
Inasmuch as the transfer of skills to master and maintain ICTs locally is essential, capacity-building efforts on
the ground are too often equated with “training seminars” and “workshops” (Jordan Smith, 2003; Pfeiffer,
2003; Swidler & Watkins, 2009). In practice, ICT4D entails measurable interventions often centered on the
conduct of capacity-building workshops with associated monetary incentives such as per diems, payment for
performance, subsidized travels, and access to project equipment and resources. Per diem is Latin and trans-
lates to “for each day.” It is a ªxed daily allowance paid by organizations (historically Western) to cover the
living expenses incurred by employees’ work-related travels. Per diems are traditionally used to mitigate trans-
action costs involved with the creation of expense reports for reimbursement. The use of per diems in develop-
ment projects became more commonplace during the 1970s to compensate for incurred travel costs and
expenses associated with local participation.
Pfeiffer (2003) reports on the competitive use of per diems to garner project participation and support in
Mozambique’s health care sector. He notes that per diem rates paid by donors skyrocketed during the 1990s.
This resulted in a situation where one week of per diems yielded higher pay than a month’s salary in the public
health services. At present, the use of inºated per diems has evolved into perdiemitis: where “[t]he players plan
their actions around the primary goal of acquiring per diems, rather than of effecting changes among the
publics targeted by their intervention” (Ridde, 2010, p. 2). As a result, the wrong people participate in project
workshops and too many workshops are held at the wrong locations for too high a cost (Pfeiffer, 2003).
Although a few studies pointed at these challenges with development projects more than a decade ago
(e.g., Jordan Smith, 2003; Pfeiffer, 2003), inºated per diem payments remain prevalent (Søreide, Tostensen &
Skage, 2012).
Malawi, a small landlocked country in sub-Saharan Africa and the empirical setting of our case study, has
seen a vast upsurge in mobile phone–based ICT4D interventions in health (or mHealth) over the last few years.
In particular, many mHealth pilot studies take place at the fringes of the health system to mobilize communi-
ties. Consequently, understaffed and sparsely resourced local authorities struggle to harmonize and monitor
project activities. Worse yet, a plethora of ICT4D projects with associated monetary incentives threaten to
undermine long-term reforms to strengthen national health management information systems (HMIS). The
challenges brieºy outlined here are interconnected and in part institutional and they span multiple levels
of analysis.
We consider institutions as structures of social order that inform the behavior of individuals. At the same
time, institutions are socially constructed and constituted by the actions of individuals and organizations
(Berger & Luckmann, 1991). The neo-institutional notion of “institutional logics” offers a fruitful venue to
understand the unfolding of complex social phenomena across multiple levels of analysis as it links individual
agency, cognition, and behavior to socially constructed institutional practices and rule structures (i.e., the rules
of the game). We draw on this perspective to identify and discuss the short-term (positive) and long-term (neg-
ative) consequences of the interplay between two institutional logics that we refer to as development project
impact (i.e., the swift production of quantiªable intervention results) and aid entitlement (i.e., exploitation of
development project incentives to top up meager civil servant salaries). In particular, we examine the central
role per diems and simplistic short-term ICT4D impact evaluation practices play in the continuous reproduction
of these two institutional logics. Theoretically, our investigation contributes to the understanding of institu-
tional stability within an organizational ªeld (e.g., ICT4D) by highlighting the mutually reinforcing interplay
between a pair of seemingly incongruent institutional logics.
The next section presents our theoretical framework. Our case study approach to data collection and inter-
pretive data analysis is accounted for in section 3. Section 4 presents the empirical case of a mobile phone–
based ICT4D intervention at subdistrict health facilities in Malawi. Finally, section 5 discusses our ªndings and
offers some concluding remarks and implications for further research.
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2. Theoretical Framework: Institutional Logics at Play in Organizational
Fields
Our study of ICT4D capacity building and sustainability challenges is informed by neo-institutional theory in
general and by institutional logics speciªcally. Seminal works on neo-institutional theory (e.g., Meyer & Rowan,
1977; Zucker, 1977) highlight the role of culture and cognition to explain institutional stability through organi-
zational conformity to societal requirements for legitimacy. Rather than being the mere reºections of individual
and organizational actors’ rational choices, institutions precondition actors’ sense-making choices with “regu-
lative, normative and cultural-cognitive elements that, together with associated activities and resources,
provide stability and meaning to social life” (Scott, 2008, p. 56).
Organizational Fields
DiMaggio & Powell (1983) extrapolate Meyer and Rowan’s (1977) focus on organizations’ mimetic and habit-
ual behavior from the societal level to the level of organizational ªelds that include “those organizations that,
in aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life: key suppliers, resources, product consumers,
regulatory agencies and other organizations that produce similar services or products” (DiMaggio & Powell,
1983, p. 148). An organizational ªeld may be considered a set of contextual factors or inºuences that affect
organizational structures and processes. A key characteristic of organizations operating within the same orga-
nizational ªeld is that they tend to develop similar structural and cultural environments.
We can think of development interventions as an organizational ªeld that consists of subªelds such as
ICT4D. In turn, ICT4D has an identiªable set of inºuential key funders (e.g., World Bank, PEPFAR, International
Monetary Fund, and national agencies such as Norad), technologies (e.g., ICT innovations and software pack-
ages), implementers (e.g., technical assistants and NGOs), consumers (e.g., governmental organizations in
developing countries), and regulatory agencies (e.g., the World Health Organization and the United Nations).
Through complex dialectics these players have established a set of norms (e.g., local ownership, participation,
harmonization, and sustainability), quantiªable evaluation criteria, and shared practices. Some of the ªeld-level
organizing principles have even been formalized in development guidelines such as the Paris Declaration and
Accra Agenda for Action.1
Institutional Logics in Contestation and Interdependence
DiMaggio and Powell (1983) mainly focused on explaining prescribed and mimetic organizational behavior in
response to cultural rationalization. In contrast, the concept of “institutional logics” grew out of studies trying
to explain contradictory social practices in organizations (Alford & Friedland, 1985; Friedland & Alford, 1991).
Central to institutional logics is the idea that actors’ decisions result from both individual agency and the
inºuence of institutions from which they draw legitimacy and identity (Friedland & Alford, 1991; Jackall,
1988). The institutional logics approach shares with DiMaggio and Powell (1983), Meyer and Rowan (1977),
and Zucker (1977) a concern with how cultural rules and cognition shape and legitimize organizational struc-
tures. However, institutional logics address the critique of earlier neo-institutional works’ narrow focus on
organizations’ mimetic behavior (Hasselbladh & Kallinikos, 2000). The institutional logics perspective is sensi-
tive to the interplay of differentiated institutional logics and the effects this interplay has on individuals and
organizations in wider institutional environments (e.g., industries or organizational ªelds).
Building on the ideas of both Jackall (1988) and Friedland and Alford (1991), Thornton and Ocasio deªne
institutional logics as “the socially constructed, historical patterns of material practices, assumptions, values,
beliefs, and rules by which individuals produce and reproduce their material subsistence, organize time and
space, and provide meaning to their social reality” (1999, p. 804). According to this deªnition, institutional
logics provide a link between individual agency and cognition and socially constructed institutional practices
and rule structures. Institutional actors carry “cognitive maps” for producing and reproducing the logic within
a speciªc institutional environment and provide “meaning to their activities” (Scott, Ruef, Mendel & Caronna,
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1. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) provides a description of the Paris Declaration
and Accra Agenda for Action. See http://www.oecd.org/dac/effectiveness/parisdeclarationandaccraagendaforaction.htm
2000, p. 20). In addition, institutional actors invoke, juxtapose, and combine the symbols and practices of mul-
tiple institutional logics to produce new interpretations and meanings which may effectuate institutional
change (Friedland & Alford, 1991, pp. 232, 248, 251–252; Holm, 1995; Zilber, 2002).
Institutional logics also highlight the interplay between interdependent societal levels that involve “individu-
als competing and negotiating, organizations in conºict and coordination, and institutions in contradiction
and interdependency” (Friedland & Alford, 1991, pp. 240–241). Actors’ sources of rationality change as they
draw on different institutional logics residing at the level of organizational ªelds, domains, or industries, which,
in turn, can be traced to sets of expectations of human and organizational behavior associated with institu-
tional orders at the level of society: the state, the professions, the corporations, the family, the communities,
and the market.
Practices are the key conceptual linkages between institutional logics and intra-organizational processes
(Thornton, Ocasio & Lounsbury, 2012). Multiple practices may coexist within an organization or an organiza-
tional ªeld and be interdependent (Pache & Santos, 2010). Consequently, adoption or enactment of a new
practice or modiªcation of an existing practice often has ramiªcations for other practices in an organization
(Thornton et al., 2012; Zilber, 2002). These interdependencies are generated from social interactions that
involve both communication and resource ºows, thus shaping both the vocabularies and material subsistence
of involved actors. At the organizational level, institutional logics provide the formal and informal rules of
action, interaction, and interpretation that guide and constrain decision makers in accomplishing the organiza-
tion’s tasks and in obtaining social status, credits, penalties, and rewards in the process (Ocasio, 1997).
Despite early recognition in the seminal article by Friedland and Alford (1991), the explicit exploration of
interdependencies among institutional logics has been overshadowed by an emphasis on competing logics
and the continuous contestation of meaning in studies that take an organizational ªeld-level perspective (e.g.,
Currie & Guah, 2007; Lounsbury, 2007; Marquis & Lounsbury, 2007; Reay & Hinings, 2009). Currie and Guah
(2007) explore how competing institutional logics within the organizational ªeld of health care jeopardize the
smooth implementation of a national program for IT in the UK. Their study reveals that the implementation of
an information system infused with the logic of “patient choice” is consistently challenged by unresolved ten-
sions with the professional logic of self-regulation and the managerial logic of efªciency. Similarly, Sahay,
Sæbø, Mekonnen, and Gizaw (2010) explore the tensions that arise between a highly centralized paper-based
health management information system in Tajikistan and the introduction of a computerized software with
values of decentralization and local empowerment inscribed into the implementation strategy. At the health
districts the institutional logic guiding the implementation found support in the informal practices that circum-
vent the rigidity of the Soviet-legacy information system. However, the contestation between institutional
logics caused a stalemate when the software was implemented at higher levels of the health ministry.
Although interdependence between logics is an inherent assumption with the institutional logic per-
spective, few empirical studies have highlighted these reinforcing dialectics between logics. A recent study by
Hayes & Rajão (2011) is sensitive to both synergies and contestations among sovereignty, sustainability, and
economic institutional logics as they are upheld in different ways through the historical monitoring of activities
in the Amazon rainforest with the use of geographical information systems (GIS). Their analysis highlights that
institutional logics are always provisional and relational. In this article, we draw on the notions of organiza-
tional ªelds and institutional logics to discuss how short-term project impact assessments and the prevalent
use of ICT4D project incentives such as per diems preserve and are preserved by the interdependence between
two seemingly incongruent institutional logics.
3. Methods
This article draws upon an interpretive case study approach informed by guidelines put forth by Klein and
Myers (1999) and Walsham (1993, 1995). We draw on an interpretive tradition to make sense of peoples’
behaviors and their justiªcations in relation to participation in a mobile phone–based ICT4D intervention in
Malawi.
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Context of the Study and Researcher Roles
The study grew out of the authors’ close involvement with an international intervention research project called
the Health Information Systems Programme (HISP). HISP activities primarily centered around the design and
deployment of the District Health Information Software (DHIS2) in more than 40 countries in Africa, Asia, and
Latin America (Braa et al., 2004; Braa, Hanseth, Heywood, Mohammed & Shaw, 2007). DHIS2 is a generic web
server–based solution for collection, validation, analysis, and presentation of aggregate statistical data, tai-
lored to integrated health management activities.
The empirical material was collected through the ªrst author’s involvement with the implementation of a
suite of mobile phone–based functionalities, called DHISm, for routine health data reporting at health facilities
in Malawi. DHISm permits data reporting through mobile phones and extends computer-based DHIS2 imple-
mentations. The second author has also held various roles in the ICT4D landscape over the last decade, includ-
ing WHO’s now-disbanded Health Metric Network (HMN), aimed at mobilizing development partners to
strengthen health information systems in developing countries (HMN, 2008). While this article builds upon
research that was carried out in Malawi, both authors have also been involved with similar ICT4D projects in
other developing countries. Most relevant here is the conduct of workshops and formal training sessions car-
ried out on behalf of either HISP or HMN/WHO.
Data Collection and Data Analysis
In between September 2011 and mid-2013, the primary author visited Malawi three times for research and
DHISm implementation purposes. Each visit lasted for about one month. Initially the study focused on HMIS-
related practices and information ºows among health facilities, district health ofªces, development partners,
and NGOs in Malawi. This baseline investigation was deemed crucial to the successful implementation of
DHISm. Full-day observational visits were made to nine subdistrict health facilities and repeated visits were
made to the district health ofªce involved with the DHISm implementation. This baseline study resulted in ad
hoc ªeld notes, photos, and face-to-face interviews with 20 informants in their work environments. Part of this
data was later interpreted in light of the subsequent refocus of the study (discussed below).
In addition to DHISm project management activities, the ªrst author participated (as a trainer) in three end-
user training sessions and in ªve focus group evaluation meetings, where users’ experiences with the DHISm
intervention and motives for project participation were discussed. A recurring theme in the training sessions
and focus group discussions was the importance of per diem payments to motivate project participation. As
the implementation progressed, potential challenges to the uptake of DHISm mobile reporting and to other
nondomestically funded HMIS strengthening activities in Malawi were perceived to stem from disparities
between stakeholders’ expectations for which the payment of per diems served as a mediator. This led to a
shift in the study’s focus and the reinterpretation of some of the ªrst author’s own activities such as the facilita-
tion of DHISm pilot buy-in within the Ministry of Health. The new and more explorative focus of the study
informed the scrutiny of a decade’s worth of policy documents and HMIS status reports that revealed
sustainability challenges with ICT4D initiatives in the public health sector. Supplementary data that informs
the study include face-to-face discussions, email exchanges, and Skype conference calls with fellow DHISm
implementers in Malawi, DHIS2 and DHISm developers in Norway and Vietnam, and HISP global project
coordinators.
Data analysis was based on transcripts from audio-recorded interviews and focus group discussions, ªeld
notes that document the primary author’s interpretation of behaviors and events pertaining to DHISm project
participation, and studies of the above-mentioned ofªcial documents. The analysis was carried out ªrst by the
primary author alone and later by both authors, as follows. First, the empirical material was sifted for quotes
signifying preferred courses of action (i.e., practices) in relation to engagement with ICT4D projects. If discern-
ible, these behaviors were then codiªed into legitimacy claims, i.e., the underlying assumptions that justify cer-
tain behaviors. The theoretical framework presented in section 2 helped us shape the analysis at an early stage,
particularly through the notion of “legitimacy claims,” which is a central notion to the institutional logic per-
spective. Legitimacy claims were paired with empirically identiªed practices and broader strands of reasoning
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(i.e., institutional logics). As the analysis progressed we focused on tracing interdependencies between two
discernible institutional logics of development project impact and aid entitlement at the level of projects, orga-
nizations, and the ICT4D ªeld.
Qualitative research that touches upon personal and sensitive issues, like peoples’ attitudes toward the use
of ICT4D per diems, may have inherent limitations. Furthermore, the study this article reports on was not ini-
tially concerned with per diems or the way ICT4D projects are conducted. This article is, rather, the product of
the primary author’s deep involvement with the DHISm implementation in Malawi and reºection on emerging
trends in the empirical data. As a limitation, the data pertain only to one implementation in one public sector
in one developing country. In favor of our ªndings, the study’s ad hoc research design may have helped reduce
potential study barriers as the topics discussed in this article were initially brought up voluntarily by informants.
4. Paying Per Diems for ICT4D Project Participation
This empirical section starts with a brief overview of HMIS restructuring activities in Malawi. These activities
serve as the backdrop for the mobile phone–based DHISm intervention from which we draw our ªndings.
Next, we reºect on the development project logic (subsection 4.2) that informs the funding arrangements and
management of ICT4D projects such as DHISm. We then look at how local project participants rationalize their
roles in such interventions by drawing on the aid entitlement logic (subsection 4.3). We do this by providing
rich accounts of how these two logics interplay during the implementation of DHISm at subdistrict health facil-
ities in Malawi (subsection 4.4). We focus the empirical discussion around perceptions concerning the use of
per diems to attract project participation. We conclude this section with a summary of the empirical ªndings
(subsection 4.5).
4.1. Empirical Setting: HMIS Strengthening in Malawi
A well-functioning HMIS is crucial to effectively administer scarce health care resources, address epidemics,
inform policy making, and measure the impact of donors’ targeted health interventions. In 1999 the Malawi
Ministry of Health conducted an assessment that revealed the national HMIS’ inability to provide timely and
reliable information to concerned parties, including district health management teams (Chaulagai et al., 2005;
Ministry of Health, 2003). In an effort to strengthen collaboration between donors’ vertical programs and facil-
itate decentralized decision making, the Ministry endorsed the establishment of an integrated and comprehen-
sive HMIS. The computerized District Health Information System (the ªrst generation of DHIS) was identiªed
and implemented at the district level and higher organizational levels from January 2002.
One decade later an HMIS assessment revealed that fragmentation had crept back into the system. This had
happened despite donors’ explicitly stated harmonization strategies. For example, the World Health Organiza-
tion’s Country Cooperation Strategy for Malawi 2008–2013 stated that the WHO will guide “planning and
resource allocation through alignment with national health priorities and harmonization with other develop-
ment partners” (WHO, 2009, p. vii). As a continuation of the harmonization strategy, the Ministry decided to
upgrade the DHIS from stand-alone installations running independently in every district to a centralized
approach with a national Web-based DHIS2 server.
Overall, migration to the Web-based DHIS2 client server setup has been ineffective, partly because the Min-
istry lacks sufªcient in-house IT expertise to take on the management of the national DHIS2 server, system cus-
tomization, end-user training, and other mundane IT tasks. At the time of writing, DHIS2 training has been
conducted for all district health management teams in Malawi, but HISP and other implementation partners
have been presented with the Ministry’s need for assistance in the provision of refresher training to DHIS2 end
users including donors’ various health program coordinators.
4.2. Development Project Impact Logic: Producing Swift and Measurable Results
Implementation of DHIS2 and DHISm involves both international implementation agencies and funding donors
who operate within the development intervention landscape. We ªrst look at the overarching logics informing
the behaviors of these global development actors when it comes to project realization.
The sustainability of ICT4D interventions in public health has been undermined by, among other factors, the
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lack of coordination among interventions. Few technical innovations are extended and maintained across pro-
jects, and coordination and cooperation efforts are not assessed and rewarded. Anecdotally, the primary
author visited a subdistrict health facility in Malawi that had four solar panels installed on its rooftop—one for
each ICT4D innovation put in place by different donors’ initiatives over the last few years. Only one of these
innovations was still in use, a touch screen–based system for registering outpatient data for pregnant women.
For the rest of the ICT innovations, facility staff did not know whom to contact for technical assistance and
maintenance.
ICT4D projects must make themselves attractive to a few powerful international donors by demonstrating
clearly delineated objectives, with quantiªable costs and impact projections to be realized within a ªxed (typi-
cally short) time. Consequently, showcase projects often focus on isolated targets and report on simple input
and output variables such as dollars spent and number of people trained, rather than project (learning) out-
comes and interproject collaborations, which are harder to quantify and compare. A preoccupation with the
production of measurable and quantiªable project results within a limited time frame is what we refer to as the
development project impact logic. It is no surprise that the development project impact logic inherits values
and metaphors (e.g., growth, impact, and scaling up) from the higher-level institutional logic of the market,
since the historical discourse on development has been dominated by economists. The development project
impact logic conºates corporate-patriarchal elements of centralized international development planning (e.g.,
development declarations) with the logic of the market. This centralized monitoring and evaluation (market
micromanagement) performed by a few inºuential and uncoordinated development donors translates into
fragmented ICT4D interventions put in place by development implementers and NGOs on the ground.
In response to these well-known harmonization challenges, the international community endorsed the Paris
Declaration on Aid Effectiveness in 2005, with more than 100 signatory countries committing to harmonize
development intervention work and assist developing country governments to formulate and implement their
own development plans. However, this recognition has had limited inºuence on donors’ funding modalities,
and ICT4D efforts remain uncoordinated and fragmented nearly a decade later. Organizations involved with
ICT4D implementation (e.g., HISP) are concerned with their own expansion and growth as well as the local
realization of ICT4D projects. Implementing DHIS2 or DHISm in yet another country is a step toward sustaining
HISP as a collaborative intervention network and generating funding for more projects (Braa et al., 2004).
4.3. Development Project Impact Logic Meets Aid Entitlement Logic: Attention Sold to
the Highest Bidder
The development project impact logic has adverse consequences in developing countries. In this subsection we
look at how this manifests itself in relation to health management information systems in Malawi. In particular
we focus the empirical discussion on perceptions of per diem payments to ICT4D project participants.
Initially the DHISm implementation focused on two important data collection forms for mobile phone–
based reporting from 17 health facilities in one district. The aim was to assist subdistrict health staff to collect
and report health information. In a critically resource-constrained environment, the health workers have
adopted pragmatic approaches to a range of health system and health information system limitations and
challenges. Historically, the completeness and timeliness associated with paper-based reporting of routine data
collection forms to district health ofªces have been compromised by seasonal challenges associated with
muddy roads, fuel shortages, occasional inadequate supplies of stationery, or simple neglect. Staff at health
facilities explained that when they travelled to the district ofªce to deliver reports, their travel costs were nei-
ther refunded nor subsidized, thus workarounds and improvisations were commonplace. For instance, facility
health workers would send reports with passing ambulances or submit their reports when going to town to
collect salaries.
Government-paid salaries2 in some debt-burdened developing countries have been capped and conse-
quently diminished in relation to civil servants’ income from access to “dollar projects” (Pfeiffer, 2003). This
has, in turn, strengthened the need for civil servants to secure opportunities for participation in donor-funded
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2. Under the Bingu wa Mutharika administration, Malawi introduced the Zero Deªcit Budget, with the aim of ªnancing all
recurrent expenditures using domestic resources.
workshops and gain access to project resources. Leveraging one’s positions in hierarchical power structures to
obtain a share of the monetary incentives associated with development projects is condoned. Søreide et al.
report on the pervasive use of per diems in Malawi, Tanzania, and Ethiopia and argue that it could even
be seen as foolish or immoral not to exploit such arrangements to cater for “one’s own,” as per diems “form
an entrenched, informal component of the system” (2012, p. 52). We refer to this institutional logic as
aid entitlement logic. Aid entitlement logic allows government employees to make sense of their conºated
roles as underpaid, overburdened civil servants, kinsmen, and development project participants. In essence,
meagrely paid civil servants legitimize opportunistic behaviors in relation to dollar projects by drawing on the
aid entitlement logic, which incorporates a sense of kinship and community that transcends bureaucratic
government structures.
One implication of the two logics presented is that participation at workshops depends on the payment of
a per diem—it has become an expectation. During the initial stages of the DHISm project, we consulted with
the ofªcers in charge at a district health ofªce and two district hospitals. Although these people would not be
directly involved with the DHISm implementation, they advised us on the conduct of our intervention. The
topic of per diems came up and one senior district hospital clinician explained: “If you want them [workshop
participants] to take you seriously, you should pay about $25 like the UN guys. They are the most serious. You
also need to provide some snacks and soft drinks” (Malawi, 2011).3
The quotation illustrates two points. First, per diems are an entrenched component of ICT4D, to the extent
that well-meaning bystanders feel compelled to guide new projects on how to be taken seriously. Second,
attention can be bought, and the perception is that serious initiatives pay higher rates. We followed the advice
of providing chips and soft drinks, but we could not afford, nor did we wish to provide, an inºated allowance
for our workshop attendees. Instead we employed per diem rates of MWK 1500 (US$8 at the time), used
internally by the Ministry of Health for lower-level civil servant reimbursements. However, the per diem rates
employed by the DHISm team were not announced prior to conducting the training.
In retrospect, we have had discussions about per diem rates and payments internally in the project and with
other members of the HISP intervention network. HISP central coordinators are full-time university professors
and proponents of a pragmatic stance to ICT4D implementation. One of the HISP global coordinators reºected
on the arrangement of training and per diem payments: “All the big players [i.e., WHO, UN, PEPFAR] pay per
diems, so we must also do it. We can only hope that they will collaborate with us and cover per diem costs for
participants in our projects” (Oslo, September 14, 2013).
This statement signals an appreciation within HISP as being conªned to mimicking other interventionist
organizations within the broader development landscape.
4.4. Eroding the Sustainability of Interventions
Civil servants’ expectation of per diems has a malign effect on ICT4D project sustainability. What such projects
seek to implement becomes associated with the accompanying monetary incentives and may erode quickly
when funding runs out. For example, after years of ministerial efforts to integrate and harmonize the national
HMIS, district stakeholders (district health management teams and donor program coordinators) are now sup-
posed to meet regularly to discuss public health trends and strategize based on summary reports generated by
the DHIS software. However, a district health ofªcer reºected on the irregular conduct of district review
meetings:
We are supposed to have the analysis monthly, but due to some problems sometimes we fail, because some-
times we also need some people to join the analysis and probably they require something [per diems] at the
end of the review. So if the district [management] does not [ªnancially] support the program for the activity
[monthly meeting], it fails, naturally like that. (Malawi, 2012)
Such examples could also be found at health facilities. Interestingly, informants consistently explained that
health facility review meetings were commonplace about two years prior, with a World Bank–supported
initiative:
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3. Details about the name of the district in Malawi and the exact dates of correspondence have been omitted to preserve
the anonymity of study informants.
I think in that period we had the subsidizing donor who was funding the meetings in all facilities. So they
were supposed to meet each and every month, and they were given something [per diems] to convene and
some soft drinks—so it worked. But since those people left the meetings stopped immediately. (assistant
statistician, district health ofªce, Malawi, 2012)
The discontinuation of monthly data review meetings at the subdistrict health facilities in Malawi after the
withdrawal of ªnancial and expert support from the World Bank initiative points to the deep-rooted
sustainability challenges of HMIS strengthening initiatives in Malawi. Initially, per diem payments facilitate a
win-win situation; the participants get some allowances, and the funders quickly get to demonstrate impact
back home. However, the routines instilled by donors are not necessarily institutionalized and require contin-
ued external funding. Data review meetings differ from ICT4D training and the dynamics of these meetings are
not directly comparable. However, there was a clear capacity-building agenda built into the supported review
meetings, which had resulted in meticulously hand-drawn graphs on subdistrict health facility walls. These
graphs all had in common that they were dated two years prior.
Monopolizing Access to Per Diems
Through focus group discussions during DHISm training sessions, we learned that facility staff is presented
with multiple uncoordinated initiatives by organizations that conduct training and request program-speciªc
health summary data reports. Sometimes several initiatives target the same health facilities simultaneously.
There are focal persons who have different programs; one person being focal person for maybe various pro-
grams. Now, when it comes to reporting, it means at the end of the month he has to compile reports of dif-
ferent programs. Is it that he gets invested and he ignores some other reports? Sometimes we try to advise
them that this is a government job and we need to share. (program ofªcer, district health ofªce, Malawi,
2012)
We note the use of the word “share” at the end of this excerpt, as if access to donor projects’ monetary incen-
tives is perceived by the program ofªcer as a communal good that should be fairly distributed among col-
leagues. A facility health worker’s elaboration further clariªes and builds on this statement.
We have come here [DHISm training] and normally, whenever there is something like this, we have got an
explanation: “If I go there, I’m going to get money. If I send this one—he gets the money. No! Let me go
myself!” That may be one of the issues. Maybe because of money, they say, “No, let me of course, be in-
volved in many things because of what I’m going to get.” I think that’s just why he was saying we should
share. (HMIS focal person, subdistrict health facility, Malawi, 2012)
The excerpts above substantiate that both the responsibility for donor programs’ data reporting and the corre-
sponding opportunities for workshop participation are treated opportunistically as a way to add to civil ser-
vants’ meager salaries. Premium payments for speciªc reports, new ICTs put in place to handle speciªc
program data, and the conduct of training signal the importance of a given set of health indicators. The
monopolizing behavior among civil servants around ICT4D project participation, legitimized by the aid entitle-
ment logic, challenges the sustainability of ICT4D projects. ICT4D implementers wish to train the right people,
dedicated to the project’s long-term goals, but people holding roles senior to those invited frequently show up
at workshops. Despite the DHISm implementers’ awareness of this inclination and their efforts to specify that
only the subdistrict facility focal persons for the two forms identiªed for mobile reporting should attend train-
ing sessions, their seniors either came along with them or in the place of one of them. Other important chores
(e.g., patient consultation and health facility management) may be put aside, at least for the time being, by a
few well-positioned individuals who take on more donors’ chores than they can realistically handle.
Currently DHISm is being scaled up to the whole district (from 17 to 44 subdistrict health facilities) and four
more data collection forms have been customized for mobile reporting. Mobile reports are being submitted to
the DHIS2 server and some end users have even started to report on the four new mobile Web-based forms
without additional training. There are no direct monetary incentives associated with mobile reporting of the
health summary data. However, subdistrict facility staff no longer need to spend a full day traveling to the dis-
trict health ofªce at their own expense or ªnd unreliable workarounds for report submission. This convenience,
we believe, is the key driver behind the current uptake of DHISm for mobile reporting.
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4.5. Summary of Case Study Findings
The case study ªndings are summarized in Table 1. The table identiªes the institutional logics of aid entitlement
and development project impact as they play out in the ICT4D organizational ªeld. We have distilled these
institutional logics from individual- and project-level practices (i.e., behaviors and actions) and legitimacy claims
(i.e., justiªcations and rationalizations). The table also indicates the broader implications of the mutually rein-
forcing interplay between these two logics and the ICT4D ªeld as a whole. Speciªcally, these implications
translate into sustainability and capacity-building challenges that face ICT4D projects, which we discuss in the
concluding section of this article.
Our primary concern is with how these two logics interact through ICT4D practices. At the project level, the
two identiªed institutional logics are maintained by two discernable strands of actors: local ICT4D participants
and external development intervention practitioners.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
This section draws on the institutional logic perspective to explore challenges both to the long-term
sustainability of ICT4D interventions and to ministerial efforts aimed at strengthening weak management
structures in the public services. Our analysis differs from the few existing studies concerned with the interde-
pendency between development project evaluation criteria, and local actors’ income and social capital maxi-
mizing behavior (Jordan Smith, 2003; Pfeiffer, 2003; Ridde, 2010; Søreide et al., 2012) in that it highlights how
unsustainable ICT4D practices reproduce and are reproduced by the interaction between the development
project impact logic and the aid entitlement logic.
We have shown empirically that by paying for attention, ICT4D projects obtain immediate responses from
an understaffed health system which sooner or later will have to retract its attention to cater for other equally
important tasks. For ICT4D practitioners, the number of workshops and participants are measurable indicators
by which projects are evaluated. Such indicators are crucial to the funding mechanisms of international
donors. In short, a few inºuential donors (the service buyers) face the challenge of comparing apples to
oranges to calculate the return on investment across projects implemented by local NGOs and partners (the
service sellers). This leads to a preoccupation with simple performance indicators comparable across projects
coupled with rapid evaluation cycles to discard bad apples.In turn, this preoccupation can be tied to economic
rationalizations, budgetary periods, and political election cycles in donors’ home countries.
To civil servants in developing countries, workshops’ entails monetary incentives such as per diems that are
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Table 1. Institutional Logics at Play in the Organizational Field of ICT4D.
Institutional Logic Practice Legitimacy Claim Implication for ICT4D





Access to donors’ projects
boost civil servants’
meager salaries
Exploiting access to donor
funding to maximize
ªnancial and social capital
is condoned




more roles than they can
handle
















Paying per diems is the







pay inºated per diem
rates
perceived as part of their legitimate income (Søreide et al., 2012). Jobs in the public health services are
accepted on a low salary partly because the position gives promise of access to dollar projects. The irregularity
of monetary incentives and the high probability that payments will end abruptly when project funding runs out
(Bhattacharyya, Winch, LeBan & Tien, 2001) stimulate short-sighted and opportunistic behavior among ICT4D
project participants. The payment of per diems induces civil servants to expect something extra simply for
doing their regular job (Søreide et al., 2012, p. xvi) and to encourage ofªcials in higher positions to monopolize
project participation at the expense of lower-level colleagues in greater need of training (Søreide et al., 2012).
Existing ICT4D practitioners’ preoccupation with conducting capacity-building workshops satisfy “equally the
competing priorities of international donor institutions and local actors” (Jordan Smith, 2003, p. 712), at least
in the short term.
Development Project Impact and Aid Entitlement: A “Marriage of Convenience”
Over time the development project impact logic has entered into interdependence with the aid entitlement
logic it has helped to foster and legitimize. We use the term “interdependency” (Friedland & Alford, 1991), as
the behaviors and strategies informed by either institutional logic are justiªed and reinforced by the observable
practices of the others. Civil servants expect money to perform the tasks of ICT4D initiatives, so it is necessary
to pay them to produce a swift impact. Since short-sighted and competing initiatives pay inºated per diems for
attention, it is condoned to hunt for roles in their projects to supplement meager civil servant salaries. Develop-
ment interventionists know that the incentive structures they uphold through the conduct of their projects lead
to unintended consequences (and the authors have played their part in this), the local participants in the ICT4D
projects know that donors’ incentive structures will prevail for future exploits, and everybody knows that every-
one else knows, too. Yet—and this is at the heart of our contribution—the respective institutional logics of
development project impact and aid entitlement are drawn on to legitimize activities and strategies (by both
sides) to maintain the status quo. This situation is upheld despite international agreements and harmonization
declarations to the contrary. Currently, ICT4D practitioners and project participants are able to coexist by infus-
ing shared practices with different meanings (Zilber, 2002), while each camp continues to serve as a gateway
to the attainment of the short-term goals of the others.
The institutional logics perspective sheds some light on the persistence of this situation as it points to the
reinforcing dynamics between ICT4D practices and the institutional logics that permeates them. A strategy to
alleviate these endemic challenges with ICT4D, we contend, will have to resonate at multiple levels (i.e., proj-
ect, organization, and organizational ªeld) and across camps. High-level international declarations of harmoni-
zation, albeit with positive intentions, are not directly helpful as long as ICT4D projects are evaluated on short-
sighted, easy-to-manipulate (by paying for attention), project-centric targets. Institutional change is brought
about not only by changing the rhetoric, but also the material subsistence that informs practices. The ICT4D
ªeld is in need of a shift toward long-term cooperation among initiatives. New project evaluation tools and
reward structures need to be put in place to emphasize harmonization over short-sighted impact.
Theoretically, this study contributes to the exploration of the interplay between institutional logics at the
level of an organizational ªeld. We contend that dynamics between institutional logics are not necessarily cap-
tured as periods of institutional stability where one institutional logic dominates until it is eroded and replaced
by another dominant logic, nor by the unresolved historical contestation of meaning between multiple com-
peting institutional logics (Currie & Guah, 2007; Lounsbury, 2007; Marquis & Lounsbury, 2007; Sahay et al.,
2010). Rather, we have identiªed an intricate interdependence between a pair of mutually legitimizing institu-
tional logics. For lack of a better term, we refer to this dialectic relationship as a marriage of convenience. The
result is not friction, but an accommodation of both logics in shared practices (e.g., workshops) through ICT4D
projects. However, this interdependency produces detrimental and contradictory consequences for projects
and the ICT4D organizational ªeld over the long term. Similarly, comprehensive and longitudinal ministerial
harmonization efforts are offset by haphazard adaptations to donors’ “agenda of the day.”
Implications for Capacity Building and Long-Term ICT4D Sustainability
Previous studies have pointed out that too many capacity-building workshops and training sessions are con-
ducted to communicate commonsense messages about HIV/AIDS, family planning, and other subjects that
attendants are already well aware of (Swidler & Watkins, 2009). ICT4D projects, we argue, differ from this
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broader class of capacity-building efforts in that end-user training is necessary to effectively leverage novel ICTs
and software packages in the workplace. However, training does not always have to involve large groups of
people traveling to receive inºated per diems. To avoid such a scenario, we argue that on-the-job training is a
viable option, especially for refresher training. On-the-job training also allows ICT4D practitioners to perform a
reality check, identify the right people for training (if they can be found), become sensitive to participants’
actual work practices, and learn how technology innovations may coexist with equipment and routines already
in place.
On-site training can be more costly and it takes a great deal of effort. Sometimes it is unrealistic due to the
sheer number of potential end users. In addition, on-the-job training can be perceived as unfair by trainees,
who may feel they are being cheated out of legitimate allowances. This makes it particularly difªcult for any
ICT4D initiative that wishes to break out of the per diem race to be taken seriously. However, paying per diems
for attention and being unable to discern whether participants’ positive responses are rooted in a genuine
interest in the ICT capabilities the project has to offer or if participants are cheering the project on only in the
hopes of attending follow-up workshops are both a potential waste of resources and detrimental to ICT4D
sustainability. Use of per diems to attract project participation is certainly not the only obstacle to ICT4D
sustainability. Other obstacles include underdeveloped infrastructure (Gordon & Hinson, 2007), technical bias
of projects (Ali & Bailur, 2007), lack of alignment of interests (Kimaro & Nhampossa, 2005), and pilot project
orientation (Lucas, 2008). However, we contend that per diem is a contributing factor that has not received its
fair share of attention in the literature. In addition, per diem is a complicating factor that may induce recipients
to abstain from critiquing unsustainable interventions.
Finally, the Malawi Ministry of Health’s HMIS strengthening is challenged by the disruptive prioritization of
short-term project goals over long-term restructuring, the plethora of uncoordinated interventions, and the
complicated dependencies for technical assistance. One way to strengthen the capacity of local institutions,
rather than undermine them, is for donors, in close collaboration with ministerial functionaries, to establish a
shared pool of not only ªnancial resources but also technical assistance that stretches beyond the lifespan of
individual projects. Close collaboration among ICT4D projects, through a shared pool of technical assistance
and resources, could help cultivate public sector structures that can implement policies and harmonize ICT4D
projects over time. In return, expatriate interventionists may ªnd comfort in knowing that skilled people will be
around to maintain and extend their efforts when their project time has run out.
More studies are needed on how ICT4D efforts can be evaluated in the long term, with an emphasis on
interproject collaboration. We believe the institutional logics perspective, with its sensitivity to the interdepen-
dence between local practice and ªeld-level structures, can inform further studies that take the agenda for sus-
tainable development forward. Much of what has been discussed in this article applies to the wider
organizational ªeld of development interventions. However, we contend that ICT4D is a subªeld with a partic-
ularly high prevalence of technology-centered pilot projects, feasibility studies, and proofs of concept that
demand too much attention from overburdened government organizations in developing countries. ■
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